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POULTRY
WANTED
Remember by selling your Poultry to Massachusetts Live Poul
try Co. you are belling direct to the Slaughter House. You can al
ways get more for your Poultry. You all know what we have done
here for the last two years. We never came here in the winter
before. But conditions make us do it. There are many farms
letting their poultry go this winter on account of the egg market
being so low. YVe will be up here the first two days of the week. Kain
or Shine. Leave your calls with MEDOMAK HOUSE, Waldoboro
39 and our Representative will call on you.

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, January 6, 1931
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Find Much To Interest On Homeward Journey.
Crossing Accident At Woolwich
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Pontiac Line
The Rockland Gazette was established
in 1846. In 18.4 the Courier was estab
Two fine cars freshly styled for
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
Third Installment)
The tragedy at Woolwich which , ell of Boston; and one brother, Kenin 1882. The Free Press was established 1931 and presenting neto elements of
in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to '
From the home of Thomas Baxter which bore the romantic title ol resulted in the instant death of j heth, of Camden.
the Tribune These papers consolidated grace, comfort and performance—the
I March 17, 1897.
Joseph Marshall and Harry A.
funeral °f Harfy Walker wlu
new Oakland Eight and the new in* Stockton, Calif., Ernest C. Davis “Westward Ho."
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Station, Camden, wrote:
who occupied the driver's seat. With ! They were the first to arrive after
graceful power and low-swung
The night was spent with the Wil him in front was Harry Walker and |tbe accident. While train hands
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home, and takes much pride in his bird dog, which was also killed in the the Charles Henry Butler Farm to
! and long to be remembered. Kind re- the sparkling, chrome-plated, in
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[ gards and all good wishes for the New built screens which conceal and pro she heard a roar such as a good sized farm, on which, among other stock, crash.
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sound took on added realism when cows of India. They are able to go
ators; in the curved tie-bars support she learned that bears were occa without water several days.
North National Bank711
Mr. Marshall, Sherman Mitchell was rived in Wiscasset. Mr. Nichols
compliments the operator on duty at
NORTH HAVEN MEN FLEW
ing the new chrome-plated head sionally seen in that locality. Be that
One day and two nights were in the center of the rear seat, and the Wiscasset exchange for prompt
lamps; in the long hoods secured by as it may she and the other mem spent in that fascinating southern
Orion Wadsworth sat back of Walker. and efficient service.
Monday morning the big eight pas- a single electroplated handle lock on
. senger cabin seaplane piloted by Capt. each side; in the one-piece full crown bers of the party beat a hasty retreat. metropolis, New Orleans, which has
“A sad feature in connection with
The terrific force of the impact
Wincapaw, with assistant pilot took front fenders carrying chrome-plated From which it will be seen that not been ruined by the removal of the may be judged by those who subse this accident is the fact that the
highway has already been staked
[ eight North Haven men for an air indicator lamps and invisible splash Ernest did not have all of the adven old French buildings. The old ceme
teries, with the graves above ground quently viewed the damaged Maine from Montsweag Farm for a short
voyage furnishing an event in the control gutters; in the concave run tures.
are very interesting. Visits were paid Central locomotive or those who saw distance west for another road to
career of each man. The course took ning board aprons smoothly continu
A Reminder Of Other Days
them over Eagle Island, Castine, Bel- ing the body contours to the alumi
One of the most interesting towns to a museum of extraordinary inter the wrecked motor car, the latter swing off from the present highway
j fast, over Camden Mountain and num bound, rubber-covered steel which the party had visited was est. and to some quaint old missions, such a complete mass of ruins that it and eventually cross the railroad
tracks by overhead to avoid the
' across the bay back to North Haven. running boards; in the rear splash Murphy, the locale selected by which served as a reminder of won
The start was made at 10.10 and re aprons extending from fender to Mark Twain when he wrote "Rough.n’ derful missions seen in Santa Bar is beyond human ken how anybody grade crossing, and it is planned to
bara, Calif.
escaped from it alive. The cow make this improvement next year.
turned at 10.50. Those in the party fender; and in the slope of the nar It."
"Sheriff Albert Henderson and Dr.
New Orleans is noted for its sea catcher was torn from the locomotive
were Zenas Burgess, Will Cooper, row windshield pillars. New belt
Murphy was once the center of a
Langdon
T. Snipe. Sagadahoc county
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pompanos
Capt.
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Barter
,
Merle
Mills,
In striving for success it is necessary to focus atten
mouldings and new type sun visors prosperous gold mining industry, and
and one of the steam pipes was medical examiner, made an immedi
Herbert Parsons, James Tabbutt. Neil add further touches of distinction, the Wells-Fargo people used to store and these feature every menu at two
tion on a task and hold it there until that task is
Burgess and Edgar Hopkins. Each Chrome-plated bumpers of new de bullion in the old adobe buildings of the city’s noted restaurants the smashed. Lowell Chapman was the ate investigation and after viewing
engineer and Fred True was the con the remains of Marshall and Walker,
man reports a great sail, and one of sign, employing a heavy, single, con which are still standing. Standing Galatoires and the Antoires.
completed. Know the power of compound interest
the party said: "I'd like to fly around vex bar, are provided on all models also are scores of old saloons on
ductor. As already told in the Sat Dr. Snipe gave the cause of death as
Where
Jeff
Davis
Died
fractured skulls in both cases.”
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the world with Capt. Wincapaw.”
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with dinner in the latter city.
Interest Paid On Savings Accounts
THE SEVEN POINTS
Eighteenth Amendment, but because Enroute from New Orleans to Pensa at 10.20 a. m., while the automobile THAT AVIATION MAP
RAINIER LIME RICKEY
the gold fever subsided years ago, and cola the tourists visited the house
A new sparkling Fresh Fruit Bev
was conveying its owner back to Bel
Manv Poultrymen Indicate Intention Murphy the locale selected by
Jefferson Davis leader of the mont, Mass., where Mr. Marshall was New England Council Ex
erage—a perfect mixer
Of Following Them In Pullet Cam charm which made many rich and all where
Confederacy died—now a home for
Listen in every Friday evening at
plains Omission—Another
thirsty.
paign.
veterans. "My name’s instructor of home mechanics In the
6.15 on WBZ and WBZA
Every day the order of exercises was Confederate
Davis,
too,
and
my
father
was
Junior
High
School.
The
four
Distributed by
Question
Asked.
1 Enrollment is being received in the to go somewhere and see something
ln
Civil War," I younger men were all students at the
I Grow Good Pullet campaign at the new— a day in the Yosemite, guests B
Rockland Produce Co.
whlrV'hVh^ ent(e^d ‘J1® mess Oxford School of Business AdmlnisFrom Robert Huse. editorial execu
Now on sale at Tillson Avenue ; etension office, Rockland. More than at one of the finest hotels imaginable; b^ll
I 50 poultrymen have sent in cards say- Monterey Peninsula, Palo Alto, Ab nail, where he had a jolly chat with tration, and were returning to Cam tive of the New England Council,
Miniature Golf Course
of the 100 veterans at the
comes an explanation of why Rock
I ing they were going to follow the alone and a 17 mile drive through some
146-29
tables.
bridge, Mass., after having spent the land did not figure on the air map
i seven points in the campaign. Good Carmel, always inside of gates.
tour through
pullets can be raised if the practices , The party spent an entire month in ofThe
^continunux^inv
811 Florida was one holiday recess at their homes in recently published in the New Eng
land News Letters. Following is a
recommended by the extension serv-’ California concluding with a visit ^e famous fink
tOlm1StS S8WI Camden.
ice are followed.
to lovely San Francisco, with its won- ^ke W?les eroXn th 8
T
copy of a letter which Mr. Huse
w • • •
wrote to R. W. Bowdoin of Boston
County Agent Wentworth is arrane- derful harbor, locked by the Golden brld„„
L plth ,famousGan<l5'
The tragedy occurred at the who, apparently, made an inquiry as
ing a series of meetings to be held m i Gates. The visitors admired the hills dowa that wonrte^fm
^m°re,d
KNOX COUNTY’S LARGEST BANKING INSTITUTION
Montsweag crossing between Wool- to the merits of The Courier-Ga
connection with the campaign. Stere- and the scenery in general, and the saw
miles of , --- ----------miles
of sW&mps
Hinr-out
homes,
buzzards
byP theIndian
millions
8 and wlch and wiscasset' considered by zette's recent criticism:
opticon slides will be used showing rides by night were filled with fas- saw
“I am very much surprised to hear
methods followed by pqultrymen in cination.
beaut'ful blue and white herons’ On i many persons a blind grade crossing, that citizens of Rockland, Maine
the country and state.
One of the social events in Frisco
West Aina, Jan. 20, Garrison Hill: was an operatic tea, at which Mr. Da- each side of the highway for miles ■ although it was much easier to note criticize the Council for leaving the
Indians I the train’s approach from the west- Rockland airport off the aviation
Grange hall; Damariscotta, Jan. 21, t vis was the only man present among were fish-filled canals.
were catching alligators. Everybody)
u v.
map which we published in the fifth
Christian Science Church; North 400 guests.
seemed to be fishing. On the way ward 111811 11 W0Uld have been had anniversary issue of the New Eng
Edgecomb, Jan. 22, Arthpr Paquette’s;
.
....
„
to Palm Beach stop was made at an the train been comin8 from tbe °PP°- land News Letter.
Nobleboro, Jan. 23. Grange hall;
H tt,nR The Homeward Trail
Daytona Beach, site direction.
“Permit me to call your attention
Bunker Hill, Jan. 24; Whitefield, Jan. The way back home led over the alligator farm.
The dead and living victims were to the fact that the only aviation
27, at Union hall; Waldoboro, Jan. 28, Southern trail, bringing new won- longest and widest in the worldthen on to Jacksonville.
map published in this issue of the
Board of Trade rooms; Warren, Jan. ‘ders and strange sights.
taken as far as Wiscasset on the News
Letter was a map of the route
29; Washington, Jan. 30, Grange hall; ' Two nights were spent in San Diego
Up The Atlantic Trail
train, the living being subsequently taken by the first New England Air
Union. Feb. 11, Grange hall; Friend- lthen across the border to Tia Juana,
To Augusta, Oa. was an interest returned to Bath for treatment at Tour, and the only airports marked
ship. Feb. 12; Orff's Corner. Feb. 13,! that mecca for so many Americans
The bodies of Mar upon that map were those at which
Community hall. All meetings are who crave an ultra sporting existence, ing drive. Dinner was eaten at the hospital.
scheduled for 10.30 except North Dinner in the patio, a visit to a noted Partridge Inn where the tourists' had shall and Walker were taken in either pass-overs or stops were defi
Edgecomb, Waldoboro and Warren, gambling palace, where Ernest—will- the pleasure of meeting Preston charge by Undertaker Percy J. Good nitely scheduled and made by that
tour.
which are afternoon meetings, start- inS to try anything once—actually Player, who summers at Dark Har
bor. Thence to Plnehust, N. C„ with of Camden, while that of young
“I would appreciate your calling
ing at 1.30.
came out ahead of the game.
Next day across Arizona to Yuma, dinner at Hobkirk Inn, in Camden, Mitchell was cared for by Bowes & this fact to the attention of any of
with dinner at the Barbara Worth S. C., enroute. In Pinehurst the Crozier, who have a branch establish these critics with whom you may
come in contact"
. hotel, El Centro. In this interesting tourists were guests at the Carolina ment in Rockport.
The Courier-Gazette is very glad
old raffroad town the tourists were Hotel. Ernest and Tom Keefe took
Crockett is suffering from a frac to pubish this expanation, because of
j suddenly attacked by Indians armed a fling at horseback riding on this
stop, and might have been riding ture of the skull, not regarded as its desire to be absolutely fair but
with many hued blankets.
Now across a different kind of still had not tome kindly disposed serious; cuts on the forehead and it cannot refrain from asking why
desert, where sage brush found a citizen shown them the way back to back of head; bad cuts on the left the “first New England Air Tour” did
not include a visit to the Rockland
brave rival in the cacti. Souvenir the hotel.
In Washington two delightful days leg; and a very lame back. He Is a Airport—one of the largest and most
postcards which were brought home
were
spent
With
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
son of Mr. and Mrs. David C. Crock successful in the Eastern country.
show that portable wooden roads
marked the trails formerly, but to W. Wight, and were recipients of ett of 25 Central street.
the
hospitality
for
which
they
are
day they have been replaced by roads
Wadsworth, who was least injured YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If you make a resolution to save a few dollars a
as good as are to be found anywhere. noted.
Mr. Davis paid a visit to Arlington of the five men in the car' h3-’ bad
The tourists parked long enough in
If : had to live my life again I would
week through 1931 you will have accumulated a sub
Yuma to inspect an old building Cemetery where lie the remains of injuries to his left hip, and had a have made a rule to read some poetry
Charles, cut on his forehead which required | .“'^Vhe Zo"tX if”
which was once used as a penal in ??
Special Selections
stantial reserve fund before it’s time to make another
stitution, but whose cells now serve M. Davis, who served in the 1st D. C. 11 Stitches. He also had a minor cut j l,l8a °f happlness.-Charles Darwin.
2 for 25c Cigars
as homes for as many Mexicans as Cavalry. He died during the last
New Year’s resolve.
forgotten
year of the war. Searching the on the back of the head. He is a
they will accommodate.
In this dim shadow, where
archives in Washington Ernest found son of Mr. and Mrs. John Wadsworth.
Sand, Sand, Everywhere
j She found the quiet which all tired
the original burial entry.
Of course, any time is a good time to decide to
hearts crave
Still on through the desert, all day
In Washington were met the mem
Now. without grief or care.
The first of the three victims was The
long, with nothing but sand every bers of Major Kenneth P. Lord’s
wild bees murmur, and the blossoms
save but the beginning of a new year is a particularly
$3.00
wave.
where. The party ate Thanksgiving family and their guests Mr. and Mrs. laid at rest yesterday afternoon,
And the forgetful air
appropriate time to make a start towards financial in
dinner in Phoenix, Arizona, at a hotel J. F. Cooper.
when services for Mr. Marshall were Blows heedlessly across her grassy grave.
Back in Rockland Mr. and Mrs. held at the home of his parents,
dependence.
Yet. when she lived on earth,
Davis recall that the entire tour
She loved this leafy dell, and knew by
was in accordance with the itinerary Hudson T. and Rene (Josselyn)
name
originally laid out and that not one Marshall, Pearl street, Rev. Leroy All things of sylvan birth;
You can open a saving’s account at Security
Squirrel
and bird chirped welcome, when
meal was missed. The success of the Campbell officiating. The bearers
50c
she came;
tour they attribute to Mrs. War were Leslie Marshall. Joseph Mar
Yet now, In careless mirth.
Trust Company with $1.00, or as much more as you
They frisk, and build, and warble all the
ner’s skill in planning, and to the
same.
wish to deposit. Your money will earn interest at the
delightfully hospitable friends en shall, Walter Maurer and Arthur
USE
Macomber. The interment was in From the great city near.
countered
at
various
stages
of
the
rate of 4 per cent, compounded twice a year. Start
journey.
Mountain Street cemetery. The de Wherein she tolled through life’s inces
sant quest
Ernest wrote frequently to friends ceased was a native of Camden, 33
today or next pay day.
For weary year on year.
bac' home, and at least one of his years of age, and besides his parents, Come the far voices of Its deep unrest
To touch her dead, deaf ear.
'characteristic quips was answered in
And surge unechoed o’er her pulseless
kind. While he was in San Fran Is survived by his wife and daughter,
breast.
cisco Mr. Davis received a note from one brother, Arthur; and two sisters,
The hearts which clung to her
a neighbor whom we will call Charles Mrs. Gertrude Paige and Mrs. Roy Have
sought out other shrines, as all
It is an old fashioned cough mix —for that is his name. The note Allen, both of Camden. Mr. Mar
hearts must.
When
Time, the comforter.
was
typewritten
on
the
reverse
side
ture made from a formula handed
shall had a summer home in Cam Has worn their grief out. and replaced
their trust;
down from our grandmother's of a souvenir postcard giving a view den and had been visiting his rela
of Rockland's Main street, and said:
Not even neglect can stir
time. Used for coughs and ordi
This little handful of forgotten dust.
“Nice trip. Arrived here last night. tives there.
nary Throat Irritations.
One of best towns yet. No palms or The funeral services of Sherman
Grass waves, and Insects hum.
termites but plenty of lobsters and
, ... . , ,, , And then the snow blows bitterly across;
Camden, Rockport, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven
good
fishing. Town has one splen- MitcheU wiU be held at 1 oc,ock
Strange footsteps go and come.
Price 50c Bottle
the dew-drops on the starry
25c Value
did department store. You would this afternoon, at the home of his Breaking
moss:
be interested in its furs. Making this aunt, Mrs. 8. N. Butler of Central
She lleth. still and dumb.
A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP OF BANKS
SOLD BY
short as am bound out to a farm street, b whom he was adopted at Counting no longer either gain or loss.
where a guy has a private trout pond.
Ah. well.—’tis better so;
Understand he is away, and expect the age of 5 years. Rev. Mr. Camp Let the dust deepen as the years In
crease;
bell
will
officiate.
The
deceased
was
Financial Institutions, Inc., Is a Maine corporation owning a majority of the Capital Stock of 14 Ma ne banks
good fishing. Everything on B-way
__ _ ,
..
. - iu
Of her who sleeps below
having total resources of more than $86.000 000 Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of.Financial Institu
O. K.”
years
of
age,
and
a
native
of
Lib- Lel the name perish, and the memory
THE
NORTHEND
DRUGGIST
tions BInc.tt|s owned by Maine capital and the corporation is managed by Maine men who have had long and
CONFECTIONERS
successful experience in banking and financial operation.
erty.
ROCKLAND, ME.
' He is survived by
J his mother, i Since she .has rame to .know
Opposite Waiting Room
Mrs. Earl Reynolds of Somerville. That which through life she vainly
The
brain,
if
used,
has
enormous
MAIL
ORDERS
FILLED
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mass.; one sister, Mrs. Audrey Mitch-|
praied fuLE1’’™oeth Akers Alien.
•
156T&Stf
capacity.—Thomas Edison.
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FOCUSING

ATTENTION

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

It’s not too late to make
this resolution

SMOKERS’
SPECIALS

at CHISHOLM’S
E. & E.

10c

Milano Pipes
$1.98

French Briar
Pipes
29c

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

ROCKLAND

B B B Pipes
now $1.00

Don’t Cough
McCARTY’S

COUGH STOP

Cigarette
Topper

19c each

CHISHOLM BROS.

d. L.

McCarty
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lobster handling

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Are Scientific Methods To

Rockland. Me., Jan. 6, 1931.
Work Great Changes?
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
Who on oath declares that he Is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
“Fishing” Asks
and that of the issue of this paper of
Jan. 3. 1931. there was printed a total of
6279 copies.
W H. BUTLER.
The current issue of "Fishing" that
Notary Public.
widely read journal of the commer

cial fisheries contains an article
For I the Lord thy God will hold which all Knox County lobstermen
thy right hand, saying unto thep. and dealers will read with interest.
Fear not; I will help thee.—Isa. 41:13. It follows:
The first meeting for 1931 of the
Speech Readers' Club took place Fri
day afternoon with a goodly number
present. It was voted unanimously
to become a member of the American
Federation of Organizations for the
Hard of Hearing. The Federation
was organized 11 years ago by Dr.
Wendell Phillips, and out of the 9!
clubs in the United States and
Canada. 55 are constituent bodies of
this organization. These 55 clubs
are banded together to carry out the
worthy aims of the Federation, both
in the national and international
field. The Federation has the high
est ethical standing, endorsed by the
American Medical Association and
otologists of note. It was also voted
to hold the weekly meetings on
Thursday afternoon instead of Fri
day. Mrs. Frank Hewett was elect
ed chairman of the sewing group
and Miss Olive Gilchrist chairman of
the Federation membership drive
for direct members. An interesting
note on the bulletin board announced that Miss Eliza Hannegan of
Portland has been appointed, chairman of the program committee for
the Zoncl Conference which meets in
Springfield, Mass., Feb. 20-21. JJiss
Hannegan is remembered as coming
to Rockland each week to conduct
lessons in speech reading, both class
and private. The next meeting will
be Thursday afternoon of this week
at 2.30.

Every-Ctkcr-Cr.v
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Is lobster farming one of the
important developments of the
seafood industry of tomorrow?
Will scientific methods work
the great changes in the rais
ing and handling of lobsters as
has been the case in the oyster
industry? Can the problem of
cannibalism be
successfully
solved so that lobsters may be
raised to maturity without de
stroying one another? There
are millions in it. A great wave
of prosperity seems to be in
store for the lobstermen of the
Canadian Maritimes, Maine,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island
and Connecticut.

JrJrJi-TrJrJrlrJi

WITH THE BOWLERS
The Federals are away out in front
in the City League at Carr's alleys,
with the Pirates almost in sniping
distance. In the County League
thc^e are three teams well in the
race. The standing:
City League
W L PC. P.F.
Teams
Federate
30 5 .857 9.771
22 13 629 9,528
Pirates
Burpee Furniture 24 16 600 10.749
Forty Club No. 3 23 17 575 10,819
20 15 .571 9.404
Boiler Makers
16 24 400 10.733
Ford Motor Co.
9 26 .257 9,106
Street Railway
Rockl'd Body Shop 6 34. .150 10,407
bounty League
Teams
W L PC. P.F.
Dark Horses.
31 9 .775 11.451
Forty Club 2 or 1 29 11 .725 11.281
26 14 .650 11.324
Five Aces
19 21 .475 11.065
Kickapoo
14 21 .400 9.787
Wholesalers
13 22 .371 9.848
Central Maine
12 23 .343 9,689
Under Dogs
6 29 .171 9,431
L.P.C. Dragons

LOURAINE SAYS:

“Don’t Hurry!”
There is no need to rush in all your
dresses to be cleansed and pressed
during this price cut period. My dry
cleaning prices are going to be
down for a long, long time.

LADIES’ DRESSES

IMONTON
DEPARTMENT STORE
'410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

We Give
S. & H.
GREEN
STAMPS

s

Greatest Savings in Years

Our January House-Cleaning Sale
Never before have we offered such values and prices.
Some of our specials were advertised in last Thursday's CourierGazette. Many others in all departments were not mentioned. Watch
next Thursday’s issue of The Courier-Gazette for additional items
for the last two days of the sale.

♦ * * *

The Wholesalers must have held
a straight flush Friday night, for
they beat the Five Aces. Chisholm
was certainly a consistent bowler, his
strings being 101, 100 and 101. High
string (107) went to Rogers. The
summary:
Wholesalers—Jordan. 280; Glidden.
278; McLoon, 262; Chisholm, 302;
Rogers, 290; total. 1412.
Five Aces—Lindsey, 267; Clukey, |
299: Stone. 290; Meating, 261; Mitch
F. J. SIMONTON CO. ejaHrerajHjarEJHfaizrarzjHjgrajaia
ell, 256; total. 1373.
The Dark Horses defeated the I
There are politicians who persist ir
The aim of a politician Is not truth
Under Dogs seven pins at Carr's last ( I believe that politicians are as
night.
near an approach to gentlemen as but success at the polls—Dr. Cyril the illusion that they are alive.—
Benito Mussolini.
,
Norwood.
most other folks.—Ben Tillett.

1, 2 or 3 Pieces

This past summer Stanley V.
Nickerson, of the Consolidated' Lob
ster Company of Boston, made an
exhaustive study of the lobster fishcries of New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia. A better man for such a job
v;°uld be hard to find. Not only is
be connected with an important lob'ter business, but he previously had
his own fleet of lobster boats on the
Maine coast.
is his opinion that the importa
tion of lobsters from the provinces to
WARREN
1 Boston is not a menace to the lobstermen of Massachusetts or other
nearby states. There has never
School Notes
been an over supply in the sense that
The big clock at Anderson school
any had to go to waste or sell at
is back on the job after a visit to the
ridiculously low prices. He points
jewellers. A new table has been added
out that in the lobster business the
to the equipment, bought through pu
greater the supply, the greater is the
pil contributions. A chair has been
COURT HOUSE CHANGES
demand.
presented and painted to match.
|
This is due to the fact that lobster
The league money has been in-1
3Nt
The county commissioners ormeat is a decided luxury. As a luxury
vested in a travel book "Uncle Ben in
janized last Friday with George
it is in great demand when the prices
————Japan." Another thoroughly enjoyed
W. Starrett of Warren as chair
fall within reach of the medium
Wall Street reserves the privilege addition is the victrola. A few recTobacco is found in many of the
man. He succeeds, in that capac
priced buying market. When the
ity George W. Gushee of Appleton, price remains high the demand Southern States of America, we are of indulging in excesses which it ords have been lent the school and
who retires from the board after shows a marked decrease, for it is a reminded- And in some cigars.- would ridicule anywhere else.—Alex- I the pupils have already learned to
ander D. Noyes.
-mg several.
I
years of service which have been commodity that can be readilv Humorist.
faithfully devoted to the interest dispensed with.
of Knox County’s taxpayers.. Mr.
One great difficulty with the lob
ster fisheries is an excessive number
Starrett has two more years to
serve, Mrs. Mary Perry Rich has of lobstermen going after a limited
four more years, and Adin L. Hop supply of lobsters. As a result it is
kins of Camden is the new mem difficult for any of them to make a
ber elected for the full six-year worthwhile living . It is an unfortu
term. The commissioners ap nate situation, but one that may ulti
pointed Dr. F. F. Brown as jail mately adjust itself. When the price
physician. He succeds Dr. F. O. of lobsters drops from time to time
Bartlett who lias been jail physi the fishermen suffer unless they can
increase their catches enough to take
cian for a number of years,
care of the loss.
The Provinces have only set sea-----------------sons when they are able to fish for
The funeral services of Harold F. lol)stfts. In New Brunswick the
Robinson who died suddenly in season runs from August 15th to
Waterbury. Conn, were held Satur- October 15th. This is not the best
day afternoon. Rev. Dr. John N 'time of the 5'car- September 1st to
Lewis of St. John's Church officiate November 1st would be better, Mr.
ing. The body was placed in the Nickerson suggests. The hot weather
receiving tomb, and in the spring will cf August makes lobsters caught at
be brought to Rockland fof inter- this time unsuitable for marketing,
ment. In the course of its obituary Th(ly are thin shelled and will not
mention the Waterburv American stand transportation. As a result
said: "Mr. Robinson entered the em- great losses are suffered all along
ploy of Mr. Judd at the Samoset the lineHotel in Rockland. Me., when a mere
1,1 Nova Scotia the season runs
boy, serving as bell boy there, and ^rom March 1st to June 1st. This
came to Waterbury with Mr. Judd 25 works wel1- Tb<? water is cold and
years ago. He was always a loval the lobsters are hardier. During
and faithful employe, doing the thls Per!od of the year b“t few lobduties of whatever position he held sters arp marketed by our local lobwell and thoroughly, and rose bv stermen and importation of the Nova
gradual stages, from his humble po- Sc°tla Product Is necessary. Spring
sition as bell boy to the responsibili- ls by ^ar *‘le best season f°r l°b*
ties of clerk, and finally assistant;st^' .
.
.
manager. He was very well known ’ The transportation facilities need
to all patrons of the hotel, and com- to be “"Proved. This is especially
manded the respect and affection of true during the warm weather, when
all who were In any way associated tbe Iobstpr cha“ges lts shp11 and ls
with him. He will be greatly missed s°ft" ™e PrevaiUng methods are
and sincerely mourned bv all who slow and gre,at
are safI"red °y
knew him "
‘
any of tbe sll8ht delays which occur
oniy too frequently. Freight and ex
press rates are too high. Refrigera'
The Seacoast Mission boat Sun- cd 11?otor ‘rucks sb°uld be’USPd t0
beam was in port this weekend, and sPecd up transportation oyer stages
Rev. Orville J. Guptill, the man in ?f the Journey
charge of this work, was still smiling 'requentlv occui. Improvement u
happily as he thought of the pleas the methods used by the steamers is 1
ure he had derived from playing the also advocated in his report.
The time is fast approaching when
role of Santa Claus in man? remote
ports along the coast. The Mission’s new methods of maintaining a conChristmas effort this year was an un : stant supply must be arranged., As
are now, everything is uncer
usual extended one, and brought things
It is impossible to plan very
joy to many families. Through 7800 tain.
miles ol uishine and fog the Sun far ahead, for often shipments ar
beam hps carried the spirit of serv rive with heavy shrinkage and bad
ice in a i. usand helpful ways to the lobsters. The catch is always uncer
people of t lonely isles and Isolat tain.
The answer to this problem, he
ed coastal i hborhoods of Maine.
Always alert opportunity in what feels sure, is the establishment of lob
ever fashion
-iter and summer ster farms. Lobsters will be propa
alike she has s. tied highest expec gated under expert supervision.
tations. The Clu uas list included Even now shorts can be handled in
the names of 1940 dividuals in 105 this manner. The commercial pos
different communi’
The cloth sibilities are plain when one con
ing exchange org
nd 10 sales siders that with each shedding of
reaching over 100 fa :es while 75 shell the lobster may increase its
families received spec: : ackages of weight some 50 percent, and that as
clothing. Practical
of many the weight gets greater, the value in
varieties was rendered inc., duals in
„°J
hardiest of edible sea life and the
every community ministered
work of lobster farming should not
present insurmountable difficulties.
The Loyal Temperance Legio has By doing this a supply can be main
tained close at hand at all times and
begun its work for the new yea
ith
a drive for new members, Th plan the work of gathering in the catch is
greatly simplified.
for conducting this drive is to hi.
two sides, the Reds and the Blues
NORTH WARREN
under captains, continuing through
March when the losing side will pro
White Oak Grange held its invide the “eats” for a social. Char
i ilation last
Friday evening.
lotte Mattatal was chosen captain of W thy State Lecturer. Allerson P.
the Reds. Alice Clancy of the Blues r
/carried out the work in a very
Bows of red and of blue ribbon will a,,
anner Maple Grange was inbe given out to wear with the L.T.L.
d
d number responded
pins. Project work for the month of
T1
,,. enge da
nce was well attendThe
dane
November
, , was
, the making of„ 20 ed Saturday night and good weatherj
scrap books for the Childrens Hos- and ,,
jng permitting there will |
pital and for December 40 Sunshine be ano,h
SatUrday. Do not
Envelopes were made for the soldiers f
t adll|, q fee ts 25 cents for
in the U. 8. hospital at Portemouth. men and lf, * for lftdies
N.H. A playlet. A New Alice in Won. . .
derland." is in preparation to be
Mrs.
Almcda
Creighton
given Feb. 20.
Mrs. Almcda Creighton of Union
who died Dec. 27 was an old resident
The Forty Club started its new of this part of the town. She had i
year witli a rattling good session and many friends her who have always
half a hundred members in attend- known her and too much cannot be !
ance. A special drive is on for Janu- said of her goodness of heart and
ary with all feature programs and cheery disposition. Many sorrows
next Monday is promised as an extra- had come into her life but through
ordinary proposition, absolutely new , it all her trust was in Him who
to Fortv Club experience. Rehearsals knoweth best. She leave; two sons
are now on. Senator Zelina Dwinal Frank Creighton and Fred Creighton
yesterday expounded his road plans who have cared for her tenderly
and was given assurances of the through her declining years.
Charles Mank has a Kolster radio
club's lively interest. Walter Conley
developed much unsuspected singing recently installed by Frank Gordon
talent in the chorus. The club of Union.
Miss Evelyn Erickson is visiting
unanimously voted to support a Red
Cross patient for a month and a her aunt Mrs. Bertha Russell in
favorite guest, A. E. Weisman, added Rockport. .
Burleigh Mank has bought a radio
another week's board money amid
of Frank Gordon.
applause.

Cleansed and Pressed

1

(SPECIAL—We are giving S&H Green Stamps
during this sale)

LOURAINE

ROCKLAND DIVISION

The Dress Specialist

Upstairs

Opp. Strand Theatre

Oh, What Genuine Savings
Are Yours If You Will Only,Listen!

WEEK OF JANUARY 5th TO 10th

Men’s and Boys’ Clothing at prices that will cause
the dollars in your pocketbook to jump at
the opportunity of such savings

Come in—See the

Young Men’s Suits
we offer at

$15.75 $16.75 $18.75
$19.75

every one of which shows
a saving of $5 to $10
the suit

$11.75 $19.75 $22.50
$27.50 $32.00 $37.50

Save $3 to $12.50
Most of these have extra
trousers

Men’s Shirts 95c

attached and detached
collars
Slightly mussed by
Christmas handling

Boys’ Shirts

39c

Attached collars

Men’s Coat Sweaters

95c

Men’s Coat Sweaters and
Pullovers $3.65
in odd lots

Boys’ Unionalls 79c

Per
Pkg.

Men’s Overcoats

$19.75
$32.50

PEACHES

$27.50
$37.50

Save $5 to $12.50

3 Fitted Overnight Cases
$8.75

Many of these lots are small and cannot be duplicated

GREGORY’S

27

lLb.

BUFFALO

PEANUT BUTTER »M.
RANCHO

Vienna Sausage

I

THE SOAP YOUTH CHOOSES

2

17

FINE QUALITY

24

FANCY

33

9‘

Large
Can

Pipes

Per Pound

Stationery

24

CALODOGFOOD

Pop Corn Z Tn, Z5

Boys’ Knicker
bocker Pants 95c

Suit Cases
98c $1.98 $2.48

Coffee

LITTLE BUSTER

Boys’ Suits and Over
coats Marked Down

Children’s Play Suits
Ages 3 to 8
39c 59c

NATION-WIDE

Per
R«t.

Save $1 to $3

Boys’ Leather Coats
$4.95 Meh’s $5.95

Ammonia "25
FOSS’ DISINFECTANT

$1.98

Men’s Leatherette Coats
$2.75

BUDDIE PEAS

BOTTLE CAPS<>-

All Juvenile Suits

That sold for a lot more

CROW

Home Use

at the uniform price of

Men’s Suits

Baking MALT-O-MEAL
23
Steamboat Bill Whistle FREE
CALIFORNIA
Powder

three

CALO
CAT
FOOD

Z4

Jc

JforZ5c

Camay Toilet Soap

3for22'

p“c“X3€

Cranberry Sauce
SCHUMACHER’S XXX J?lnnr
GRAHAM HEALTH * lOW

Bae ~
« ** »•«
34

SWEET MIXED
THREE

37
PURE Pickles
Rice 2Pk(* 19
VANILLA Splendid
FRANCO-AMERICAN
Two-Ounce Bottle
Spaghetti Per Can
1C

GOLD MEDAL

Cake Flour
- xj

TR IDx AT NATION-WIDE STORES.

1O‘
29

You know the owner
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TALK OF THE TOWNiq

=

Jan. 8—W C. T. U. day of prayer
the home of Mrs. E. H. Crie, Summer
street.
Jan. 17—Franklin’s Birthday.
Jan. 19-24—Food fair, Spear hall,
under auspices of Veteran FJfemen.
Jin. 21—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men’s League.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday.

Important meeting of Canton
Lafayette and auxiliary tomorrow
night. Supper at 6.30.

Percy Condon, who has been em- I
ployed on a big plumbing job in ;
Aroostook County, has returned I
home.

William S. Colson is confined to 1
the house with a broken leg, the re- |
suit of a fall on icy Main street pave- j
ment.

A Philadelphia trip is included in
the plans of Charles A. Morton now
on a vacation from the W. H.
Glover Co.
The Rubinstein Club chorus will
rehearse Friday afternoon at 2.30 at
the home of Mrs. Faith G. Berry,
Grove street.

SAYS MRS. 1 i \I\IMONS

CITY of ROCKLAND

Bessie McKlyo, once famous pac- ,
ing queen, with a mark of 2.01‘/4,
brought only $300 when sold at
auction in Presque Isle the other
day.
1
Golderr Rod Chapter meets Fri
day evening with supper at 6 under
the direction of Mrs. Bernice Hav
ener. Election of officers will tak»
place.

I*

♦

Anything Bigger *
Loyalty I his Side of V
Heaven.

Notice to Tax Payers

The monthly meeting of the BPW
Club was held New Year's Eve with
g Mrs. Sara Laflin Hammons, president of the State Federation of BPW'

To be as lenient as possible, taking into consid
eration, the business depression and the hard times
resulting therefrom, the

(A Proclamation)
“Because we are a Christian
Organization and believe God
hears and answers prayer. I
urge that Thursday of the Week
of Prayer, January 8th, be observed as a Day of Prayer for
Prohibition, its enforcement,
and for the temperance forces
of America, that we may have
wisdom and strength in securing for our Country full benefit of a great and good law, and
be able to meet- effectively the
attacks being made upon it. In
the midst of the battle for dear
drains, clean living and a
righteous nation, wc ran depend
upor. God. Let us, then unitedl.v call upon Him.”
In accordance with the above
proclamation ,ssu<^ by tbe na‘'°nal PI
. Ua
JL" ’
the '.ofal 'V C? Y’ W,M V°v. a
"’ce‘.,nB „at }he h0'"e °f Mrs
Edwin H. Cnc. 16 Summer
s‘r,ee‘ at 2 30 P- “ Thursday
Ail honorary members and all
persons interested in the cause
of temperance, arc asked to join
in this service of prayer.

J
X!
❖

R
E

R Women’s Coats
Silk Dresses
fci Regularly
$19.50
Including the. new
D
D $25
Regularly
$28.00 U
-Jacquard Prints
U $39.50
C Regularly
C Regularly
$7.95
$38.00
$9.50 and $10.50
$49.50
E Regularly
E
Regularly
$12.50
$48.00 D $15 and $16.50
D $59.50
Sara Laffin Hammons

*
X

*
.j.
tX

The Jenny concert Sunday
night was featured by the Sextet
from Lucia which has always
been a favorite with local bandmen. I hope Charlie Robinson,
Ken White, “Kirk” and some of
the others were listening in.
•a. ■«.
“The Old Pownalborough Court
House" will be the subject of the
radio broadcast by Hon. Bertram
E. Packard of Augusta, State
Commissioner of Education. This
historical sketch will be under the
Maine Daughters of the American
Revolution and will be given from
station WCSH Friday at 4.15 p. m.
••• ••• •••
Many Saturday night listeners
must have heard the powerful ar
raignment of the primary law by
Congressman Wm. R. Wood. He
said what many of us have always
thought, but said it more intelli
gently, perhaps.

After Christmas Clearance Sale

v

*

’’ON MY SET”

*
•fr 1

•a
<•

❖

The Tax Collector has no discretion in the mat
ter and from January 1st, 1931, interest charges will
be collected from everyone. We believe Rockland
citizens will appreciate the justice of allowing no
x deviation from the vo^e of the Council.

DAY OF PRAYER

Vesper A. Leach Specialty Store
Beginning Thursday, January 8

CITY COUNCIL voted to abate all interest on
1930 Taxes until January 1st, 1931.

An abnormal tide was making up ; Last week's prizes at Carr's Alleys:
from the nor'east storm as this paper 1 Charles Stevens, 135; F. Black, 129; j
went to press. Indications were that: L. Brault, 122; G. French, 117.
a number of wharves would be afloat i
--------i Rockland Lions are attending an
Charles S. Libby has arrived from | organization meeting in Waldoboro j
Wollaston, Mass., to alternate with j tonight. Supper will be served at the j
I. B. Stinson as purser of the steam- Tavern at 6.30.
er Gov. Bodwcll for a few weeks.
The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist
Church will serve supper tomorrow 1
night in the vestry at 6 o'clock. A
business meeting is called for 5.30. i

I

Mrs. Clara Johnson and vocal solos
by Mrs. Hazel Burr Atwood con
tributed to a most interesting pro •
gram. Refreshments were served,
Miss Ethel Payson serving as hostess.
Mrs. Hammons said in party

* . • ♦

There is so much for us to do in
our club work that the selection of
a few objectives to talk about is not
easy. I am particularly interested,
this year, in pur starting a worth
while state wide project, something
that we can work on as a federation
and for this project we have decided
to sponsor a recreational camp for
the young business woman, putting
on a worthwhile vocational program
in addition to the recreational^irogram. If we start this for the young
business woman we expect it will
finally result in the federation
owning its own camps.
We must work with the high school

$1.00 Vests and Bloomers, Rayon .....................$ .65
$1.00 Vest, Bloomers and Panties, silk strips .. .59
59c Vest, Bloomers and Panties, non-run.............. 49
69c Vests and Bloomers, out size....................... .59
$1.98 Vests, Vanity Fair Silk .............................. 1.89
$2.98 Bloomers, Vanity Fair Silk, odd lot......... 1.25
$4.98 Combination garment, Vanity Fair......... 2.98
$1.98 one-piece garment, Rayon ............................. 98
$1.59 Bloomer Rayon, out size....................... g.. .98
$1.98 Skirt and Pantie combined, Rayon.............. 98
$1.98 Bloomers, crepe de chine ............................... 98
$1.98 Pajamas, Pongee..........................................

1.59

$1.98 Dance sets, crepe de chine......................... 1.39
2.98 Slips, crepe de chine, odd lot....................... 1.59
$1.98 Chemise, plain and flowered silk............. 1.39
$2.98 Slips, Celanese ............................................. 1.98
$ 1.98 Slips, Cefanese and Pongee....................... 1.25
$1.00 Slips, Gptton ........................................................69

4
•>

♦

X
X
*
X
X
*

$1.98 Night Rohes, Philippine ............................ 1.39 *
$1.59 Night Robes, Philippine ............................ 1.00 4
89c Night Robes, Cotton Crepe ............................. 69 *
$1.00 Night Robes, Cotton Crepe, out size.............89 X
$1.98 Night Robes, Rayon ................................... 1.39 4
$1.00 Night Robes, Outing.......................................... 69 *
$2.98 Night Robes, Crepe de chine................... 1.98 X
$ 1.25 Night Robes, Outing outsize.......................... 89 4
$1.79 Night Robes, Outing.................................. 1.39 *
$1.25 Night Robe, childrens’ Cotton.......................... 59 X

The installation of the new officers
$1.00 Pajamas, broadcloth and crepe...................... 79
*
of Penobscot View Grange will be
>rt
X
$ 1.98 Pajamas, floral and geometric designs .... 1.29
held Thursday evening. A short
<•
program will follow. Supper will lJe X
$1.98 Pajamas, 3-piece suit, cotton crepe........ 1.39
❖
served at 6.30.
X
4
$2.98
Pajamas, 3-piece suit, Pongee.................. 2.39
Camden's new deputy sheriff, A. *
*
■ ... I I
II I ■■
■—
'■■■■■—........ — ----------V
O Pillsbury, is a past commander of ,.;.
...
$1.98 Pajamas, Outing .......................................... L39
$2.00 Silk Flose, Gordon H-300, full fashioned 1.39 4
Camden Commandery. K. T. At the ! *
*
$1.00 Pajamas, Outing .................................................89
last meeting of that organization he t
♦
$1.19 Silk Hose, Gordon, service weight................ 79 4
was given an ovation.
I4
*
who
are
the
business
women
of
to

$1.50
Hose, Chiffon, dull finish ......................... 1.19
___
i .;.
n
$1.00 Pajamas, childrens, outing ............................. 79
morrow particularly influencing the j 4
A Portland political writer is au- 2
«
50c
Hose,
Silk and Wool................................................ 39 ❖
young girls to have at least a high ji?
$1.50 Pajamas, childrens, Outing....................... 1.19
thority for the statement that the new *
school
education.
In
connection
[
*
"
”
"
.
•••
ft
Second District Congressman, Don +
with our personal research and voca- i 4
$1.59 Corselettes, pink silk stripe, with underX
£•
$1.15 Blouses, girls' white with colored trim
ald B. Partridge, is building his *
,
lion
guidance
work
we
should
include
:
*
Roger
Rhodes,
operating
a
pow

belt ................................................................................ 89 X
fences with a view to a contest with $
vocational guidance for tlie High | X
erful 9-tube set tells of logging
mings .............................................................................79
Congressman Becdy when the State
School
girl,
our
clubs
should
have
I
❖
$1.25
Corset, back lace................................
89 X
three California stations the
$1.98 Brotherand Sister Suits, Jersey „............... 1.39
is reapportioned and loses one of its
other night, two of them in the : committees to make a study of schol- ' £
$1.06
Garterbelt,
velvet
grip
.........................................
59 «
Deputy
Sheriff
Ludwick
was
in
four representatives.
early evening. He is anxious to j arship funds and ways and means 1
Dresses, childrens’ Odd lot, Silks and Velvets
Camden Saturday, and shortly after
'
through
which
girls
who
are
unable
j
❖
know if anybody locally has
$2.98 ........................................................................... 1.98
25c Aprons, Cretonnes and Prints................................ 19 ?
Schooner Mabel A. Frye, which has his arrival, and through his efforts logged
to finance a college education may X
the Augusta station
peen locked in fond embrace with a watch stolen at the Y.M.C.A. rooms,
get that college training as there are \ 4
$3.98
...........................................................................
2.98
WRDO.
50c Aprons, Prints ........................................................ 39
4
another four-master, near Rockland was returned to its owner.
so many opportunities now for , *
••• ••• •••
$5.98 ...........................
3.98
Breakwater, the past two months,
59c
Aprons
.......................................
45
4
worthy
girls.
There
are
so
many
X
The sports announcer on WEEI
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
sailed yesterday for Norfolk to load
girls who at the completion of high I +
$1 .CO Dresses, Ladies’ Hoover and odd lot............ 79
Saturday
night
told
of
getting
a
coal for the Rockland & Rockport' Thursday afternoon at Grand Army
school do not know what to do, j*
very favorable word as to Jack
$1.98 Tams, genuine Angora.............................. 1.50
j;
Lime Corp. Capt. Loesche, formerly hall for work on quilts. Picnic sup
therefore if our clubs would have a : +
Magee
’
s
track
team
at
Bowdoin.
$1.00
Toilet Water, Hudnut’s.................................... 69
50c
Tams,
Velvet
...........................................................
19
of the Lucia P. Dow, is in command. per for the workers, followed by the
committee
of
successful
business
I
❖
••• ••• •••
usual evening session.
"" ................ . “———
--•
women who would discuss such prob- "j.
$1.00 Bath Powder, Hudnut’s .................................. 69
Of interest to local dentists is
Cecil Copping, a former Rockland
lems with those girls wc would be •>
the
second
series
of
lectures
to
be
$5.98
Teddy
Bear
Suit,
Angora,
colors, tan
$1.00 Talcum, Coty’s ................................................... 75
The. U.S.W.V. Auxiliary will hold a
boy who is winning marked success
taking an important step towards *
presented by the Harvard Dental
and
red
....................................................................
2.98 X
in Hollywood, writes that he is work special meeting at Legion hall Wed
making
Better
Business
Women
for
50c
Dusting
Powder
......................................................
39
School Radio Clinic on care of the
__________________________________________________________ <•
ing day and night for the Paramount nesday to perfect plans for installa teeth over Station WEEI at 5 p.
a Better Business World.
on a big rush 10-reeler "Fighting tion and a few minor details. The m on Tuesdays and Fridavs until , Woman is in business and she is | £
$1.00 Dresses, childrens’ cotton prints, sizes
t
$4.50 Gloves, dress kid .......................................... 2.98
Caravans,” similar to “Covered meeting is called for 7.30 sharp.
! there to stay. The still small voice 4
Jan. 27.
2
to
6
...................................
........
.................................
59
*
Wagons." Mr. Copping has written
$2.98
Gloves,
dress
kid
..........................................
1.98
1 which insisted “there is no place like ♦
••• ••• •••
Ralph L. Smith yanked a 3 is
several original numbers for the
home"
for
her
has
grown
increasingX
$1.98
Dresses,
childrens
’
prints,
sizes
7
to
14
....
1.00
*
A vacuum tube instrument, the
pound pickerel through the ice at
score.
$5.50 Raincoats, odd lot, colors, browns,
invention of Maurice Martenot, | ly faint with time. For those women 4
“
■
❖
Nobleboro tother day. The fish
French wireless operator and mu . whose household duties no longer *
Chinchilla
Coats,
sizes
8
to
14,
colors
navy
and
tan
X
navy
and
red,
suede
lined
................................
2.98
The annual communication of Au measured 23 inches. This only goes
sician, will be introduced for the , occupy their whole interest, kr.owlrora Lodge will be held Wednesday to show what a good Lion can do,
edge
of
business
comes
as
a
Godsend.
•••
$8.50
...........................................................................
5.00
•
X
Raincoats,
childrens
’
jersey
with
plaid
liniiyg,
first time on the Phileo broadcast I The diseases of discontent—even £
evening. Reports and election of and no lion about it, either.
tonight, demonstrating the in
$6.50 ........................................................................... 4.50 X
cap to match ......................................................... 2.98
officers arc on the official program.
more than those of poverty—are
strument's ability to mimic al
The R. and R. Relief Association
"Come and learn what w-e have been
oftan cured by the medicine of busi- *
most every known instrument.
+
doing," urges the secretary. "Is has elected these officers: Alfred B.
ness enterprise. I hope loyalty will X
■»•••••••
♦
always be prevalent in our clubs, let's
there anything you have neglected or Chapman, president: Neil B. Pack
A
new
broadcast
making
its
de

make loyalty our pass word with an
forgotten? If so come to the meet ard, vice president; F. R. Harper, sec
<•
but over WBZ at 9 p. in. from
invisible motto over our door. "Bring ...
retary-treasurer; Galen Dow, E. B.
ing and correct it."
Chicago
tonight
known
as
the
❖
no tattle in. take no tattle out." Re- ❖
Packard, Roy Rowling, Norman
household evening program will
member there isn't anything bigger *
The annual two-days’ convention Richards, George Coltart, Charles
♦
feature Percy Grainger, noted pi
❖
than loyalty this side of Heaven.
J
of the Maine State Nurses' Associa Atherton and A. L. Vose, directors.
❖
anist
and
composer.
tion held in Lewiston closed Satur
❖
The managers of the Home for X
E. C. Boody, Jr., who has been fore
day. Among the newly elected offi
4
The
100-piccc
student
sym

Aged Women will meet Wednesday 4
cers, apptars the name of Mrs. man of Waterville round house the
❖
phony orchestra of the Eastman
at 2.30 at the home of Mrs. Elizabeth *
Theresa Anderson, of Augusta, as past three years has been trasl erred
♦
School of Music, Rochester, N. Y„
+
Burpee.
second vice president. Mrs. Ander to his former Rockland position as
(where
Miss
Ruth
Lawrence
is
a
son has been speaker before some of Maine Central machinist. Mr. and
the local organizations.
Mrs. Boody have already arrived and student) under the direction of
UNION
I)r. Howard Hanson, director of
are making their home with Mrs.
This is the last week of Keith vau
JOHN E. EMLO
A spent bullet passed through the
Nilo's Repair Bhop, Spring street,
the school, will be heard tomor
The Universalist ladies will serve Boody's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Philip
—. window of E. H. Philbrick's residence deville at the Park. The Wednes will be open Saturday nights here
Miss Mary Plumer who has been
row
aftrrr.oon
over
WBZ
from
4
suppej- tomorrow night at 6 o clock. McRae, Pleasant street.
,
home for tlie holidays returned Fri
John Ely Emlo. a resident of Rock- at the Northend and dropped beside day-Thursday feature at the Strand,
to 4.30.
Mrs. Faith G. Berry as chairman will
port, died Dec. 31 at the New Haven < Mrs. Philbrick, who was,seated at the The Right to Love” was recorded by after for the special convenience of
day to New York.
be assisted by Mrs. F. E. Cottrell,
Three year terms which have ex
Mrs. H. H. Plumer went to Port hospital. Funeral services were held window. A 12-year-old boy was the new noise elimination, said to .out-of-town patrons. Greasing, headMrs. James Diamond, Mrs. Rida Ful pired were filled at last night's City , I added two more stations to
| light adjusting etc.
114-tf
at the rooms of Camerlin Si Rees, 134 found toting a shooter which the be a great improvement.
land
Friday returning Saturday.
my log in an early morning ses
ler, Mrs. R. C. Wentworth, Miss Hope Government meeting thus: Walter J.
Miss
Anne
Thurston,
who
has
been
Grand
Avenue,
New
Haven,
the
inbullet
fitted
aaid
was
scared
out
of
sion today, one being WOI of
Greenhalgh, Miss Edna Payson, Mrs. Fernald, deputy marshal; Charles H.
home for the Christmas vacation, ferment being in Rockport. Mr. i seven years' growth.
Ames, Iowa. WMMN of FairFrances Bicknell, Mrs. Ada Hewett, Emery, patrolman. H. W . Keep,
has returned to her work in the Emlo is survived by a daughter
—----------mount, W. Va„ was eoming in
Miss Gladys Blethen, Mrs. Charles assessor, Helen Corbett, overseer of
schools at White River Junction, Vt Elizabeth Leach of New Haven and ,
BOKN
like a house afire.
T. Smalley, Mrs. W. C. Noyes and poor, John W. Burns, park commis
Mr. and Mrs. Durrell of Portland a son, Stanley, of Waltham, Mass, HUTCHINSON—At Knox Hospital. BockMiss Harriet Parmalee.
land. Dec, 24. to Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
sioner, W. O. Fuller, J. C. Perry and
have been visiting Rev. and Mrs. J. The deceased was 80 years of age.
Hutchinson, a son. Bay Parker.
Saturday w’as a banner day for R. Howse.
E. L. Brown, trustees of public library.
-----------------.Mrs. Stephen Gould (Alice Lawry
BIRD
—At Waldo County Hospital. Bel
Edwin Libby Relief Corps when 17
The Methodist ladies’ aid will hold
Who is the Bat? That's the all imfast,
Jan 3, to Mr and Mrs. Mervyn
Gould) of Washington, D. C., a for
Six Stonington boys who had been members, together with Commander j a food sale at Moody's store next portant question at Strand Theatre.
Bird, a son, Conrad Parkman.
mer Vinalhavcn girl, is winning suc spending the holidays at home, re F. S. Philbrick and Comrade H. R Saturday at 1 o'clock. If each mem those who saw this striking mys GELO
At Searsmont. Jan. —, to Mr
cess in the field of literature, both turned to University of Maine the Huntley were entertained by Cooper ber, or other person interested, will tery picture yesterday will certainly
and Mrs. Clarence Gclo, twin daugh
prose and poetry, many of her arti modem way—by airplane. In the Corps, Union, where Mrs. Eliza PlumJ take or send something for this sale not be so inconsiderate as to tell.
ters.
cles having appeared in leading party were Norman Turner, Mert mer, recently appointed deputy by it will be much appreciated.
Why spoil the other fellow's pleasure
MARRIED
magazines and periodicals. One of
the State installing officer, installed
District Superintendent Oliver by giving the details of a picture,
her most recent contributions is Cleveland, A. Bartlett, Nicholas Mc their new officers. The trip was preached Sunday morning and eve anyhow?
BRIDOES-O'CONNELL—At Warren. Dec.
Guire. Thomas McGuire and Robert
24. at the Baptist parsonage, by Rev.
"Lady Gregory's Roses" a delight McGuire.
They rode with Base made to Union in five cars, and on ning in the Methodist Church, hold
Howard Welch. John Bridges and Miss
ful prose bit which appeared in the Manager Wincapaw in a new Loen- arrival a dinner that was abundant ing the fourth quarterly conference
CARD OF THANKS
Nina O'Connell, both ol Rockland.
Dec. 22nd issue of the Christian Sci ing biplane which has a 600 h. p. and delicious was served. Members after the evening service. Interest in ne^hborshfo“thehabeau«ful flowed and j ATKINSON-BENNER—At Nobleboro. Jan.
3. by Rev. L. E. Carter, George B. At
ence Monitor.
motor and a seating capacity for of the Rockland Corps exemplified the church school continues. The tbe kind sympathy which they expressed
kinson and Miss Ethel P. Bennett,
during our recent bereavement
the work, these members acting as attendance last Sunday was 104.
both of Nobleboro.
eight.
The
plane
landed
on
the
ice
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Norris
C.
Bartlett
and
King Solomon's Temple Chapter,
State
officers
during
installation:
ramlly.
R.A.M., has elected these officers: above the dam at Bangor.
Vice President, Mrs. Amanda Choate;
DIED
Axel E. Brunberg, H. P.; Almon B
secretary,
Mrs.
Maud
Cables;
treas

CARD OF THANKS
, GENN—At Rockland, Jan. 4. Alice S.
Job
Herrick
Montgomery
of
Cam

Cooper, K: Ralph U. Clark, scribe;
I wish to thank the Advent Chruch. . Genu, aged 50 years. 26 days Funeral
urer, Mrs. Hattie Higgins; conductor,
Sunday School, the Methodist Ladies’ I Wednesday at 11 o’clock from chapel
Homer E. Robinson, treasurer; den has The Courier-Gazette s thanks Mrs. Velma Marsh; chaplain, Mrs.
Aid, neighbors and friends, and especi- i at Mt. Hope cemetery in Bangor,
for
a
copy
of
"Camden
By-the-Sea"
Charles L. Robinson, secretary; Leroy
Irene Winslow; past president, Mrs.
ally Mrs. Eldcn Cook for their kindness WALKER— At Woolwich. Jan. 3. Harry
A. Chatto, C. of H.; Harold L. Rack- (The Spirit Vocative) written for the Bertha Higgins; guard. Mrs. Julia
to me in my recent accident, z
b. Walker of Camden, aged 18 years,
Camden-Rockport
Lions
Club
by
Mr.
_ . . . .
Mrsc- Mort°n | j j inonths.. 11 days. Funeral this
liff, P. S.; Allan B. Borgerson, R. A.
Huntley; pianist, Mrs. Ida Huntley;
Montgomery,
with
music
by
Everett
Friendship.
afternoon
at 2 o’clock.
C.; Maurice F. Lovejoy, M. of 3d V.;
Fraternity, Mrs. Riah Knight;
nan
thivkx
MARSHALL—At Woolwich. Jan 3. Joseph
Hiram H. Crie, M. of 2d. V.; II. Elmo Robert Grieve. The cover for the Charity, Mrs. Elizabeth Barton;
tun
u .
> Marshall of Camden, aged 33 years. 4
We wish, to thank the members of the t monthH a davs
J
\
Crozier, M. of 1st V. The Chapter song sheet shows Camden harbor with Loyalty, Mrs. Elizabeth Mills; Flag 1.
Central Fire Station, and all other
t
n
, .
has lost two members by death the its sturdy background Mts. Battie and Mrs. Adelma Mullen; Flag 2. Mrs.
friends, for their kindness at the time MITCHELL At
3‘ Ed' 1
Megunticook.
The
Lions
Club
song
past year, the present membership is a very inspiring one, and the whole Sarbenof the illness and death of our grand- I ward Sherman Mitchell ot Camden
mother, Mrs. Lucy Sprowi; especially for j aged 20 years, Funeral this afternoon
being 354.
is a good bit of advertising for Maine's!Haraden' Fla& 4' Mrs' Effle WaIsh'
at 1 o’clock.
the use of cars, and for the beautiful
Mrs. Plummer installed in a most
flowers.
IHSLER—At Somerville. Dec 25. Mrs.
prettiest town.
efficient and gracious manner. On
Oscar Elms and the Sprowi Family. * 1 Abigail Hisler, aged 83 years
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
the pleasing program presented after
The New Year costume party at installation, remarks were made by
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
Cj We claim superiority
the
Tillson
avenue
Golf
Course
was
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
Commander Philbrick arid Comrade
one of the feature events of the sea Huntley, and a reading “When the and we can prove it. Sam
whan
son., Fifty couples were present and Boys in Blue Are Gone” by Mrs
had a delightful evening. Mrs. Ken Choate. Members of Edwin Libby ples of past jobs are gra
METHYL BALM
neth
Green in a Peter Pan costume Corps who attended in addition to
phic evidence of what we
will bring almost instant relief? carried
off the ladies' prize, a box of those named were Mrs. Beatrice
can do for you. Handsome,
A scientifically compounded ex oranges. E. C. Davis in a Wild West Bowen and Mrs. Bertha Higgins.
ternal application that should be suit which startled everyone, took the These officers were installed: Presi
forceful folders and book
With every Suit Order. This is a semi-annual sale run by the
in every home. Sold only at
prize for men, one case of Canada dent, Aubyne" Hawes: vice president,
International Tailoring Co. A saving of $16.00 to $15.00 on a Suit.
lets
are
the
stuff
from
Dry ginger ale. Edna Cook poked in Rose Stewart; secretary , Sophia
Call me by telephone and 1 will call ou you with samples.
Johnston’s DrugStore
the smallest score for ladies and Shepard; treasurer, Lizzie Hawes;
which sales art made.
78 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND got a barrel of apples.
Lucien guard, Hattie Leach; conductor,
C. A. HAMILTON
Sant Post Paid on receipt of prlca Green made the smallest score for Orrie
Moore;
chaplain.
Stella
CONFECTIONERS
76 cents
ROCKLAND, ME.
2» CHESTNUT STREET
TEL. 986-J
men and got a box of grapefruit. Sallingar; past president, Maude
OPP. WAITING ROOM
ROCKLAND
«2tf
3-5
Refreshments were served.
Calderwood.
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All Goods Not Previously Marked Down 10% Off

Look for the Bargain Table

VESPER A. LEACH

No Goods Exchanged

366 MAIN STREET

FRUITS ARE CHEAPER
AT CHISHOLM’S

QUESiEH

EXTRA TROUSERS

FREE

Sweet Navel
Oranges

<

Large Florida
Oranges

<

21c d oz

25c d oz
Grapefruit
4 for 2 5c
Fancy Eating
39c doz
Apples

Emperor
- Grapes

2 lbs 25c

CHISHOLM BROS.
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ly. I wondered what we were go Ways; never less, TIolt, than fifteen
was a yofingsTer.
tliougirlt's
hundred pounds a your of her own.
ing to do with ourselves next day
true there Isn’t a sign of life about
And that done, and all secure for
ln so solitary a place. But Mr.
us except what’s signified by the
her, I just took my share and
Mazaroff,
it
seemed,
had
notions
of
old inn yonder. It’s not such a des
cleared out”
his
own,
which
he
promptly
ex

ert as It looks at first sight. There’s
“So—you ran away from her?" I
plained
on
coming
down
to
break

nothing on the moor—Marrasdale
suggested.
fast
moor—but you’ll observe that there’s
"If you put It that way, I did,”
“Holt, laddie,” he said, with a
valleys cutting ln between the hills
he assented candidly. “It was the
confidential nod, “you’ll understand
that run down to Its edge? Well,
only thing to do. Tliere’d have
me. I’m sure—I want to have this
there's villages In these valleys, and
been unpleasantness, otherwise. A
day
to
myself,
looking
round
old
farmsteads, too, and more than one
silent and quiet departure—the only
spots, you know, alone. And also,
sizable country house. I mind them
tiling for it, in my Judgment."
there’s a man I want to see on a bit
all well enough, laddie, thougli it's
"And—the child?—the girl we
of business. So—you amuse your
more years than I care to estimate
saw yesterday afternoon?” I asked,
self
till
evening,
when
I
’
ll
be
back
since I set eyes on them!”
after a pause. "Was she born
in good time for dinner?"
“TheTe’ll be people you remem
then?”
“Of course!” I agreed. ’‘I’ll be
ber," I suggested, “and who'll re
“No!” he answered with empha
all right Don’t bother about me."
member you?"
sis. “She wasn't! If she had been,
He thanked me, almost as If I
“Not after all these years!" he
had been the first person to con maybe I’d never have gone—indeed,
answered quickly. “And between
1’ui sure now I wouldn’t have gone.
sider. Presently, carrying a stout
you and me and the post. Holt, I’ve
But she was neither born, nor did
stick,
he
went
out
—
and
I
noticed
no wish to remember, people, nor—
I know she was likely to he born.
that
Just
before
leaving
our
sitting
more particularly—to be remem
She came eight months after I’d i
room he put on a pair of blue spec
bered by anybody. I don’t want it
left.”
tacles, with some remark about the
to be known that Tm other than a
old and gray and cool. You take
“You heard of It, then?" I
CHAPTER I
glare of the sun. He went off In
complete stranger to the place."
suggested.
me?"
the direction of the village, and I
I was wondering why he should
"The Great North road, then, will
"Never knew of It till today!”
Mr. M aza roff.
saw no more of him until he turned
be so mysterious about this, when
be a good route to follow?" I said.
he exclaimed.
up again Just as dinner was ready
we drew up to the door of the Inn.
"Of course. Mrs. Elphinstone—ns
"1 know that road and Its surround
at seven o'clock.
He was very
There was a plain board sign over
she's known here—believes you to
ings—well !"
1 put me In touch with the man
quiet
and
tiwiuehtful
during
dinner,
the wide, open door, undecorated
"That’s It!” he exclaimed, Joy
be dead?” I said. “That goes with
whose mysterious murder, while ln
and it was not until ho was half
save by a faded painting of a wood
fully. “We'll do very well—just
out saying.”
my company, formed the basis of
way through his after-dinner cigar
cock
flying
across
a
moorland
progressing northward. I’ve no par
"Oh, to be sure!" he answered.
what cnine to be famous in three
that he suddenly motioned me to
scene.
Beneath
it,
in
tarnished
"She married this Elphinstone a few
ticular object—except that when
continents as the Mazaroff affair.
draw my chair close alongside his
gilt
letters
appeared
the.
words:
we get far north, there’s a place
years back, just before he bought
Harker and I were old schoolfel
own.
"The Woodcock Inn by James
I want to turn aside to—Marrasthis Marrasdale tower estate. Aye,
lows ; we entered the army together
’Holt," he said, “I’ve something
Musgrave."
dale moor—just to renew ac
she believes me dead as Adam—and
as subalterns; we were in the same
to tell you. And, man!—it's the
“It was Haneshaws that had it
quaintances. What about terms,
here I’m alive!”
battalion throughout the great war;
strangest tale you ever heard in
when
I
was
last
here,
”
murmured
now?" he asked, diffidently.
“What are you going to do?" I
we were wounded In the same
your life!”
my
companion.
“
Dead
and
gone,
asked.
scrap—a fortnight before the armis
I suppose I gave him a wonder
“1 think I ought to leave that to
no
doubt,
all
of
them!
And
this
“What would you do, yourself.
tice; we were sent to the same
you, Mr. Mazaroff," I answered.
ing, and perhaps a half-uneasy
man no doubt’ll be Mnsgrave.”
Holt?" he replied, anxiously. ‘‘Tell
home hospital, and were eventually
stare, for he nodded reassuringly as
“I’d prefer to."
A
man
had
appeared
at
the
open
me your plain opinion, man!—I'll
discharged from it at the same time,
He gave a sigh of what, it was
he drew his chair still closer to
door, and was coming across the
not be offended at anything you
each unfit for any further military
plain, was sheer relief.
mine.
road
to
us.
He
was
a
middle-aged,
say.”
service, but fortunately in posses
“That’s just what I'd like you to
"Nothing to be frightened about.
good-looking
fellow.
Behind
him
“I think I should Just go away,
sion of our full complement of
do,” he said simply. “That’s a
Holt, my lad,” he said. "Just a—
came a woman, a sharp-featured,
saying nothing," said L “After all,
limbs. Harker walked into my
thing that gentlemen shouldn't bara coil, as you might put it But—a
alert,
quickly
observing
woman,
who
you left her. And—if you reveal
room one morning while I was still
bad one! And, as I said just now
slipped past the man and gained
at breakfast, and flung down a
—as strange a tale as ever you , yourself, It’ll mean breaking up
the
side
of
onr
car
first
It
was
what’s probably a satisfactory setcopy of the Times, indicating a blueLeard. Anyway, one of 'em.”
she who did the talking.
Mr. Elphinstone and
penciled advertisement In the •‘Per
“Yes?” I said. “About—jour- ! tlemenL
“
Good-day,
ma
’
am,"
said
Mr.
sonal” column.
•elfr
thi
Mazaroff. ’’You'll be the landlady,
Oh, by all accounts, they suit
“Self and other folk." he replied,
“That's your Job, Mervyn," he
no doubt?—and this’ll be your hus
each other as well as we suited
with a grim smile. “Other folk!—
said in his usual direct fashion.
band? 'Aye, well now, we’re think
each other ill!" he broke in. “Aye,
aye, there's the devil of it! If it
“Get busy!”
ing of breaking our Journey here
this settlement’s all right But—
were only myself, now!—but there’s
1 took up the paper and read
for a daywr two, perhaps, or two or
the girl’s my daughter.”
more than one affected."
the advertisement before making
three, just to look around this graud
‘She’ll never know you, Mr. MazaHe turned to the window and for
any remark.
country of yours. You'll have ac
a moment or two sat staring fixedly 1 roff,” I remarked.
“The advertiser, who has recently
commodations?"
His bronzed cheeks reddened at
and in silence across the moor,
returned from England after a pro
“Oh, yes, Indeed, sir!" answered
that and he shook his head.
stretching away ln the rapidly gath
longed absence, and Is desirous of
the woman, taking tn the car and
“You're right Holt, you’re right!”
ering twilight Curlousity got the
making an extensive tour through
Its occupants wltn appraising eyes.
he said almost humbly. “And It’s
better of me, and I broke in on his
the northern shires, In his private
"Since this motoring became fash
my own fault Well—up to now.
thoughts.
automobile, desiring the company of
ionable we’ve a lot of custom, and
“I'm all ln the dark, Mr. Maza nothing’s happened. Nobody knows
a bright, sociable, well-educated,
we're prepared for It I think you’ll
but yourselt”
roff,” I said. “Am I to listen?”
und well-informed young gentleman,
find It comfortable, sir," as she led
“After all these years it would be
He started—then gave an emphatic
preferably an ex-officer. Invalided
the way inside. “We've had cus
something of a startling revelation,"
nod.
out of the service. Applications,
tomers here that said they were
I observed. “It needs some reflection.
“Aye!” he answered. "You're to
with full and precise details and
sorry to leave It There's a sitting
And—” but then a new idea struck
listen,
Holt
for
I
’
ve
nobody
else
to
references, to be addressed Box M.
room here, sir, that you can have
me, and I regarded him doubtfully.
tell It to, and I’m wanting council
5343. the Times, E.C.4.”
ail to yourselves."
"I suppose. If it came to it you’d
on
it
and
you
’
re
a
sensible
young

She showed us Into an old-fash
I think It was more out of cu
have to prove that—"
ster.
It
’
s
just
this
—
you
saw
the
ioned parlor, snugly furnished with
riosity than anything that I replied
“That Salim Mazaroff Is Andrew
two
ladies
that
passed
us
by
yes
solid old stuff, and lighted by tall,
to that advertisement, setting forth
Merchisop," ne Interrupted. “Oh,
terday
afternoon
when
we
were
talk

narrow windows that looked out
my qualifications and detailing my
that can be done. There’s the cast
ing to the landlord at his garden
on the moor and the hills: Mr. Mareferences. Yet I never expected
ln my eye, and the birthmark on
gate?”
zargff, at the mere sight of it, gave
any reply. I knew well enough
my right arm, and there’s papers
I
nodded
an
affirmative.
a grunt of pleased satisfaction.
that ttiere were hundreds of men
and people—not Just at hand, to be
“
Aye,
well
1
”
he
continued.
“
They
"Aye, aye!” he said. “This’ll do
whose qualifications and references
sure, but flndabte—that can sub
don’t know it and nobody knows
grandly—keep this room for me,
would be just as good as my own—
stantiate all that"
It only me. But It’s just this,
ma’am, as long as we stop. Holt!”
why should I be singled out? It was
“How came you to take such an
Holt, my lad—that's my wife and
he exclaimed, when he had com
therefore with a good deal of sur
unusual name?” I ventured to ask
daughter!"
ferred with the landlady about dim
prise that, about a fortnight later,
him.
I was smoking one of Mr. Maza
Mr. Mazaroff and I Spent a Couple
ner that evening and she had left
I received and read the following
He laughed softly, as if the rem
roff’s prime cigars at the moment
of Hours Over That Lunch and
ns to ourselves. “This is the sort
letter:
iniscence pleased him.
and when he said this I started so
Our Cigars and Coffee.
of place I’ve dreamed of, many and
•Til tell you," he answen*l.
violently that It jumped from be
“Hotel Cecil,
many a time when I’ve been in
gain about. Leave It to me—you’ll
When I first went off. It was India.
tween my teeth and fell to the floor.
“8th September, 1919.
places where there wasn’t the shade
not
regret
it.
I'm
a
very
rich
man,
I knocked about there a good deal,
It seemed to me that a whole age—
"My Dear Sir. I am much obliged
of a wall nor the leaf of a tree to
laddie, and rich men are entitled
and ln the Persian gulf, and ln
an eon, If you like—elapsed in the
to you for your letter of the 23rd
creep under—a cool, gray, sleepy
to
have
their
little
games
and
fan

adjacent parts. Then t went furmere act of stooping and recovering
August. I think you and I would
place where time seems to stand
cies.
eh?
Very
well,
now
—
and
ther south—to Durban and thence
It
And
I
wondered
at
the
calm

get on very pleasantly, and I shall
still. I like this. Holt—and we’ll
when can you be ready to start?"
into the interior—the diamond dis
ness and banality of my reply when
lie further obliged to you if you
Just have a look round before our
“
Any
time
with
a
couple
of
hours
’
tricts. And ln Durban I foregath
I sat upright again, looking at him.
will call on me at this hotel tomor
dinner.”
notice,"
I
replied.
>
ered with an old man with like
“Musgrave,” 1 said quite stead
row morning about half past twelve
We went out to look round. It
“
Good
—
good
!
’
’
he
exclaimed.
tastes as mine—in fact he and I
ily, "Musgrave called the elder lady
o’clock so that we may have a lit
needed small powers of observation
"Then
I
’
ll
just
tell
you
what
we
’
ll
lived together and traded together.
Mrs. Elphinstone, and the younger
tle talk. I remain, my dear sir,
on my part to show me that Mr.
do.
Holt.
Bring
your
kit
along
His name was Mazaroff, and he left
Miss Merchison—Miss Sheila Mer
“Truly yours,
Mazaroff was as well acquainted
here
this
afternoon,
and
we
’
ll
start
me all his money—no little—on con
chison.”
“SALIM MAZAROFF.”
with this old wayside inn as Its
about five o’clock, and run gently
dition I took it. So I did—why not?
“M”tgia»e here, Musgrave there I"
lahdlord
and
landlady
were.
I
conld
I walked into the Hotel Cecil next
along as far as we like before din
At that time I’d no intention of ever
De retorted. “He knows no better
see that he knew every stone of
morning at precisely twelve-thirty.
ner time—there’ll be some old town
coming back to England again. And
and no more. But I'm telling yon
the
ancient
buildings
and
every
Evidently Mr. Mazaroff had al
where we can spend a peaceful eve
now—there's the situation!”
yard
of
their
surroundings.
There
that
that
’
s
my
wife,
laddie,
and
the
ready given certain instructions
ning and a quiet night in an old‘‘What are you going to do about
was
a
walled
garden
at
the
side
of
lassie
’
s
my
daughter,
and
unless
I
about me, for as soon as I inquired
fashioned hotel. I’ve a fine RollsIt?” I asked.
see
some
way
out
of
the
complica

the
house:
he
wandered
about
It
'for Idm, I in my turn, was asked
Royce car in the garage, and a
“I don't know,” he answered
with the familiarity of a man who
tions there’s the devil and all to
if I was Mr. Mervyn Holt, and on
thoroughly dependable chauffeur,
frankly. “Nothing in a hurry. And
has
known
a
place
intimately.
As
pay
1"
my assenting, was handed over to
Webster, a trusty, good, sensible fel
as I say, nobody knows but you and
we were coming out of It, we saw
There was a pause between ns
an attendant who whisked me off to
low, and we’ll be right as rain.
me. There’s no fear of my being
then.
He
sat
twiddling
his
big
Musgrave
at
its
gate.
a private—and palatial—suite of
Come by five o’clock. That’ll suit
We had come up to the gate and
thumbs, and, as he had discarded
rooms. He Installed me In an ante you? Good! And now we'll Just go
as Mnsgrave was about to open it,
the blue spectacles a slight cast in
chamber, tapped at an inner door,
down and take a bit of lunch to
two ladies came In view from be
his eyes looked, somehow, sinister.
murmured my name tn somebody
gether.”
hind the high wall, walking along
I began to sense the mystery in him,
within, closed the door. Informed
Mr. Mazaroff and I spent a couple
and to realize that his was, to me,
me that Mr. Mazaroff wouldn’t
the half-grass track by which we
of hours over that lunch and our
an unexplored personality.
keep me one minute, and went
had motored during the last three
cigars and coffee. He proved him
“I don’t understand," I said at
away. And I discovered at once
or four miles of our journey. Mus
self a knowing and generous host,
last.
that Mr. Mazaroff was really a man
grave lifted his hat as they glanced
and a great talker. His talk was
“I’m going to make you under
of his word, for before a minute
ln our direction; each gave him a
worth listening to. I soon discov
stand, Holt,” he answered. ‘This
bad gone, the door opened again,
nod and a smile as they passed on
ered that he had seen strange
Is the way of it—yon good-looking
and tie stood there with outstretched
before the front of the Inn. At
places and peoples; without giving
lassie’s name Is Merchison, sure
hand.
one of them I merely looked: to
me any definite Information about
enough. Afld—Elphinstone though
the other I gave more attention.
I took a good look at him as I
himself or his pursuits, he let me
she may call herself, and no doubt
She was a girl of possibly twentywent forward. I judged him to be
know that he had traveled exten
she’s a right to call herself—so Is
one or two years, brown-haired,
about six feet in height; his breadth
sively In various out-of-the-way
her mother’s. And—so’s mine. Mer
light-colored, slim and graceful in
corresponded; altogether he gave parts of Asia and Africa. Pres
chison 1”
her country coat and skirt, dlsone the Impression of bigness and
ently I left him and went away to
“Not Mazaroff, then?" I ex
tractlngly pretty, as I could see in
solidity. His age it was difficult to
make ready for my journey: at five
claimed.
that brief glance; the other was a
estimate; his brown hair and beard
o'clock I was back at the hotel with
“I’ve a right to that, too,” he said.
tall, handsome woman of middle
were grizzled, and "tween bis eyes
my luggage, and by a quarter past
"Legal right—all correct and prop
age, somewhat stern and cold In
and ids mustache there was a good
we were off.
er. It's been my legal name for
manner, despite the gracious re
deal of seam and wrinkle; he looked
We followed out Mazaroff’s line
many years, and It’ll remain so.
sponse which she made to the land
like a man who had weathered
of going ns far as we liked, and
But I was born Merchison—and not
lord’s civil greeting. From their
storms, and been under fierce suns
stopping where and when we chose.
far from here, too—and I married
dress and appearance these were
and drying winds. There was a
It was difiioult to get him away
Merchison. And yon's Mrs. Merchi
evidently folk of consequence.
from towns like Stamford and
son, for all she’s married to Elphin
distinctive air of good nature, good
I glanced at Mr. Mazaroff as the
Grantham—at York, after a prelim
stone.”
humor, even of benevolence, about
ladles disappeared. He was gazing
“And I don’t understand any more
him, but It was somewhat dis inary inspection of tlie old city, he
after them. It seemed to me with
announced liis intention of staying
now!” said I.
counted by a long, sharp nos, and
unusual attention.
a week: we stopped ten days.
“Well, Holt,” he answered, "I’ll
close-set, small eyes, and further
“Neighbors of yours?” be asked
make it as plain as I can, and may
All the way north, he was never
by a cast ln the left eye. But his '
suddenly, turning to Musgrave.
be It’s not such a tangle as it seems
smile was pleasant enough; so was
tired of drawing me out about the
“That's Mrs. Elphinstone, sir, of
when you get hold of one end of
the twinkle of his eyes, and there war, and my own doings in it. It
Marrasdale towe’.’,” replied the
the thread and pull steadily at IL
was nothing cold nor formal about was of no use to profess that one
landlord. “That’s the big old house
“How Came You to Take Such an
My father and mother died when I
liis handshake.
had forgotten; he would have the
across the moor. Used to belong
Unusual Name?” I Ventured to
was a mere youngster, and after
to Sir Richard Cotgreave, did Mar
"Glad to see you,” he said, al '(•hole tale. And for all the youngAsk Him.
that I lived with my grandfather
st“rs who had done their hit he prorasdale tower—been In the family
most brusquely.
on his farm near Selkirk, across the
-ed an admiration which was
hundreds of years, by all accounts.
I was certain that wherever or
recognized. I’ve talked to a dozen
border yonder. Then he died, when
al
to veritable hero worship.
When Sir Richard died, a few years
however Mr. Mazaroff had come by
people today who knew me in the
I
was
just
about
two-and-twenty,
\\
got
on
together
splendidly
—
since, this Mr. Elphinstone bought
liis un-English name, he himself was
old days, and ln my blue spectacles
and
he
left
me
all
he
had,
a
tidy
he
v
ian
excellent,
a
fatherly
and
the place and came to live here:
a Scotsman; there was no mistak
they hadn’t the least idea as to who
lot
of
money,
and
that,
put
to
what
brin
he
y
companion.
At
the
end
most of the land hereabouts is his.”
ing his accent
I really was.”
my
parents
had
left
me,
made
me
I
of a i .nth he and I were insep
"Mrs. Elphinstone, eh?” said Mr.
He got up then, and went out,
“I hope you’re feeling quite well
a
pretty
rich
man.
And
1
was
arable. We had then run Into
Mazaroff. “And the young lady?—
to stroll about the front of the inn,
again after your wounds?” he
headstrong
and
impetuous,
and
al

the crisp October weather of the
Miss Elphinstone, of course.”
alone. That night lie said no more
asked.
ways having my own way, and there
north, ine were on the southern
“No, sir,” replied Musgrave. “Tlie
on the subject of his revelations,
was
nobody
to
keep
me
from
hav,
“Quite fit thank you," I an edge of Northumberland. There,
young lady is Miss Merchison—Miss
nor did he mention the matter in
ing
It,
nor
from
indulging
myself
J
swered. "Fit for light work, any after consulting his map, he gave
Sheila, as we all call her. Mrs. Elthe morning. We spent most of the
in
any
whims
that
came
into
my
way.”
his chauffeur orders to cut across
phinstone's daughter by a previous
day In motoring to some ruins
head. And I came across a highcountry, north by west, making by
“Aye, well,” he said, nodding, “as
marriage, sir.”
twenty miles away: when we re
mettled
girl
that
was
pretty
much
way
of
llexham
and
Wark
for
the
I said in my letter, I think you
I fancied I detected renewed In
turned In the evening there was a
like
myself
in
that
respect
and
we
wild
lands
beyond,
and
for
a
par

terest in the expression of Mr.
and I’ll get on very pleasantly, if
good deal of business being done nt
got
wed
in
more
than
the
usual
ticular
place
marV.,1
O
n
the
chart
Mazaroff’s face during this explana
you care to come with an old fel
the inn—men were returning In
haste,
and
began
to
repent
as
soon
as
the
Woodcock
inn
on
Marrastion. But he was a good hand at
low like me."
numbers from a fair. After dinner,
as
w«fd
done
it!
”
dale
moor.
concealing his thoughts, and lie
“I shall he pleased to go with
Mr. Mazaroff, remarking to me that
“Why?” I asked.
When rounding a heather-clad
turned and waved his hand toward
you," I answered. “I hope I shall
he wanted to have a good think all
“
Man
!
”
he
answered.
“
We
hadn
’
t
bluff
tiiat
sloped
sharply
down
to
the wide prospect before us.
be able to do all you want You
by himself, crossed over to the
a taste In common! We'd nothing
our track, we came in sight of the
“So Mr. Elphinstone of Marras
think I shall?”
open moor and strolled away across
In common except obstinacy and
Woodcock inn, I was amazed to
dale
tower
owns
most
of
what
we
the heather. I never saw him again
“It's little I want but company.”
self-will! And we found we were
think that a hostelry should be
see?" he suggested.
—alive.
he replied. “I’m a lone man—nei
the worst pair to pull together that
found In such a desert. It stood,
"Well,
not
what
you
might
call
1 went out myself soon after
ther kith, kin nor friends. I’ve been
ever was harnessed. I saw In less
a gaunt, gray mass of stone, on the
most, sir,” replied Musgrave. “Those
ward, and was out until past nine
cut of this country many years, and
than a year that things would never
edge of a great moor ringed about
moors
to
the
south
and
east,
sir.
o’clock when I returned to the inn.
now I’m back I Just want to dan
do—so I just took matters into my
by high hills—as veritable a soli
High Cap moors, they belong to a
He had not come back. Nor had
der round a bit seeing places. An
own hands. It wasn't the way I'd
tude as one could set eyes on. Be
London gentleman. Mr. Verner
he come at ten—and when eleven
Idle time, eh?”
take now, with a sober mind and
yond it there was not a sign of huCourthope, a banker. He’s got a
struck from the old grandfather
“You’ve no fixed plans?" I In
man habitation.
more knowledge of the world. But
shooting box right In the middle of
clock In the stone-walled hall I
“What an extraordinary place for
what I did was this—I went to a
quired.
’em—High Cap lodge they call It—
sought out Musgrave and his wife,
“No more than that we’ll Just get
nn inn!" I exclaimed as we mo.-ed
lawyer and pledged him to secrecy.
and he’s there now. with a small
seated at their supper table after
into my car and go north,” he an
nearer. “What custom can they get
Then I realized all that I had—a
shooting party."
the tolls of an unusually busy eve
swered. "Stopping where we like
there?"
nice lot!—and divided it into two
,77iti oucas.onel bits of gossip of
ning.
“I know this country,” Mazaroff
equal shares, and made one fast to
and when we like. Til tell you I’ve
this sort, our first evening at the
_ J’he .landlord and landlady were
« fancy tor old towns, .anything
said. "L'sed to come here when J
her for life—;she’l.l .havejbad 11 alWoodcock went off very pleasant
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Melodies I Songbird
V
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Even in g
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not TncTinen To "any 'uneasiness "or
alarm. During our forty-eight
hours’ stay they had discovered
that Mr. Mazaroff was, as they put
It, an affable and friendly gentle
man, inclined to sociability—their
present opinion was that he had
dropped in at one of Jhe moorland
houses, and was still there, com
fortably chatting. But when twelve
o’clock sounded, and he was still
absent, Musgrave's face lengthened,
and he began to talk about the fool
ishness of going out in the dusk
and dark in strange places. There’s
places he could fall over in the
dusk, and there's others—bog land
—that he could sink into before he
knew where he was. dark or IlghL
Them that doesn’t know these
moors shouldn't wander about ’em,
after dark."
Musgrave got lanterns for Web
ster, me and himself: we went out
on the moor and dispersed in differ
ent directions, listening always for
any cry of distress.
We were out in that way until
a faint gray light began to show
beyond the eastern hills: at that
we went back to the Inn. None
of us had heard or seen anything.
Webster and I got some food and
hot coffee, and went out again—he
one way, I the other. Mine took
me toward the dawn. And sud
denly I came face to face with the
girl of whom I had been thinking
for two days—Shelia.
(To Be Continued)
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, and Associated Stations

VERTICAL (Cont.)
17-A great city of
Scotland
19-A diminutive suffix
21-A Hebrew high
priest
23- A Turkish
commander
?5-An evergreen tree,
emblem of
mourning
I
13-Rested
30-To cease entirely
-2-Ghastly
24- Damp
35-Lawyers collectively
73-Distant
37-lnterjection.
Contempt
33-To gain knowledge
29-rc!inas
3 A c:.y of
N. Central Texas
'-A vegetable
!-0i a reddish brown
43-8. State of U. 8.
U’-br.)
i9-No (Scot.)
51-Musical note
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. HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
1-To preserve in brine 41-To slander
4-The state of being 43-lnterjection.
rid
Surprise
11-Purpose
44-A cereal grass
13-A class or group of 45-The swell of the
people
ocean
14-Greek letter N
47- Symbol for tantalum
16-A support
48- A Reman poet
18- A reply of consent CO-Part of body
19- Upon
52-Characteristic of
20- Swiftly
a certain season
22-Trite
E3-A baseball team
24-Troubles
VERTICAL
26-The entire period of
' Verifies
life
2- Egyptian sun god
27- French for king
28-Ancienl country of 3- A city in
N. W. Ohio
S. W. Asia
5-Pronoun
31-Mother
33- An opening
C-Thirsty
34- Greek letter M
7- Expires
8- To refrain
35- lntolerant attach
voluntarily from
ment to a cause
36- On account of
9- Symbol for neon
37- Worthless
10-Eagle
38- A layman
12-As:embled
39-An English poet and 15-A Spanish explorer
courtier
I
of California
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Mail Orders Filled Promptly

McLain’s Shoe Store
ROCKLAND, MAINE

every grave.

Memorials
We bei’eve “a satisfied cus
tomer is the best advertise
ment,” and on that principle,
our business is increasing.
We shall be very glad to ad
vise you on the selection of a
suitable Memorial for your
Cemetery plot.

Wm. E. Dornan & Son

Inc.

-------------

WALDOBORO
Miss Faye M. Keene who has been
passing the holiday recess at her
home here has returned to New York.
Lowell Welt of Portland has been
the guest of his sister Miss Annie O.,
Welt. 1
Miss Ellie McLaughlin has re
turned to £ tamiord, Conn. She was ,
accompanied by her mother Mrs.
William McLaughlin.
Mis. W. G. Labe entertained the:
Auction Club at the Friday evening
meeting. Fruit salad, hot rolls, cake
and coffee were served.
Miss Ethel Overlock has returned
to Norwood, Mass.
Mrs. H. L. Eossa lias been in Bos- J
ton.
The annual meeting of Waldoboro
Public Library Association will beI
held in the library Monday at 7.30.
It is hoped to have a large attend
ance as the election of officers andI
naming of committees for the year;
will then take place.
Twenty members attended the.
January meeting of the Baptist Mis
sionary Society Friday afternoon at
the home of Mrs. Harold Perry, Mrs
Nina Goucher presiding. A social
hour was enjoyed after the business
meeting. Readings were given by
! Miss Edna M. Young and Mrs.
Maude Clark Gay. Refreshments
were served by the hostess. The Febluary meeting will be with Mrs. R
L. Benner.
An erior in last week's items to be
j corrected concerns the Community
Christmas tree program given in the
Medomak athletic hall. The little
play, “Aunt Sabiny's Christmas," was
presented by Mrs. George W. Collins'
Sunday school class of girls, who
were coached by Mrs. Collins. Those
taking part were Ba’bara Benner,
Jane Rider, Arlene Anderson. Millicent' Burnes, Shirley Burnes, Anne
Ellis and Carlene Levensaler. The
acting was particular lv well done and
reflected credit both on ths partici
pants and on Mrs. Collins.

If there is one thing the American
likes it is a good thumping, particu
larly of his neighbor.—L. Brooks
Atkinson.

EAST UNION, ME.
117T-tf

•iwU

VictorRadio
As reliable as thc Virtrola

$112.50 up

Maine Music Store
ROCKLAND, ME.

124-tf

bladder
Weakness
If Getting Up Nights, Backache,
frequent day calls, Leg Pains, Nerv
ousness, or Burning, due to function
al Bladder Irritation, *n acid condi
tions, makes you feel tired, depressed
and discouraged, try the Cystex Test.
Works fast, starts circulating thru
ttie system in 15 minutes. Praised by
thousands for rapid and positive ac
tion. Don't give up. Try Cystex (pro
nounced Siss-tex) today, under the
Iron-Clad Guarantee. Must quickly
allay these conditions, improve rest
ful sleep and energy, or money back.
Only 60c at

C. H. Moor & Co., Rockland

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We want all your LIVE POUL
TRY
Highest Prices paid. Call
or write Charles Shane, c^re of
R. E Cutting, Warren, Me. Tai.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. References: Any poul
try raiser,

CHARLES SHANE CO.
27-tf

FOR ANY

CHILD

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan s Island at 5 30
| A. M . Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25.
Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at RockI land about 9 30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 130 P. M.
I Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan’s
Island about o.OP P. M.
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
i______________ 143-tf

p.

Gilchrest

Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
RTISTIC MEMORIAL8
Teleohone Connection

L.

DENTAL NOTICE
baby has a fretful spell, is
feverish and cross and can’t
sleep, let Castoria soothe and
quiet him. Sometimes it’s a
touch of colic. Sometimes it is
constipation. J ust keep Castoria
handy and give freely for any
of the above conditions; relief
will follow promptly.
All through babyhood, Cas
HILDREN ^re happy and
carefree by nature, so toria is a mother’s standby, and
when they cry for no apparent wise mothers do not change to
reason any careful mother stronger medicines as the child
worries. No one. can always grows older. Just increase the
guess just what is wrong but dose of Castoria and keep the
the remedy can always be the youngster's stomach sweet and
same. Good old Castoria! the bowels in good order.
Tobe sureof getting genuine
There's comfort in every drop
of this pure vegetable prepara Fletcher’s Castoria you should
r -j—x—
tion and not the slightest harm look for t hi s
in its frequent use. As often as signature:

C

DR. J. H. DAMON
Is back in his office for the winter
i and will make appointments each day
from 10 to 2

130TStf

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
35 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

Osteopathic Physician
Telephone 136

DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
Dentist
302 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephone 915-M

> Htl

Ev-ry-Other-Day
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Mrs. George Newbert entertained
WARREN
I the Washington Club at her home
evening.
Supper
was
STATE OF MAINE
Saturday
Mrs. Sherbourne Kallock was
The annual installation of officers
Unpaid taxes on lands situated ln the Town of Warren, ln the County of Knox of De Valois Commandery took place served.
charming hostess to the Girls' Club
Mrs.
Joseph
Kittredge
expects
to
for the year 1930.
last Friday evening in Masonic hall
and their guests Friday evening at her
Christmas and other duties kept Pleasantville home. Two double
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the Town past Commander Edgar H. Brad- leave for Portland the week of Jan.
me so busy that I have put off writ- teams were chartered from Charles
of Warren aforesaid, for the year 1930. committed to me for collection for said street was installing officer, assisted 12 to study beauty culture.
At the Sunday service at Union ing. I want to say to Saunterer, that McKellar and E. B Clarke, for the
Town on the first day of June, 1930, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given j jjy past Commander L. E. Williams
that if said taxes with Interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of as grancj marshal and P. C., George Church Rev. Frank B. Harris of although I am a dear lover of flow- occasion was a straw ride, and with
the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including straciian as grand prelate. The new Lynn gave an explanatory prospectus ers. both wild and cultivated, I do much merrymaking and the cheery
interest and charges, will be sold without further notice at public auction at The officers are: E. C., Percy A White' of the Hermann estate, the proposed not know as many as I would like by sound of bells, the party of 40 left
Town House in said Town, on the first Monday in February 1931, at nine Gen., Fernald F. Ames; C. G., Ed location for the Teachers' National. the botanical name. But 1 do in- the village at 6.45. The roads were
o’clock A. M.
_____
u
ward A. Smalley;
S. W„ Joseph xF. Vacation Home Incorporation. While ;doise his enthusiasm in regard to smooth and the moonlight as bright
Headley; ~j~w7 George' A^La’wry- in town Mr. Harris was guest of Mr. J the glass flowers in the Harvard as day which was conducive to a good
Amount of Tax Due prelate, Oscar C. Lane- Treas Her- and Mrs- T- E- LibbyMuseum. I have seen them and they time, and the coasting was perfect on
Including Interest and
Description of Property
Name of Owner
bert W Fifield' recorder F L
Scout Master Archie Begg will are truly wonderful and very beauti- the hill by Mrs. Kallock's, for the
Charges
Roberts; St B Walter H Ingerson' meet 130111 Girl and Boy §couts at lul One can hardly believe they boys and girls had taken their sleds.
Sw. B. Albert E* Carver- warder’ Union Church vestry Thursday night could be made of glass. They are When they tired of this they went
JOHN W. ACHORN—Six acres bounded North and West by land of Mason
Ambrose A Peterson- 3rd guard 10 give instructions to the patrols.
worth going a long way to see, also into the house where games were
Tolman. East by land of C. F. Andrews, bounded South by land
$4 02 irVing vv Fifield- 2nd'guard Leslie Tbe installation and ball of Pleas- the other specimens there, especially played and songs sung. Refreshments
of D. M. Starrett................................ 4........... ••••...................................
WILLIAM ANDERSON—334 acres. Located in East Warren. Bounded
B. Dyer; 1st guard. Leroy L Nicker- ant River Grange was held Satur-‘the birds. I spent nearly all of one of sandwiches, cake, cookies and hot
North by land of J. A. Dean. East by land of Samuel Mattson.
.
_ "'_
.
day (inH
and thtn
then did
did not
not cpp
see pvprvfhina
everything, cocoa were served.
S.
Roberts,
i dov
day nuoninnevenine with
with ohout
about 50 natmns
patrons dflv
3 26 son; sentinel, _Elisha
%
* South by land of John Cates, West by land of William Miderson . ..
ADELBERT BUCKLIN EST.--Five acres of land. Bounded North by
The Fakers furnished music for the 1 Present, and one of the best installa- —many were the interesting things
It seems that there’has been some
Road. East by Back River. South by land of S. H. Creighton.
to
see.
evening.
Refreshments
were
served
'
ceremonies
ever
witnessed
was
rivalry at marksmanship in the town.
3 26
West by land of Ballard Libby .... ......... . . ....... ...■ ........ •.... ....... ••••••
I know Adella Veazie’s life-of-man. A beautiful (?) cup is on display at
and dancing followed the ceremonies, i carrled out wltb Past Master D A.
FRANK ERICKSON—18 acres of land. Bounded North by land of H.
There was a plant of it grew by the the Robinson barber shop which gives
Waldron (Heirs), bounded East by land of A. Oxton, South by
The
installation
was
largely
attend1
Gross
as
installing
officer
and
Mrs.
29 78
land of John Dunn (Heirs). West by land of A Farrington ...... .......
ed. Those from North Haven in- Addie Bucklin as marshal, assisted side of the road near my childhood the championship at pistol shooting j
GEORGE ERICKSON (OR OWNER)—House. Outbuilding and two acres
eluded, Mr. and Mrs. Foy Brown, by Mrs. Annie L. Geary and Miss home; and there always has been a to H. D. Sawyer. The former cham- I
of land. Located in North Warren. Bounded North by land
Alta L. Hildings as aides. The offi plant near my present home. These
of Mrs. Charles Mank. East by same, South by Road and West
19 68 daughter Ivaloo, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd cers are: Master, Curtis M. Webster; plants seem to be widely scattered. pion was W. H. Robinson.
ERNEST HnoWARUr-15Chttacrr1“ Xd.Bounded North by Town Une.
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Payson were I
; Duncan and daughter Phyllis, Mr. and
^Lt bv land of Isaac Hobbs (Heirs). South by land of Thaddeus
Mrs. Philip Brown, Henry Duncan, Mr. overseer. Theron E. Smith; leecturer, Near this one is a skunk currant, its recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
7
05
common
name.
Like
Adella
Veazie,
Winnie
C.
Ames;
steward,
Kenneth
Hastings (Heirs), bounded West by Brook ...... -.......••• ••••••
""L‘"
and Mrs. John Crockett and daugh
Wylie at Cooper's Mills.
GEORO^JO^ (O^OWNER,-^
assistant steward, I was always a child of nature and
ter Janette. Alice Nutt, Mr. and Mrs. R. Webster;
The family of W. H. White arrived
George
W.
Geary;
chaplain,
Lydia
M.
|
roamed
the
pastures,
fields
and
James Tabbott, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
last week from Lisbon and are living
(Heirs), South by land of A. Copeland, West by land of Orbc^on
9 O’
woods,
ate
the
heart
of
brakes,
as
we
Webster;
treasurer,
Edward
A.
Sampson, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Bevin the house belonging to Inez Libby.
E W'/kiNNE?^SIx acres of land. Bounded North by iand of W B.
°rage, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bellmore Smalley; secretary, C. Meservey F. called them, green beech leaves and
Sj A. Watts served a party of eight
McIntyre, and South by same. East by land of J. Orbeton.
lrost
berries,
and
all
the
other
edible
Ames;
gatekeeper,
Frank
W.
Grimes;
5 79 and son Joseph, Mr. and Mrs. Neil
with oyster stew Saturday evening.
West by land of N. E. Leach ...................................... ............. ”•.......
DITH swore that she
ness, he began to suspect
greens
and
berries.
I
do
not
wonder
ERNEST KNIGHT One outbuilding and 10 acres of land. Bounded
j Bureess. Mr. and Mrs. Lester Stone, Ceres, Edith M. Poole; Pomona. Lillie at the pep which was stored in my This party had enjoyed a rare pleas
East by land of Mason Tolman, South by Road, West by land
9 58 Leslie Ladd, Dorothy Stone, Parker M. Gregory; Flora, Ella E. Ames;
ure
these
days
—
that
of
a
sleigh
ride
loved
Donald,
a
prom

another man!
lady assistant steward, Flora A. childish body, that made almost a from Waldoboro.
( Stone.
NF=TORWMIKkoLA^2'2 acres of land
Located White Oak
Brown; executive committee. Edward tomboy of me and accounted for my
ising
young
banker
—
loved
Meadow . Bounded South by land of D. W. Merry, West by
Every
one
reports
that
a
good
time
Z. C. Bureess and Lloyd Crockett A. Smalley. The retiring master was pleasure in climbing trees and out3 00
land of H. O. Starrett ........................................................ ••• ••...... —•
Into what terrible trap did
of North Haven were among those presented with bathrobe and slippers scrapping some of my unruly school , is. always
„ , to . be had at the dances
.
WILLIAM A Mel AIN—House. Barn and 50 acres of land
Locates!
him with every pulsing fiber
Warren and Camden Road. Bounded North by land of A. B. Conic
attending the installation of Pleasant ac a gift of appreciation of his many mates when they got the best of my : givel1 Sat“rday e^n”gS at the
the shackles of passion drag
and M D. Watts. East by A H. Copeland. South by land of A. T.
North yar.re"'
33 56 River Grange Saturday evening.
ol her twenty untouched
years of service to the order. Danc younger brother. I now know it was
Oxton. West by land ol Mary Watts ..................... „ '
............
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Adolph
Anderson
due
to
outdoor
air
and
the
vitamins
Miss
Ellen
Lunden
of
West
Rockthis Slave? Would he sacri
GEORGE PARKER—15 acres of land. Located N. F Warren Ellis
ing followed the ceremonies and a
port spent the weekend with Miss
years. Frantically he begged
spent Christmas in Eoston.
Starrett lot. Bounded North by land of C. F. Wotton (Heirs),
in my diet.
fine
scallop
stew
was
served
at
inter

East by Road to South Hope. South by land of Ira Rollins
fice honor, friends—his very
Ruth Cole left Sunday to resume mission. Much appreciation is ex
I smiled at “down in the gully." Jennie Starrett.
4 53
(Heirs). West by Road to Stereos’ Mill ................ - ..... —but she refused—Io marry
These students returned to their
teaching in North Haven
pressed for the fine work of Mrs. I too knew all the delights of these respective schools and colleges Mon
O F. PETTEE—Seven acres of land. Located Great Easter Road (solife—to avenge the woman
Mrs Ola Carver Ames and daugh- Buc|din who
as marshal and places, and there were always snakes
railed i. Bounded North by land of G. W. Starrett and C. E.
him! Came darts of jealousy.
Starrett. East by Und of J. A Skinner (Heirs) Wc-t by land
day: Miss Beulah Starrett, Parker
er
returned
Thursday
from
Rock\
{or
the
floral
pieces
she
generous
.
there,
but
I
did
not
fear
them.
As
who used his love for a toy?
of Orbeton * Crawford at K Matthews. South by land of
3 26 land where they attended the New , ly contributed. The new board of I picked berries and roamed the Spear and Ralph Norwood to the Uni
He bought her fine clothes,
Wotton (Heirs) ...................................... ■-...... .......................... ............ •••
JAMES ROLLINS—Seven acres of land. Bounded North and oouin
Yf2J’ bp11 at
. | officers have the good wishes of all woods and fields I realize I was then versity of. Maine; Miss Jennie Star
Read for yourself this tre
by land of C. F. Wotton (Heirs). East by land of D. M. Starrett
an expensive car—spending
The Ladies of the G A JR. held their the mem(jers for a prosperous year to gathering something besides a fine rett to Farmington Normal School
and West by land of William Fooler ........................................ '
and
Barrett
Clarke
to
Bowdoin
Col

mendously
stark story—
annual
installation
of
officers
Friday
,
come
croD
of
freckles
—
which
then
seemed
REED DAVIS—33 acres of land. Bounded North by lana of Moody
beyond his bank salary —
evening. Mrs. E. M. Hall was in-1
’
_ __________
Ar Jameson. East by land of Clarence Tolman. South by E. R.
to be my only worry. Jn the pasture lege. Fred Overlock returned to the
12 io stalling officer assisted by Mrs. O. V
DESIRE’S SLAVE —by the
Moodv. West by land of J. Mank (Helrsl ...............................
above the house are still to be found University-of Maine Sunday,
JOHN A RUHELA 3>2arres of land Located at Highland. Bounded
fighting to hold her love
Mrs. Clifford Overlook and son
Drew as conductress. The cere NORTH WASHINGTON the rock houses built by “us chil
on North by land formerly B Knowlton. East by Road to Watts'
man who lived it and wrote
dren." Many things which I still Theodore came back Saturday from
monies were preceded by a supper j
----Corner. South by land Edwin Keating and West by land of A. A
against a phantom rival. And
Kennedy and S. Crane (Heirs).
served bv Mrs. Ray Webster, assist-1 Donald Cunningham, Mr. and recall with pleasure. We knew where Swampscott, Mass., from a visit with
it in his own heart’s blood.
20 acres of land. Located at Highland. Bounded North by
ed by Mrs. Edgar Bradstreet, Mi's |Mrs. F- W. Cunningham, and Mrs. every bird nested, and fed them all— her daughter, Mrs. George Pote.
then, driven to murder-madland of C. Morse (Heirs). East by lajid of Ira Robinson (Heirs).
Knox
Pomona
at
Warren
Grange
M.
W.
Lenfest
went
Sunday
to
Som
from
ground
sparrows
under
the
Villa Calderwood and Mrs. L. H.
South by Oyster River.
J
„ ..
15 acres of land. Located at. Hlchlapd (Clark lot). Bounded North
Read DESIRE’S SLAVE and
Bucklin.
Comrades of Lafayette erville and Lowell, Mass., where they small juniper bushes to robins high Saturday was well attended and ap
by land of W. I Barrows (Dow lot). East and South by land of
6 so Carver Post. G.A.R.. W. S. Vinal and will visit relatives and friends for a in the pine trees, where they reared proximately 150 persons were present
Mrs T. P Carroll. West by Oyster River ..............................................
a score of other astounding
their broods and then left for the from all over the county. The ad
j Stephen Colson were present at both few days.
JOHN W Tl ORCKMORTON House. Outbuilding.
acre land.
Readers win
Located Main Street. Bounded North by land of Main Street. East
I suncer and installation.
W. A. Palmer has completed a new southland, happv and unmolested by dress given by Rev. Mr. Holt was
real-life stories including
by land of C. A. G Simmons. South by land of P. S. Hilton,
$10,000
52 50
Mrs. L. W. Sanborn entertained at cooper shop, where he will get out us children. How we hailed them much enjoyed.
West bv land of O. D. Oould ..................................................................
W. Y. Piper is ill at the home of his
with delight when they returned in
three tables of bridge Saturday eve ash and birch hoops this winter.
GERALD To'wCE- 115 acres of land. Located in Pleasantville. Eastern
titles such as “WHAT MY
every month!
Road to Union. Bounded North by land of C. E. Starrett. A. L.
ning at her home. Honors went to
Business of all kinds is practically the spring, always alighting in the sister, Mrs. Carl Cassens, Rockland.
Jones and Albert Copeland. East by laud of C. E. Starrett, South
Miss Jennie Starrett spent Tuesday
Mrs. Charles Chilles, Mrs. E. L. Glid- at a standstill in this place at pres maple tree by the fence and with a
SON BROUGHT ME’’ and “A
In every life there ia drama, love,
by land of G. VJ. Starrett and Town of Warren. Philip Lane,
hate, aorrow or tragedy. Write your
co ol 1 den and Mrs. Sholes.
F K Matthews. C. E Starrett. West by Georges River
ent. There is no lumber being cut. burst of song seeming to say: “Hello! of last week with Mrs. Loring Orff at
atory
and
win
big
money
along
with
WOMAN’S GREATEST SIN”—
Thomaston.
ELIZABETH II VEIOA- Five acres ol land. Location Negro Town.
Herbert Knowlton, accompanied by which is something very unusual, in we’re back among you again!”
many others every year. Nine big
Bounded Noith by land of H R McIntyre. East by land of O. B
Mrs. A. I. Perrv,
Fred
Wellington
returned
from
a
prizes every month: $5,000 for the
3
25
V,i
’
pa
’
-ents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Llewellvr.
fact
everything
is
quiet.
Libbv. South by S. S. Peters (Heirs), West by land of E. H. Bee je
all in February TRUE STORY
best atory, graduating to $250 each
North Hope.
N. C. C. No. 4 short visit in Boston Monday.
Knowlton, was taken Saturdav by
CARRIE A WENTWORTH (OR OWNER)—12 acres of land. Location
Archie Lenfest is engaged in get
for five fourth prizes. Get February
E. Road to Union. Bounded North by land of F. C. and W. M.
Percy Moore is employed on the
"’me to Rockland to enter Knox ting out cut cord wood in Liberty,
TRUB STORY today for oomplete
MAGAZINE... on sale today!
Leach. East by Road. South by land of Addie Metcalf, West
rules and information!
Alexander Fuller place in Union.
EAST WALDOBORO
to 84 I n-nital for a broken leg, sustaified for Washington parties.
bv land of J. Williams and J. Hills (Heirs) .........................................
Ivy Chapter O.E.S. has accepted the
while coasting on Carver’s Hill.
Read it. 1. TODAY 1
FRANCIS E. PARKS-House, three Outbuildings. 50 acres of land.
Elbridge Lenfest is at work for
Location North Warren. Bounded" North by Union Line. East by
invitation extended by Fond-u-lac
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Colson re Everett Cunningham on the "Gore"
The
Focia!
Club
met
with
Mrs.
land of Mclzar Payson and C. Erickson, South by land of E. B
turned Thursdav from Bangor where so called.
Hattie Rines Dec. 18 for an all-day Chapter at Washington to visit them
Calde wood. West by land of A. Cummings.
they were called by the death of Mrs
Alice Lenfest is in ill health and is session and picnic dinnjr with 23 Wednesday evening.
House, one Outbuilding. 60 acres of land. Location North Warren.
At the annual meeting of Ivy Chap
Bounded North by land of C. E. Bicknell & Son. East by land of
Co'son’s sister.
confined to her room.
present. The program: Readings,
D. R. Cummings. South by land of E. S. Crawford. George Libby
Mrs. Joseph Donahue of Boston
7 afavette Hammon recentlv killed Mrs. Eva Perry. Mrs Lizzie Waltz; ter Friday evening the following offi
and E. H Whitney, West by land of Abtatha Cummlnjs
arrived Thursday, called bv illness a fine beef cow and sold a portion of conundrums, Mrs. Nellie Reever; cers were elected for the ensuing
40 acres ol land Location N. Warren (Boggs Lot). Bounded
North by land of N C. Crawford. East and South by land of C, B
of her mother Mrs. Noyes Dushane. it locally.
contest prize, won by Mrs. H. Miller. year; Worthy Matron, Carrie But
102 oo
Young, and West by Waldoboro Line ............................... ,
Refreshments
were
served.
A ler; worthy patron, Maurice Wyllie;
E. S. SPEAR
Dec. 22. 1930.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Warren.
Christmas tree was also a feature of A. matron, Grace Willie; A. patron,
TOWN OF ST. GEORGE
___________________ _____
133-T-3 I
Chester Wynie; sec., Laura Starrett;
the occasion.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Flanders of trefcs., Tena McCallum; conductress,
STATE OF MAINE
«
STATE “CHAMPS" THERE
Emile Hobbs of Hope and Bernal
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of St. George, In the County Lynn, Mass., were holiday guests of Gertrude Starrett; A. conductress,
Rosina Buber; finance committee,
TOWN OF OWL’S HEAD
of Knox, for the year 1930.
Jewett of Aina. The county club
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Laforest
I.
Mank
.
Tlie following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the
Evelyn Robinson, Alice Watts and AlAnnual 4-H Club Contest At Univer agent, Loana M. Spearin was also
STATE OF MAINE
Town of St. George, for the year 1930 .committed to me for collection for said
Mrs. Bertha Frost and friend of
present.
. town, on the 29th day of April, 1930, remain unpaid; and notice Is hereby given Thomaston were at James Mank's vah Simmons. The installation will
sity of Maine Declared Best Yet
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Owl’s Head, m tne county oi j tjlat jf sajd taxes. Interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the
be held Jan. 16. Masons and their
This was declared by ail the best
Knox, for the year 1930.
real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amo.unt due therefor, including in- Sunday.
wives are invited and each member
state contest yet.
nr
nwr
°!'
rea
Io?n
tate
of
owners
In
the
Town
,
terest
and
charges,
will
be
sold
at
public
auction
at
I.
O.
O.
F.
Hall,
ln
eald
town,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leland
Orff
of
North
At
the
annual
4-H
Club
contest
of
has the privilege of inviting one guest .
of Owls Head aforesaid, for the year 1930 committed to me for collection for said 1 on the first
_
......
Monday of-----February, 1931, at nine o'clock
A. M.
Town on the fifth day of May. 1930, remain unpaid; and r.oclce Is hereby given that NirnP,. Of owners
Description of Real Estate
Officers elected at the annual par Boys’ and Girls’ clubs held at Uni
T-x on Real E-ta’e Waldoboro and Ralph Flanders of
If said taxes with Interest and charges are not previously paid, ro much of the jep WRISCH AI.TMAN AND BURGALIO—Land Dlst. 10.
EAST SEARSMONT
$11 00 Portland were recently guests of ish meeting of the Congregational versity of Maine, last week the state
real estate taxed as is • uHicient to pay the amount due therefor. Including Interest tOTorniADEI L t"daVT!^?ai^?wn"*crcs*U Tn' nist "a Vs'lne S50°
2 75 their parents Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Church Saturday were: H. K. Thomas champions were announced. These
Clarence
Gelo, Fred Hustus and
and charges, will be sold Without further notice at public auction at Town House | OBED
ORED w
.
“
n
’
"t.?*™.
4
,
ms
*
a
°
W GRIDLEY—House. Barn and Land. In Dlst 16. 5 Acres.
ln said Town, on the first Monday In February. 1931, at nine o clock A. M.
Flanders.
president; Avery Starrett, vice pres boys and girls are outstanding in the Charles Wright recently made a
Bounded North bv Sbaw. East by Harbor Lots. South by
work
they
do
in
their
project.
Ma

Mrs. Josiah Jameson was a recent ident; Edna Boggs, clerk; Carrie
Dltchett. West by Cove Value on land $200. Value on buildings
l business trip to Rockland.
$500 Total value $700 ....................................... .................................
38 50 visitor at Evander Newbert's, North I Smith, treasurer; Anna Starrett, au- rion Johnston of Damariscotta is
Afn.ov.nt of Tax Due
Rodney Thomas of Lincolnville
No 2. Woodlot. 20 Acres. Value $150 .................................................
Name of Owner
8 25
Including Interest and
Description of Property
state
champion
in
sewing
and
James
Waldoboro.
ditor; Alice Watts, financial secrewas in town Monday.
W. E ADAMS—House, Barn and Land. In Dlst. 16. 10 Acres. Bounded
«
Charges
Haggett
of
North
Edgecomb,
state
North by Dltchett. East by Sorqulst, South by Highway. West
Mrs. Eva Masters and children of j tary; assistant secretary, Ilda Russell;
Fred Little has a new Ford.
by Highway. Value $850 ....................................... .................................
48 75 Round Pond and Ned and Ethel! trustees, G. W. Walker, W. H. Rob- champion in the poultry manage
CORELLA WEEKS -Lot. with the buildings thereon, bounded as fol
ALBERT HOEDKTE—Cottage and Land. 1 2-3 Acres. In Dlst. 5. Value
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Buzzell,
lows; North by land of George Hurd. East by Charles Clark and
on land $250. Value on buildings $400. Total Value $650 .................
35 75 Masters of Portland were guests of mson, Nettie Jameson; ushers, J. C. ment project.
Over 200 county champions and Thomas Hall and son Fred spent a
George Hurd. South by Peake. Tibbetts and Jackson. West by
No. 2 Garage and Work Shop. Value $100 ......................................
5 50 Mrs. Ethel Hanna Christmas.
Munsey
and
H.
K.
Thomas.
Officers
Fred Burpee or owners. Value of land $450. Buildings $300.
CHARLES A. JOHNSON—House, Lot and Oarage. \'t Acre. In Dlst. 10.
Norman Miller and family were elected at tU> church meeting for the leaders from all over the State were day recently with Mr. and Mrs. Al
Knox Registry. Book 147. Fage 439 .........................................................
38 32
Value on land $50. Value on buildings $375. Bounded North by
Christmas guests of Mrs. Teresa Orff. ensuing yein were: Abbie Newbert, present. The guests were Miss Ella bert Marriner.
HOWARD WALTZ HEIRS OR OWNERS -A lot of about 40 Acres bound
Csrlson. East by Johnson. South bv Johnson. West by Highway.
Mrs. Byron Cam and little daugh
ed as follows: on North by Town Road: East by V. B Perry. South
Leslie Borneman has returned home clerk; Katie Starrett, treasurer; H. Gardiner, Children's Bureau Depart
Total value $425. Balance due on Real Estate ..................................
8 38
by Lewis Aiey. West by Pe'cr Pepplcello. Knox Registry. Book 185.
ment of Labor, Washington, D. C.; ter of Searsport were recent guests
A. H. BOND—Land. In Dlst. 16. 30 Acres. Bounded North by Gridley.
from
Knox
Hospital.
K.
Thomas,
superintendent
of
Sunday
Page 295. Vnlue of land $350 ..................................................................
18 67
East by Sorqulst. South by Adams. West by Cove. Value $175.
9 63
Mrs. N. S. Reever, Reginald Mona School; Alice Brown, assistant super Dr. Robert G. Foster, Extension Serv of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
JOHN J NEWBORG A lot bounded as follows, to wit: Beginning at a
JOSEPH T. SIMMONS.
stake and stones at sea shore, thence N. 11 deg.. W by Moses
han and Charles L. Bowers motored intendent; Edna Moore, superintend ice, UB.D.A., Washington, D. C., and Strout.
Dec. 19, 1930.
Collector of Taxes for the Town of St. George. Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Gelo arc
Kurd's lend one hundred rods to the corner bound of land of
153-T-3 Sunday to Augusta where they called ent of the primary department; Hen Harry B. Crawford, master of the
Oliver Hurd; thence S. 79 deg. W. thirty three rods to a stake
1,
Maine State Grange. They brought rejoicing in the birth of twin daugh
on
Miss
Myrtle
Reever.
ry
V.
Starrett,
deacon.
and stones; thence S. 11 deg. E. by land set off to Eunice
to the members real 4-H Club ters.
Crockett ninety-eight rods to the shore aforesaid, then easterly
The remains of the late Cyrus M.
George Gray slipped Saturday messages.
Christina Hall was the guest of
TOWN OF VINALHAVEN
and northerly as the shore runs to the bounds first mentioned
Newbert
of
Gardiner
were
brought
wrenching his knee very severely.
Value of land $215 ............................ ........................................................
13 83
County champions from Knox- Mrs. Newman recently.
to
Goshen
cemetery
Friday
for
in

STATE OF MAINE
HEIRS of AVA STAPLES—Bounded on North by Ballyhac Road; East
Miss Shirley Payson spent Sunday Lincoln counties attended 100r: ;
Maine's First 1931 Twins
by Helen Coffey; South by Helen Coffey; West by heirs of Charles
Unpaid taxes on lajids situated ln the Town of Vinalhaven. In the County of terment, accompanied by his sons with Miss Gertrude Mank.
Undoubtedly, Maine's first twins
Falena Hilton, North Whitefield,
Crowley; Another lot bounded on North by Charles Han.on
I Knox, for the year 1930
!
Harold
and
Russell
of
Gardiner
and
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Kallock were county champion in canning: Flora : of 1931 arrived a half hour after the
Heirs; South by town road: East by Donald Wiley and west by
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the Town of brothers Frank and Kent of PortWltham Bros. In both lots about 45 Acres. Value $200 .................
11 34 Vinalhaven aforesaid, for the year 1930. committed to me for collection for said °r°tners- *ranK ana Kent oi r-ort Sunday callers on Mr. and Mrs. Ed Worthley, Damariscotta, cooking and j I?ew Year at the home of Mr. and
JOHN S. KEMPTON OR MAY V. TRESCOTT—A lot with the buildings
Town on the 10th day of July. 1930. remain unpaid; and notice Is hereby given that land. Mr. Newbert also leaves a win Kallock.
housekeeping; Edwin Annis, Simon Mrs. Clarence Gelo, East Searsthereon bounded as follows: North by Town Road. East by sho.e.
If said taxes with interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the widow.
Benjamin Davis has been ill.
ton, dairy; Robert Farris. Union, pig; mont. The twins, Phyllis Marie
South by Farm and Shore Improvement Co.; West by Farm
real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor. Including Interest
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D.
M.
Jones
and
and Shore Improvement Co. Value of land $750
Buildings
The Ladies’ Circle of the Congrega Robert Graffam, Aina, potato; James and Priscilla May, weigh 5'z pounds
and charees. will be sold without further notice at public auction at Memorial
Fred Jones and family of Unity were tional church will meet at 2.30 Thurs Haggett, North Edgecomb, poultry each and have blue eyes and dark
$1350 ............................................................................................................
104 34 ' Hall ln said Town, on the first Monday ln February. 1931, at nine o'clock A. M.
WILLIAM H. ELLIOTT—Lot, with the buildings thereon, bounded as
recently guests of Mr. and Mrs. day alternoon. The regular business management;
Margaret Young. hair.
follows: Beginning on the division line of lot now or formerly
Amount
of
Tax
Due
Gardner Mank.
meeting will be at 4. Supper will be Camden, room improvement; Marion
of David Crockett heirs at thc Southeast corner of land hereby
Name of Owner
Description of Property
Including
Interest
and
Mrs. R. S. Monahan and daughter served at 6 under the direction of the Johnston,
conveyed; thence West by South 60 rods to division line of land
Charges
War does
not
pay.—Aristide
Damariscotta. sewing.
formerly occupied by Jonathan Lassell; thence on said division
Gloria of South Waldoboro were following committee: Evelyn Robin Local leaders attending were Mrs. Briand.
line North by West 60 rods, more or less, to Maker's Cove; thence
guests of Mrs. N. S. Reever Christ son, Grace Spear, Fannie Wyllie,
JOSEPH TYLER—Land bought of Chelsea Calderwood. Land bounded
by the shore of said Cove Northeasterly to land occupied now or
North by land of Mr. Emerson. East by land of C. O. Dyer. South
mas.
formerly by David Crockett; thence on division line of said land
Laura Brackett and Alice Walter.
by Long Cove. South by land of Rebecca Leadbetter heirs. Value
South by East, 60 rods more or less, to first bounds, con
M. A. Bowers and Miss Rena Wiley
of land $1000 ............................................................................................
$56 20
taining 23 acres, more or less. Also another lot bounded as follows:
of the village spent Christmas at
DODD BROS. GRANITE CORP. INC —Green's Island situated at entrance
Beginning on the Town Road at corner of land now or formerly
APPLETON RIDGE
to Carver's Harbor. Value $3250 Including land and buildings ......
181 18 Charles Bowers',
owned by John Foster; thence North 50 deg. East 11 rods; thence N.
One
half
land
known
as
the
Elizabeth
Crockett
Lot
located
on
5 deg. West. 21 rods to stake at high water mark ln the brook;
i Frank. Kent. Harold and Russell
the
North
East
Shore
of
Sands
Cove,
containing
47.500
square
thence Northwesterly by the brook to the cove; thence Westerly
The High School will present their
Newbert were dinner guests of Miss
feet more or less. Rectangular ln shape, bounded on North
by the shore to the line of said Foster lot; thence South 5 deg
drama Friday evening at Riverside
by Sands Quarry Lot. East by Harbor Quarry Lot, South by
Ellie Mank Friday.
West, by the same, 46 rods to the first mentioned bounds,
Shore. West by land Ingerson heirs. Value $100.................................
7 98
containing 3 acres more or less. Value of land $175.00. Value
Mrs. Borneman and granddaugh hall. Admission 15c. and 25c.
Harbor Quarry ptoperty so called bound on East by land of E. L.
of buildings $100.00 ....................................................................................
20 01 I
Rev. L. E. Watson was making
ter
Miss Barbara Achorn of War
Coombs
and
others.
South
by
town
way,
West
by
land
of
H
W
HEIRS OF GEORGE BOGGS—Land bounded on North by E S Mont
Fifield. A. B. Arey and others. West by property of Jane E. Hopkins
ren visited last week With Mr. and calls on the Ridge Wednesday after
gomery heirs and Mina King; East by Josephine Blodgettand
others.
Value
$200.00
...................................
.
..................................
13
44
South by said Blodgett and a right of way; West by Haskell and
Mrs. Leslie Borneman. Mr. and Mrs. noon and was supper guest at L. N
Land known as the Stone Yard Lot. situated on the East side
heirs of Minnie Holman. Value of land $50.00 ...................................
4 oo :
Sidney Creamer, Mrs. Creamer, Moody’s.
of Sand's Cove, containing four acres, more or less, bounded
BANCROFT SCHOOL—Land and buildings. Bounded as follows Begin
on North and East by Harbor Quarry Lot, on South by shop;
Misses Agnes and Edith Creamer
The weekly prayer and praise serv
ning at southeasterly corner of land of Levi Lead bet ter on
and
Smith's
Point.
Value
$200.00
.........................................................
13
44
were guests at the Christmas tree.
Owl's Head Harbor, thence Northerly by said Lead better 's land
ice was held with Mr. and Mrs. James
Land
known
as
the
Ingerson
Lot.
located
on
the
Highway
lead

to Owl's Head Bay. thence Northerly-Easterly ana Southerly by
School in district 15, taught by Morse Thursday evening with 15
ing fr»m Vinalhaven Village to Granite Island, bounded on North
the shore to the Northeastern coiner of land formerly owned by
by land H L. Lunt. on East by land of Ora Jones, on South by
Miss Florence Creamer closed Dec. present. The next meeting will be
William Merriman; thence Westerly by land formerly of said Mer
land
of
Oscar
Nelson,
on
West
by
land
of
Bradford
Bray
and
riman to North westerly corner of said Merriman, thence south
10 72 19 for a week's vacation. An enter Jan. 8, with Mrs. Hazle Perry.
others, containing 4 acres more or less. Value $150 ...........................
erly by said Merriman's land to Owl's Head Harbo ; thence west
tainment was given by the children
Sands Quarry Wharf, so called. Including buildings located on
erly by said Harbor to place of beginn'ng.
Mrs. Ethel Moody and son Nelson.
ORK won’t wait for a
East side of Sands Cove. Value $500.00 ................. -............ ................
29 82 followed by a Christmas tree and
Another lot situated on Ash Island, ln the town of Owl's Head,
Mrs. Blanche Brown and Mrs. Ger
Sixteen shares Sands' Quarry property. Value $400 00 ....................
24
4
there
were
14
visitors
present.
Proheadache to wear off.
being thc middle portion of the northeast half of said A h Island,
Fernald
Boarding
House
so
called,
on
above
described
land
as
trude
Moody
were
in
Rockland
Fri

bounded as follows: On the west by land owned by C. c. Lane:
7 98 gram: Reading, Marian Flanders and day afternoon
the Stone Yard Lot. Value of buildings $10000 .......... ....................
Don’t look for sympathy at
on the south by land owned by the Penobscot Syndicate; on the
Compressor Building on same lot. Value $50 00 ...............................
5 25 Charles Bowers; play by school, foleast by land formerly owned by John L. Donoh.e and on the
such times, but get some Bayer
Mrs. Addie Robbins. Misses Faus
Blacksmith Shop on land known as the Elizabeth Crockett Lot.
3 88 lowed by singing. "It Came Upon a tina
north by the waters of Penobscot Bav. Value of land $4300.
Value
.
.........................................................................................
...............
Muriel Robbins and
Aspirin. It never fails.
Buildings $6000. (Knox Registry. Book 220, Page 265) ........................
510 95
Midnight Clear;” recitation. “The Roena Brown,
Land and Quarry property known as Wharffs Quarry bounded
Brown have moved into the
JOHN T. DIMICK Land and building thereon bounded as follows:
on North by land of Fred H. Hall and shore of Long Cove. East
Christmas
Candle,"
Edwin
Mank;
Don’t be a chronic sufferer
Beginning at Southwest corner lot No. 84 thence nortn 84 deg.
Taylor house at the village for the
and Smith by land of Peaslee & Bunker, on West by shore.
29 82 song, “Jolly Old St. Nicholas," Sulo winter months in order that the girls
East 80 ft., thence northerly 70 ft. to stake and stones at
Value $500.00 ................................................. -............................-...........
from headaches, or any other
southeast corner lot No. 91. thence Westerly 80 ft., thence southerly
lives; recitations, “Yuletide Fires,” may be near the High School.
Wharf and Power House located at Wharffs Quarry. Value of
70 ft. to place of beginning. Being lots Ho. 83 and 84. Value
pain. See a doctor and get at
land $250.00 Value of Building $250 00..................................................
2®
Francis Orff; “For Christmas,”
of land $100 Buildings $900. (Plan'O. H. Tripp ln 1891 Knox
Lot of land bought of J. S Black District No 5. Value $150.00 ......
A4 m
Charles Bowers- sone bv 'chool "Ud I °f the kitS made and fllled by the
the cause. Meantime, don’t
Reg.. Book 200. Page 300) .............................-........................................
52 06 CHARLES L. CARVER—Two shares Sands Quarry Property Value $50 00
80 nnarle(LB0W»n,',s8?nn ''y ^1(0^ Appleton W.C.T.U, and sent at Christ
R. J. PHILBROOK.
On the Housetop;" recitations,
MRS. CHARLOTTE CARVER—Two shares Sands Quarry Property. Value
play martyr. There’s always
mas
time
to
the
boys
in
service
one
Dec. 19. 1930.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Owl's Head. Me.
4 80 Christmas Bells," Dorothy Orff;
...........................................................................................................
quick comfort in Bayer Aspirin.
;
152-S-2
MRS. HENRIETTA CARVER PERRINE
—Three shares Sands Quarry
lias bei'n heard from by Miss Chrystal
6 18 Christmas Secrets," Dyson Jame L. Stanley. That one found ts delstina
Property. Value $75.00 .........................................................-.................
It never does any harm. Isn't
son;
song.
"Little
Town
of
Bethle

MRS. MARY D CHAFFEE—Land bounded on North and East by land
tion at the Naval Hospital, Ports
it foolish to suffer any needless
TOWN OF NORTH HAVEN
of J. Murray Howe, on South by land of C. L. Calderwood.
hem,
”
Paul
lives
and
Francis
Orff;
mouth, N. H.
39 38
West by shore of Thoroughfare. Value $675.00 ..................................
pain.3 It may be only a simple
recitations, "Shortest Days of All,”
FREDERICK CONVERSE—Land bounded on North by George Aggaslz.
STATE OF MAINE
Mrs. Gertrude Moody visited at
Marian
Flanders;
“
On
Christmas
headache,
or it may be neu
East
by
shore
of
Polly
Cove.
South
by
land
of
Tucker
Daland.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated ln the Town of North Haven. Mnlne. ln the
West by land of George A. Strong. Value $950.00 . .............................
54 15 Eve," Carolyn Hanna; "I Heard the the homes of Mrs. Blanche Davidson
County of Knox, for the yeur 1930.
ralgia or neuritis. Rheumatism.
LIBBY
&
BURCHELL
FISHERIES
CO..
INC.
—
Land
and
buildings
known
and
Miss
Adna
Pitman
Thursday
aft

The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners ln the Town j
! Bells on Christmas Day.” Paul lives; ernoon.
they are always to be relied on
ns the Fish Wharf, situated east side of "Carver's Harbor." con
Lumbago. Bayer Aspirin is still
of North Haven. Maine aforesaid, for the year 1930. committed to me for collection
song by school, “Silent Night."
sisting of Fish plant. Cold storage. Glue Factory. Smoke House.
for said Town on the twelfth day of May, 1930, remain unpaid; und notice Is
Cecelia Whitney and Lawrence
the sensible thing to take. for breaking up colds.
Coal
Shed.
Salt
House
and
other
buildings.
Including
Wharves.
hereby given that If said taxes with Interest and charges are not previously paid,
Whitney are boarding at Lottie
Permanent and Installed Machinery. Land bounded on North
There is hardly any ache or
Buy the box that says Bayer,
so much of the leal estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor,
by land of Mrs. H. W. Smith estate. East by land of Mrs. H. W.
Young's while attending High School.
including Interest and charges, will be sold without further notice at public
a.id
has Genuine printed in red.
pain
these
tablets
can't
relieve;
Smith
estate.
Mrs.
M.
W.
Chilles.
Llewellyn
Smith
and
others.
auction at Crockett's Hall ln said Town, on the first Monday ln February. 1931 at [
South by land of Charles E. Young, and land of J. Leopold Co .
they are a great comfort to Genuine Bayer Aspirin doesn’t
nine o’clock A. M.
Inc.. West by Carver's Harbor. Value of land $7,500.00. Value of
• The critics have read these
buildings $12,500.00 ...................................................................................
1,0788 93
women who suffer periodically; depress the heart. All druggists.
works of modern fiction, I suppose,
Amount of Tax Due GEORGE B. SMITH ESTATE—Land and building. Land bounded on
GENU"- North
by
Pond
Street,
East
by
land
of
Laverne
Gross.
South
by
Description of Property
Name of Owner
Intere.-t and Charges
hot
I
have
some
doubt
about
it,
same. West by Winifred Murch. Value of land $50.00. Value of
Not Included
buildings $475.00 .......................................................................................
31 18
HONEY because they almost always praise
MRS. LOUISE WAREHAM—Land and buildings. Land bounded on North
MRS. VIRGINIA CALLARY—17>< acres of land Value $2000 00 Bound
them.—Lord Darling.
by East Main Street. East by land of Mrs. Frank Bogren. South
?hc Reliable family

TOWN

OF

WARREN

VINALHAVEN

1 can’t be your

BUT!

E

HEAD
HURT?
W

FCOUCHS

pot

ed North and South by shore. East by land of F. W. Benson, West
,
by land of Duncan Chaplin ..................................................................
79 20
FRANK BEVERAGE.
Dec. 20. 1930.
Collector pf Taxes of the Town of North Haven. Maine
153-T-3

by land of I. W. and H. W. Fifleld. West by land of Mrs. F. L.
Littlefield. Value of land $200.00. Value of buildings $1,500.00 ......
94 10
C. E. BOMAN,
Dec. 19. 1930.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Vinalhaven Me '
153-T-3

Couch

syrup

ffffrfTAB

compound

OVER IOO MILLION BOTTLES USED

Patriotism Is the willingness to kill
and be killed for trivial reasons.—
Bertrand Russell.

BAYER"ASPIRIN

Every-Other Day
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In Everybody’s Column

TENANT’S HARBOR

THOMASTON

t

NEW

Lost and Found

LOST—Black Boston bag containing
Advertisements In this column not to electrical tools between Rockland and
exceed th.ee lines Inserted once for 25 Warren Dec. 22. Finder notify HARRY
cents, 3 times for 50 cents. Additional
j lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cenu MOORE. 10 Bunker St. Tel. 246-X. 2*4
( for three times. Six words make a line.

There will be a joke tree at Odd
Prank Morse, one of the town's
Fellows hall after the regular Re
older residents, died suddenly Mon
bekah meeting. All members not
day at his Main street home.
solicited are asked to take sand
Alfred Strout returned Sunday to
For Sale
wiches and to be sure and contribute
resume his studies at the Harvard
Wanted
a joke present for the tree.
FOR SALE—Cedar chest, practically
Law School.
WANTED- Medium sized office desk, new; also library table, dark finish, good
Mrs. Charles Rawley arrived home
3-5
either roll or flat top. R. E. NUTT condition. TEL. 866.
Mrs. Earle Wilson and children
last week.
SHOE STORE. Rockland. Tel. 259-R.
FOR SALE—Black and tan. two-yearRoss and Sarah left Saturday for
3-5 old rabbit hound. L. E. HARDING, War
Mrs.
James
Taylor
and
Mrs.
Hedleytheir home in Gray, after visiting (S
_______________
3*5
WANTED- 12 gauge automatic 6 shot ren. Me.
Falla are on the supper committee
relatives in town.
|y
shotgun, must be in excellent condition
FOR SALE—Used tires. 4-32x6.00 or
for the ladies' sewing circle Tuesday
and
bargain
for
cash.
J.
P..
care
Cou20x6.00 heavy duty. One or all. LEWIS
A large Elm tree in the yard of the 1 u
afternoon and evening.
rlcr--Gazette.
3*5 TON BUICK CO.
3-5
house owned by William Tarbox on jf
NOW FORMING
Fred Foster has done the electric
NOTICE
—
Is
hereby
given
of
the
loss
FOR SALE—Two rabbit hounds part
Elliot street has been cut down. The i JJ
wiring on Albion Williams' newof deposit book numbered 33985. and the beagle, running, not gun shy. At a bar
estimated cords of wood in it are j w
[ owner of said book asks for a duplicate gain. DR. SHERMAN, Rockland. Tel.
house.
in accordance with the provision of 598-W.____________________________ 3-5
three. Many of the largest branches j 5?
Harry Patterson had the misfor
the State Law. ROCKLAND SAVINGS
at
were badly decayed making the tree x
For SALE 16 Barred Plymouth Rock
tune to hurt his foot Thursday while
BANK. By E. D. Spear, Treas. Dec. 30,
a menace to those who traveled that 3
: 1930.
__________________ 156»T-6 pullets, laying, at a bargain. Haven't
working at the quarry.
room
for them: DR. SHERMAN. Rookstreet. Miller & Henry did the job.
N
Mrs. Martha Farnham is critically
land. Tel. 598-W
3-5
The W.C.T.U. will meet with Mrs 8
ill in a hospital in Massachusetts and
Miscellaneous
FOR SALE—Baby sleigh in good con
Lena Merry Friday at 2 o'clock.
■»
dition. price 13.50 Inquire MRS -DON
her friends are anxiously awaiting
pen
At the annual meeting of the Con- S
ALD CUMMINGS. 168 North Main St.
more favorable news.
clippings. (7 lbs., $1). fancy shirting Tel.
963-W.
3-5
gregational Church Friday evening. *
pieces (4 lbs.. $1) Sent postpaid. LAWFOR SALE--Kingsbury cabinet grand
SON TEXTILE CO.. 9 Aster St., Provi
the following officers were elected: V
dence, R. I.
2*4 piano at a real bargain. Apply 26
Moderator, Rev. H. F. Leach; clerk
3*5
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale GRANITE ST
Mrs. Mary Waldo; treasurer. R. O.
POULTRYMEN
FOR SALE—Double house, large lot,
by
manufacturer.
Samples
free.
H.
A.
f. o. b.
Elliot; trustees. R. O. Elliot. George
BARTLETT. Harmony, Maine.
155-11 corner Park and Ulmer Sts. ERNEST C.
THOMASTON, MAINE
H. Gardiner. Edwin Stetson. Alex
ATTENTION!
Flint, Mich.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws DAVIS.____________________________ 2-7
ander Mayo, George Dillingham.
FOR SALE—Large house and lot on
and repair your furniture at 216 LIMEI
We Want Your
MOTORS value
2-7
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
146-tf Camden St. ERNEST C. DAVIS.
Mayflower Temple. P. S„ will
LIVE
POULTRY
LADIES
—
Reliable
stock
of
hair
goods
FOR
SALE—35 Barred Plymouth Rock
sponsor a benefit whist party to be
144-tf
at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St i pullets with cockerel, not related. Large
And Will Pay Highest Market
held in K. of P. hall next Thursday
Mali orders solicited. H. C. RHODES pretty birds laying. DR SHERMAN,
Price
evening at 8 o'clock. The public is 3,fcJ,SAS.S'.2.>tX'.Sj*S.2tJ&3.S.*ai*Si».>*5<SAS.rJ33.3.>.S«S.3lS.2&ak5.3i2i9A3;aS.3«Si
1-3
146-tf Rockland. Tel. 598-W.
Tel. 519-J.
Call or write and trucks will call.
cordially invited to attend. Tickets
FOR SALE—Lady’s raccoon coat. Rea
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
COIIEN
BROS.
may be obtained of the members at
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the sonable price. Tel. 326. 45 MASONIC ST.
51 Park Street
Rockland
Tel. 238
ROCKPORT
1*3
CAMDEN
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
home news, at the Old South News
25 cents each.
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
WARREN.
ME.
Mrs.
Albert
Adams
entertained
at
At the monthly meeting of the
FOR SALE—Six room house and
Church; also at M. Andelman's, 284 Tre garage,
large lot at Pleasant Gardens.
The sympathy of the entire com
Telephone Warren 2-3
executive committee of the Nurse bridge Friday evening Mrs. Edna
WHEN BFTTFR AITOMOB1I.F.S ARE BUILT
mont St.
For sale on rent plan. $15 per month.
Reference: Any poultry raiser
BUICK W ILI. BUILD THEM
Association last Friday evening, it Robbins, Gene Morrison, Dorothy Po- munity is tendered the sorrowing
WHEN IN NEW YORK—You can Duy Price $1500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St.
was planned to hold a card -party on 1 land ajid Doris Wentworth. Honors relatives of the young men whose
109-tf
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the Tel. 1080.
156-tf
home news, at Hotallng’s agency, 308
the evening of Jan. 16 at High School j were won by Miss Wentworth and tragic deaths at Woolwich caused
FOR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds,
West
40th
St.
also
some
nice
hound
pups.
Now
is
the
assembly hall. The report of work Miss Morrison, the consolation going universal sorrow in the town where
time to get yours. R. W. JEWELL, Glenthey were so highly respected and
by the town nurse for December was; to Mrs. Robbins.
cove. Me. Tel. 256-4.
153-tf
Eggs and Chicks
number of visits: babies. 8; school
William Ingraham, Emil Erickson loved.
FOR SALE—Wood, fitted and under
Walter Broadhead has returned to
children, 14; medical. 84: instructions, and Delmont Ballard returned Mon
cover. $14 per cord. TEL. Thomaston
148-tf
babies, 11: prenatal. 2; investigation: day to University of Maine after a the Textile School in Philadelphia
122-2.
scarlet fever, 2; social welfare, 21; three weeks' vacation spent at their after spending the holidays with his
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrip
tions In Rockland. A large list of sum
home visits to school children, 6; homes.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William H.
mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real
visits to physician. 7; glasses secured
William Carleton has moved his Broadhead.
estate. Come and talk over my list if
for three children; school children family from Summer street to Cam- , Miss Helena Glaentzel leaves today
you wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLINS,
375 Main St. Tel. 77.
146-tf
weighed and inspected by the nurse. den where they will occupy the Ida for New York enroute to her home in
FOR SALE—Dry cord wood. $10; fitted
176; visits referring to tonsils and Ingraham house on Mechanic street. Dresden. Germany, after an extendwood,
$14;
Junks,
$12;
soft
wood
Junks,
adenoids. 7: glasses paid for by the Mr. Carleton is employed at Jamie- ed vitit with her brother George
$8 cord. L. F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13,
American Red Cross; examinations son's Garage.
Glaentzel. She will be accompanied
Rockland.
150-5
dose by Dr. Conley; one child ex
Richard Thomas returned Sunday as far as New York by her niece Mrs.
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
amined by Dr. Ellingwood.
to Hartford, Conn., to resume his Clarence Fish.
BABY CHIX. WYLLIE'S STRAIN S. C. cottages for sale and rent, attractive
R. I. Reds. Bred for eggs, type and color, prices. Ideal loacttons. tea houses, and
The January meeting of General studies at Trinity College. He was
Mrs. Joseph Marshall of Charlesstate accredited for white diarrhoea. $20 shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast,
Knox Chapter. D.A.R.. was held at accompanied as far as Brunswick by town, Mass., is in town, called by the
146-tf
per hundred, postpaid for March until Maine.
the home of Mrs. Ellis Copeland. his parents, Mr. and Mrs Maynard C. death of her husband, who was killed
15th of April; 500 $1 less and 1000 $2 less
FOR SALE—Gas range with oven,
per hundred Safe arrival guaranteed. broiler
Monday afternoon. There was good Thomas.
Saturday in an automobile accident.
and 4 burners. Used very little.
F. H. WYLLIE & SON. Thomaston, Tel. 186-R. 64 SUMMER ST.
138*tf
attendance and a fine program was
Mrs. C. E. Lord entertains the
Mr. and Mrs. Mervyn Bird of Bel
Maine. Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6.
presented. The president general's fast are receiving congratulations on Friends-In-Council today at her
FOR SALE—Two electric motors, 7(4
1-tf
h. D. and 2 h. p.. in good shape; also
message was read by Mrs. Emily the arrival of a son. bom Jan. 2 at home on Chestnut street.
standard computing scales. W F. TIB
Stevens; Mrs. Effie Seavey gave an Waldo County Hospital. The little one
The annual meeting of the Cam
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE SECURITY BETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
TRUST COMPANY
interesting paper on “Woman's has been named Conrad Parkman.
den Fire Department was held Sat
146-tf
The annual meeting of the stockhold
Handiwork in Colonial Days;" quo
Mr. and Mrs. John Newman of urday night. At 6 oclock a scallop
ers of the Security Trust Company will
tations from favorite poets brought Rockland were Sunday guests of Mr. stew supper was served in the MaTo Let
be held at its banking rooms at Rock
many responses. Mrs. Copeland, the and Mrs. Edwin H. Storms, Commer- sonic hall and 200 citizens enjoyed
land. Maine, on Tuesday. January 13.
CROSLEY AND AMRAD RADIOS
TO LET—Three or five furnished
1931.
at
10
o'clock
a.
m..
for
the
choice
hostess, was assisted in serving by cial street.
,
the banquet. Rev. Ralph Hayden
of a Board of Directors and an Executive rooms, lights, toilet and water. FLOR
Mrs. Mary Overlock, regent of the
3-5
WILLYS-KNIGHT AND WHIPPET CARS
Several from this place motored to was toastmaster and remarks were
Committee for the ensuing year, and for ENCE McLAIN. 84 Crescent St.
the transaction of such business as may
chapter and Mrs. Clara Williams. West Rockport Sunday evening to at- made by Rev. Albert E. Luce and
TO LET—Modern 5-room house on
legally
come
before
them.
Broadway
place.
Apply
ERNEST
C.
The table decorations consisted of tend the union service at that several other guests. Town Manager
632 Main Street
Tel. 466-W
Rockland
J C PERRY. Clerk.
DAVIS.
3-tf
a handsome primrose centerpiece church. Rev. George F. Currier was , Herbert Thomas was presented with
Rockland. Me.. Dec. 15. 1930.
TO LET—30x40 modern building,
and red candles. The members were the speaker and a very interesting a Bold badge and made an honorary
1-3
150-T-3 garage,
ideal for repair shop. Just off
much pleased with their entertain ' and impressive session was held.
•member of the Department. Follow
Main on James St. Apply I. B. SIM
THE GEORGES NATIONAL BANK
MONS. 724 Main St., City.
3-5
ment.
ing
the
banquet
a
business
meeting
The
annual
meeting
of
the
StockholckAt the regular meeting of Harbor
TO LET—Five room apartment on
ers of The Georges National Bank of
Evangelist Beatty at the Baptist Light ’chapter this Tuesday evening was held in Engine hall and the folTalbot
avenue.
$16
per
month,
payable
Thomaston/will be held at the banking
Church is presenting the gospel in a the annual election of officers will lowing officers elected: Allen F.
rooms of said bank on Tuesday. January in advance. No children. Apply FREE
vigorous manner. He is winning the , .
Payson, chief: Guy Heal, assistant
13. 1931 at 10 o'clock, a. m„ for the pur MAN S. YOUNG. 163 Main St.. Rockland.
favor of the people. Commencing
, p ....... __ __ ___ _______ __ chief: Winfield S. Richards, clerk
2-7
pose of fixing the number and electing Tel. 766-J.
..........
this Thursday afternoon services will i A meetln6 of the Boy Scouts is
a board of Directors for the ensuing
TO LET—Six room house on Fern St.
scheduled for tonight and it is urged an<t treasurer; Fred B. Annis. stewyear,
and
of
transacting
any
other
busi

be held at 2.30 o'clock. Evening that every member attend.
2-7
arc*; combination 1. Fred B. Herrick,
ness that may legally come before them. ERNEST C. DAVIS.
service at, 7.15.
TO LET—Six room house. Broadway,
Per order.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin H. Storms go captain. Dan
lieutenant, hose 1.
bath, hot water heat, all modern, fine con
L. S LEVENSALER. Cashier.
The Sunday School Council of the to Belfast today Tuesday, to spend Joseph Cote, captain. Harry Fogg
dition. rent reasonable. Write F. W. P..
Thomaston. Maine, Dec. 6. 1930.
Federated Church will be held at the several da vs with Mr. and Mrs Ar- lieutenant; ladder 1. Herbert Thomcare The Courier-Gazette.
1-6
147-T-3
., - cantain. Vernely
trt-n.lioiifnn'
parsonage this Tuesday evening at 7
as.
Grey,
lieutenTO LET—If you don't get comfort and
thur Elwell.
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
o'clock.
ant;
combination
2.
Lovell
Thumpsatisfaction
for
the
money
you
spend
on
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
Rockport friends of Ross Patterson
There wdl be two games of basket
The annual meeting of the stockhold your home see Mike Armata and hire
son. captain.
Arrangements are
who
tuned
in
on
WTIC
Saturday
at
his
modern
7-room
home
in
Rockland's
ers of the Thomaston National Bank, for
ball at Andrews' gymnasium this
being made for the annual ball to be
choice of directors, and such other busi up - to - the - minute apartment house.
Tuesday evening. Admission 25c. 6.30 p. m. to listen to his first broad- held in the opera house Feb. 20.
ness as may legally come before them, Seven rooms with bath, sun porch, fire
;
cast
felt
fully
repaid,
for
his
voice
Thomaston vs. Waldoboro.
will
be neld at their banking rooms on place. garage, heat, janitor service—every
Mrs. Georgia Hobbs left yesterday 4
'
came
in
clearly
and
distinctly
over
Tuesday, January 13. 1931. at 1.30 o clock modern idea. $40.00 per month. No
Mrs. Georgie Robinson returned
for St. Petersburg. Fla., where she
water to pay for—no coal to pay for.
p. m.
the
air
and
his
half
hour
talk
was
in

from Massachusetts Saturday night
Fine neighbors Neat and Immaculate,
will spend the remainder of the
Per order.
even electric door opener and speaking
where she had spent three weeks teresting and instructive. He cer- winter.
J. WALTER STROUT. Cashier.
tube. Also cold storage for your car
Thomaston,
Me..
Dec.
9.
1930.
caring for her sister Mrs. Fannie tainly handled his subject, “astrol
Miss
Lillian
Porter
leaves
today
for
very cheap Cedar St. at Brewster, opp.
147-T-3
Berry who had been injured in a ogy," in a masterly manner.
Christian Science Church. Call at THE
a
trip
through
the
Southern
.states.
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE NORTH
MEN'S SHOP. Park St., opp. Park The
fall. Her nephew. Bart Smalley I Mrs. Mellie Magune will be hostess Her sister Miss Frances Porter is
NATIONAL BANK
atre. Rockland.
1-6
U.S, PAT. OTfbrought her home in his automobile. to the Twentieth Century Club Frl- visiting relatives in Mansfield. Mass
Notice Is hereby given that the annual
TO LET—On Adams St.. 5 room bun
Henry Knox Chapter at its regular day afternoon at her home on Summeeting of the Stockholders of the galow.
lights, garage E. H. PHIL__ «.4ii
Current. Events
mer Street.
street, toDie
topic “"Current
Events."”
North National Bank will be held at its BRICK toilet,
meeting
Friday evening will have nter

NORTH HAVEN
banking rooms on Tuesday, January 13. den 2580. Phone 1188-M Rockland, Cam
Miss Lillian Brann returned Sun
work in the Mark Master and Most
156*5
1931.
at
10
o'clock
a.
m.
to
fix
the
num

Miss Emma Parsons returned to
Excellent Master degrees. Refresh day to Reading. Mass., to resume her
TO LET—Garage or storage $5 per
ber of and elect a Board of Directors
teaching duties after spending the Plainville. Conn., Friday where she
for the ensuing year, and to transact month. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St.
ments will be served.
such
other
business
as
may
properly
Tel.
1080.
153-tf
holidays
with
her
sister
Miss
Mary
teaches
school.
Capt. Earl Starrett has gone to
come before the meting.
Mrs. John Crockett was in RockTO LET—Six room house. 146 LimePortland to take command of a Brann.
. Per order.
rock St. Furnace, electric lights, flush
Mrs. Miriam Sellers of South land Wednesday.
barge. He was accompanied by Wil
E F. BERRY, Cashier.
Rockland. Me.. Dec. 15. 1930.
150-T-3 closet. No children. TEL. 819-W.148-tf
Herman Cooper is improving some
liam L. Armstrong and Ted Libby Thomaston is spending the winter
with Mrs. William Snowdeal, Lime- from the lame back vraich has been
who will help sail the craft.
LIBEL FOR DIVORCE
TO LET—One 6-room and one 7-room
troubling him severely.
STATE OF MAINE
rent, at 17 Warren St.; also 7-room house
Mrs. Matie Sfiaulding entertained rock street.
County
of
Knox.
ss.
at
6 Knox St. All pleasantly located in
Murray
Stone
is
at
his
home
in
at cards at her home Friday night
To the Honorable Justice of the S*t- good neighborhood, newly repaired, and
Camden for the weekend.
Mrs. Cora Currier. Mrs. Charles
perlor Court, next to be held at Rock moderately priced. Apply to MILDRED
SOUTH WARREN
Marjorie Huse, Phyllis Duncan, i
land within and for the County of Knox OXTON CRIE, 12 Warren St. or Tel.
Smith and Mrs. Lucy Clark made up
and State of Maine, on the first Tuesday 577.
The first and second degrees were Arthur Woodman and friend went
143-tf
the tabic. Mrs. Currier was highest
of
February A. D. 1931.
conferred last Thursday evening on Saturday to Rockland by plane.
TO LET- Eight-room house, all mod
scorer.
Oral Teel of Tenant’s Harbor in the ern
Improvements at 14 Shaw Ave. In
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Stone, Mr. and
County of Knox and State of Maine,
Mr Charles Starrett is entertain one candidate in Good Will Grange
being the lawful husband of Olivia W quire 10 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 787.
ing he: parents Mr. and Mrs. Win followed by a New Year tree. Visitors Mrs. James Talbot, Mr. and Mrs.
________________________________ 136-tf
Teel
respectfully
represents;
that
he
field Whitney of Friendship for a were present from White Oak John Crockett, Mr. and Mrs. V. I..
was lawfully married to the said Olivia I
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
Grange.
Beverage, Mr. and Mrs. Frank W.
W. Tri at Tenant's Harbor on the first and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U.
few days.
day
of
March
A
D.
1919;
that
they
lived
The
Sewing
Club
met
with
Laura
COLLINS.
375 Main St. Tel. 77. 146-tf
Sampson.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
A.
Duncan.
McLellan Gillchrest who is mak- :
together as husband and wife at said
Ice j Phyllis Duncan. Ivaloo Brown, Jan
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
ing his home In Cushing this winter Copeland Friday afternoon
Tenant's Harbor and Rockland. Maine
cream and cake were served.
ette Crockett, Alice Nutt. Mr. and
until the fourteenth day of August A. D. MRS W S. KENNISTON, 176 Main St.
was in tow:. Sunday.
146-tf
1921; that your libelant conducted him Tel. 874-W.
Hans Haram of New Bedford, one j The third and fourth degress will Mrs. P. L. Brown. Parker Stone Jr..
self toward his said wife as a faithful,
TO LET—Five room furnished apart.
of the owners in the fisherman being be conferred on two candidates and Dorothy Stoue. Mr. and Mrs.
true and allcctionate husband: that on All modern Improvements. Inquire at
f0V Brown. ’ Leslie Ladd and H. T.
the said fourteenth day of August A D. 12 ELM ST.
146-tf
built by Chari' A. Morse & Son. was Thursday evening.
1921 the said Olivia W. Teel utterly de
Linnell McQuilkins has completed Duncan attended Masonic iostallain town Friday "turning home Sat-Apa
serted
your
libelant
without
cause;
that
his
urday.
I“
“ duties at the upper State Farm tion at Vinalhaven Dec. 2. The insaid utter desertion has continued for Apply to B. B. SMITH. Thorndike & Hix
146-tf
Saturday. Sunci, and Monday saw as guard and Clarence Thomas ot stalling officer was Edward Bradthree consecutive years next prior to the Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
filing of this libel; that the residence
quite an outgoing <.. tudents to their , Thomaston has taken the place.
street, who with his assistant
, of the said Olivia W. Teel is unknown to
various schools a:. colleges: Miss; Mr- and Mrs. Clarence Spear ot handled the work very efficiently.
your libelant and cannot be ascertained
Jane Miller ML3 Ah'. Felt to Keene ol Spear road spent Friday evening Ice cream and cake were served.
by reasonable diligence: that there is
no collusion between your libelant and
I The Little Flower Shop in Rockland
(N.H.) Normal School ' Iiss Mildred with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Page.
the
said Olivia W. Teel to obtain a
Good reports continue from Knox presented the Masons with a beautiKindergarten
Demmons,
Lesley
divorce.
Wherefore he prays that a divorce mav
School, Cambridge; M s Mary Hospital in regard to the condition ful bouquet of pinks. Dancing folbe decreed between him and the said
lowed the installation with music by
Carter. Blanche Henry. J mes T. ; of Herbert Bucklin.
Olivia W. Teel for the cause above set
Fales, Jane Barry and Stephen ; Darrell Hooper and Mr. Calder- ; the Fakers. It was a very delightful
forth.
Dated at Rockland. Maine this twelfth
Barry. Roger Kalloch. to Vn erslty wood of South Portland were recent occasion.
day of December A. D. 1930.
Cora Hopkins and Clara Waterman
of Maine; Miss Avie Brawn. Colby visitors at Mrs. Rose Cutting's.
ORAL TEEL
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Orne arrived returned to their schools this mornCollege; Miss Kathryn Scott. F.: ant
! Subscribed and sworn to before me
| this twelfth day of December. A. D 1930.
ing.
and Stratton Business College. Bos home from New London Thursday.
HARRY E. WILBUR
Ten members of Good Will Grange
Kendall Stone is improving in
ton.
1 (Seal)
Notary Public,
attended Pomona Saturday in War health every day. His friends are
STATE OF MAINE
IL. S.)
ren.
This
meeting
was
fortunate
in
j pleased to see such good progress be
DEER ISLE
Knox, ss.
ecuring two fine speakers. Mr. Mer- ing made and hope it continues.
(
Clerk's Office, Superior Court.
field of Rockport spoke at the foreMrs. Harry Baird and Mrs Frank
In Vacation
Miss Lillian Greenlaw and Joseph
n session in the interests of the Calderwood are in Rockland for a {&jzigJZJZJZJgrejarajzrjzfgjdfararzfarerzrerarejzrgjaizrararafaigrejzjajzrejHraiBfzjzf2i'arajazjzfajzrarerejaila
Rockland. December 27, A. D. 1930.
Willett returned to Auburn Monday Fi h & Game Association and in the few weeks.
I Upon the foregoing Libel. Ordered.
»
That the Libellant give notice to said
after a week's visit in this place.
aft. noon Rev. Mr. Holt held the at- I
----------------- Olivia W. Teel to appear before our Su
Alphonso Stinson has been ill the , ten n of the people for nearly an
perior Court, to be holden at Rockland
] cannot understand how anvone
past two weeks.
within and for the County of Knox, on
I hour. A past master's jewel was pre- Mn beUeve in a Go(1 who js ana,ry !
the first Tuesday of February A. D. 1931
Miss
Dorothy
Murphy
of
StoningMIES uorotny ivimpuy ui owaws- sented o A Copeland as a token of i
‘........ ,
,
, .
'
by publishing an attested copy of said
ton is boarding with Mr andI Mrs
pp,.c,;, on for his services in the '♦ thirteen people sit down to table.
Libel, and this order thereon, three
Reynold Lufkin during her winter past thre- years. Hon. Obadiah —Dean Injie.
TN these mad days of
weeks successively in The Courier-Ga
zette.
a newspaper printed In Rockland
term of school.
Gardner made the presentation
■A runaway romances and
In our County of Knox, the last publica
George L. Beech was in Ellsworth ' speech in his usual happy manner
The singer of today wants to achieve
tion to be thirty days at least prior to
father casual marriages,
Thursday to qualify as a member of j and was l, ponded to by Mr. Cope everything and do little work to
said first Tuesday of February next, that
she
may there and then In our said
the board of commissioners to which land.
wedding announcements
achieve it.—Amelita Galli-Curci.
court appear and show cause. If any she
he was elected by the Republican? j
have, why the prayer of said Libellant
ate bccomingincreasingly
last September.
should not be granted.
important. The smarter
Miss Dorothy Sylvester and Mrs.
HARRY MANSER
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.
Alberta MacCornish. who have been
families arc using Un
(L. S.)
spending the holidays at Edgewood
A true copy of the Libel and Order of
weave Wedding Station
the
Court
thereon.
Farm, returned Saturday to Boston.
Attest: MILTON M. GRIFFIN, Clerk
ery for their announce
The local schools opened Monday
156-T-6
after a two weeks' vacation.
ments because of its ultraAround
four
o'clock
you
will
find
it
Mr. and Mrs. Reynold Lufkin re
correctness and because
turned Thursday from a trip to Port
inviqorating
and
sustaining.
its
rich, vellum-like tex
land.
A watch night service was held in
ture provides the perfect
the church on the hill, and lunch
background for exquisite
served in the vestry on New Year
engraving.
Since 1840 this firm has
eve.
faithfully served the families
THE COURIERof Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
GAZETTE
GLOBE LAUNDRY
Tel. Dsy 450 ; 781-1
Portland, Maine
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE
Quality Work,
Family Washings
TELEPHONE
1250
‘
ROCKLAND
Called For and Delivered
Parcel Delivery Service

Join Our 1931

JANUARY 1st

Silent-Shift

CHRISTMAS CASH CLUB

Syncro-Mesh Transmission
»*
and Torque Tube Drive

BUICK’S

THE THOMASTON

j
y

NATIONAL

EIGHT

BANK-

*1025

LEWISTON BUICK CO.

WE WILL ALLOW YOU

$40.00

on Your Old Radio or Phonograph

Come in and let us explain it to you. Or call us on the phone and
we will call and see you

E. O. PHILBROOK & SON

SINCLAIR
This Gas is used by the
FIRE DEPARTMENTS

of AUGUSTA and PORTLAND
for Quick, Efficient Work
SOLD AT THE

LOG CABIN
SINCLAIR PRODUCTS

PARK STREET

ROCKLAND

United Motor Fuel Corporation

WEDDING

READY!!!

Drink Tea. . in the Afternoon

II

n
SA1ADA'

By working overtime and all the
time, we’re ready at last. We’ve
got those 18 Months Bonded
Tires all sized up and in their
proper racks. Our recording sys
tem is all set up and we’re all
ready. We’ll bet you are.

“Fresh from the Gardens”

UNDERTAKERS

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.

*

ORANGE PEKOE » PEKOE

Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R

BURPEE

BURPEE’S

ROCKLAND, ME.

It

/

WKIIIIIMj PAPKUN

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January "6, 1931
Mrs. Freeman Blodgett returned to
her home in Somerville, Mass., Sat
urday, after spending two weeks with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Gregory.

595
THE NEW

Mrs. Fred A. Carter was hostess to
the Home Club for afternoon tea New
Year's Day.

770 or 794-W

Tuesday evening at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice Gregory Miss Eliza
Patterson and Mrs. Monira Blodgett
of Somerville, Mass., entertained
friends at five tables of bridge. The
prizes fell to Mrs. Marguerite MacAlman, Mrs. Loretta Glendenning apd
Miss Elizabeth Post, with a guest
prize for Miss Marcia Fernald of Lan
caster, Mass.

Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Puller were
passengers on yesterday morning’s
train for Boston, where they will
join their son D. H. Fuller and pro
ceed by automobile to Florida for a
winter sojourn.

Mr. and Mrs. Lee Seguin of Win
throp (Daurice Plummer) have re
turned home after a short visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Plummer, Pleas
ant street.

Miss Linda Huntley returned to
New York Saturday after a visit with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Huntley, Grace street.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Jameson were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ibra
Ripley in Auburn.

ESSEX

5UP6R
S» X

RADIO BROADCAST EACH
MORNING FROM WLBZ
BANGOR BETWEEN 9.30
-10.30

Beauty and

In addition to personal notes regarding
Nathan Farwell entertained Satur
departures and arrivals, this department
especially desires Information of social day evening at luncheon and bridge
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes at his home at Orff’s Corner, with
sent bv mall or telephone will be gladly Mrs. William Sharpe of New York
received.
TELEPHONE ................. ,

Parc n

The Woman’s Foreign Missionary
performance are no
Society of the Methodist Church will
longer enough. Cars
meet with Mrs. Jesse Kenderdine
today must be easy to
Thursday at 2.30. Those having quilt
ride in and convenient to
as honor guest. Those present were squares should take them.
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton, Mr. and
drive. Hudson-Essex now
Mrs. Alan L. Bird, Mr. and Mrs. En
gives you sparkling beauty,
Saul Polisner who was home for
sign Otis, Mrs. Sharpe and Mr. Farbrilliant performance and
the holiday recess left on New Year’s
well.
Rare Riding and Driving
day for Boston to resume his studies I
Comfort at prices that
at
the
Boston
University
(Medical
’
Mrs. Ruth Linnell Creighton of School).
all can afford.
Thomaston who has been home for
the holiday recess has returned to
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Bird have re- \
Smith College where she is employed
turned from Lisbon, N. H., where they ]
as “House Mother.”
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clarke
Mrs. Chauncey Keene and Mrs. B. Frost for the Christmas season.
THE GREATER
Alton Brown entertained the T Club
Thursday evening at Mrs. Keene’s
Mrs. Damie R. Gardner leaves to
home on North Main street, with Mrs. day for New York whence she sails
Business Coupe
Earle MacWilliams’ mother, Mrs. Friday on steamer Duchess of Bed
'Coach $895)
Flick, as a special guest. A Christ ford for a two months’ trip in the
mas tree, rich with gifts, and stunt West Indies. The cruise will include
Other
body
models as attractively priced.
games furnished entertainment.
Bermuda, the Barbadoes, Panama
Special equipment extra.
Canal, Jamaica, Nassau, Cuba, and
All prices F. 0. B. Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jordan were some parts of South America. On her
hosts to the Friday Night Club at return to the States she will be the
their home on Warren street. guest of her sister, Mrs. Frederick j
Honors were won by Mrs. Perley Rugg before returning home.
Damon and A. M. Moody.
Miss Edith Wilson who has been
u
The BPW Club has a bridge party ithe guest of her sist" Misa H?r^?se
Dana Cummings who has been Thursday evening at the rooms, with Wllson'
fw' Malden
spending the holiday recess with •»
— - - -■
j recess, left Saturday for Malden,
relatives has returned to Topsfield, Mrs. Emily Stevens as hostess.’
Mass., where she teaches school. She
Mass., to resume teaching.
His
was accompanied by Master Ross and
The monthly meeting of the , Con- Miss Sarah Wilson as far as Portland
mother, Mrs. William O. Cummings,
Woman s
Association wbere they were met by their father,
remains a while longer, the guest for g gational
this week of Mr. and Mrs. Donald takes place tomorrow afternoon in the , Eari wilson, returning to Gray,
church vestry at 3 o’clock.
Cummings, North Main street.

875

HUDSON 8

9

RADIO BROADAST EACH
AFERNOON FROM WCSH
PORTLAND BETWEEN 4.30
AND 5.30

CENT SALE
FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Special Announcement To Our Customers
Beginning January 9th, 1901, this Famous Day’s
Sale lasted 30 minutes, and it closed out a small lot

of odd nine cent articles from our over-e.rowded
snclves. .Euimg the intervening years, this sale has

consiantly been growing, and during the last few years

has reached such a tremendous patronage that we
have been unable to take care of the rush properly.
Five years ago we added an extra day, and we
have still been unable to keep pace with the Nine Cent
Day following.

We have not the accumulation of merchandise that
can be disposed'of regardless of cost—this sale com
prises practically our entire stock of choice merchan
dise, with but a few exceptions of restricted articles.
Never before in our history have we been able to offer
such a clean desirable stock of merchandise as our
1931 January sale offers.
Last year 10.000 people visited this Sale, a number
equal to the entire population of Rockland, and it was
impossible for us to give our usual service to such
a throng in two days’ time.

o
i Mrs. Perley Damon is at Knox HosMrs. t eyum°ur Cameron enter- pjtai where she underwent a surgical
William Piper of Warren is quite ill
Mrs. Fred Linekin and Miss Chartho toinozi
lotte
Buffum
are
to
entertain
the tamed at a bridge luncheon Saturday ; operatlon yesterday.
at the home of his sister, Mrs. Carl
Diligent Dames of the Congregational evening. Honors were won by Miss 1
___
Cassens, Camden street.
Church at 1 o’clock luncheon Thurs- MSnAlicerHo^SkinVsirginia S"°W
Boston Sunday Herald;
William L. Benner has closed his [ day at Miss Buffum’s home on Grove Miss Alice Hodgkins.
„Mr &nd Mrg R Bancroft wilder.
house for a season, while Mrs. Benner street. Work will be done on signal
The.
Rubinstein
Club
held
a
very
Jr” came over from New York by air’
is quite ill at Britt Hospital, and is 1 flags {or the Girl Scouts,
interesting meeting Fridav after’- Iplane on christmas eve to sPe.nd th®
stopping at the home of Mr. and Kirs.'
...
„
„ .
George Stewart.
! William P. Kelley is in Boston for noon, with Miss Alice Erskine as' holidays with their parents, Mr. and
___
1 a few days on business.
chairman, who presented a p ogran Mrs. Harold B. Wilder Ashton ayeCENT DAYS Shoppers, and many new ones this
This year, by extending qur sale over nine days,
on
Newton Centre. Miss Ernestine
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Snow entertained i
, ,
.
,.
, , based
«--------- -rhnue,
based on --------Shakespearian
Themes. wuder entertained for her brother
year.
at supper and cards Saturday evenDelegates from Winslow-Holbrook Miss Erskine’s paper, illustrated by
our out of town patrons will be able to share in the
ing with honors in cards going to Mrs.
auxiliary to the Second musical numbers, was carefully pre- and his wife. The young couple re
turned by boat to New York. ’ The
many good things we offer, and take their time in
Lawrence Leach, Rollo Gardner of District Council, convening m Au- pared. The program
We sincerely wish to thank all those who have for
Wilders have a summer home at Hope
Camden and Lawrence Leach.
burn todav are Miss Pearl Borgerson Paper—Shakespearian Themes
selecting
them,
and
go
away
better
satisfied.
the
past quarter century helped to make our ine Cent
Corner,
and
have
many
relatives
and
and Mrs. Ella Hyland. Several other
Miss Erskine
friends in Hope and vicinity.
Quartet—English Folk Song ......
Days
a success, and on this historic day we will wel
The Woman’s Missionary Society of members of the auxiliary are in at Vocal
..... ............................... arr. Deems Taylor
Mrs. Carleen Nutt. Mrs. Lorita BicknelV
, the First Baptist church will meet tendance.
come
all new comers.
We
expect,
and
hope
to
see
all
of
our
regular
NINE
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Colson enter
Mrs. Hazel Atwood. Mrs. Edna Browne
tomorrow afternoon at 2.30 in the
Soprano—O
Mistress
Mine
(From tained at supper and bridge Thursday
The
Home
Club
was
entertained
chapel. Mrs. F. S Rhodes and Miss
“Twelfth Night.” Written in 1611 or
earlier, and to be found in ‘ Queen evening at their home on Florence
Carolyn Erskine will be the leaders. ' Saturday evening at the home of
I
Mrs.
C.
H.
Morey,
Pacific
street,
with
Elizabeth
’s Virginal Book”) .................. street. There were three tables, honors
Go prepared to sew as “White Cross j the husbands as special guests for. .......................
Sale begins at 9 o'clock each day as heretofore.
arr. Dr. Charles Vincent being won by Mrs. L. A. Crockett, Mrs.
Work" is to be done.
Mrs.
Helen Wentworth
supper. A Christmas tree, an annual Plano duet—Torch
George
L.
St.
Clair,
Mr.
Crockett
and
Dance from “Henry
with the club members, was a
VIII. Suite” ............... Edward Ge/man Fred T Veazie.
Kalloch Class will meet this after ! event
Mrs. Marguerite Johnson, Mrs. Florence
feature of the gathering.
noon in the Baptist parlors to do re
FOLLOWING THIS SALE WILL BE OUR
McMillan
Dramatic reading—Balcony Scene from
Mrs. William Sharpe who has been
lief sewing. Go prepared to stay to
Miss Gladys Paft who has been the
ANNUAL
NINE CENT DAY CHARITY DANCE
Romeo
and
Juliet
”
........
Shakespeare
the guest of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
the evening prayer service.
Mrs. Ruth Whittemore
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
E. D. Spear, Maple street, for the hol
TIME
AND PLACE TO BE ANNOUNCED
Soprano
—
Orpheus
and
His
Lute,
Sullivan
Grindle. North Main street, has re
Mrs. Lorna Pendleton
iday season leaves today for her home I
Miss Rebecca McClure who has i turned to Natick, Mass.
Piano
—
Scherzo
..................
Mendelssohn
in New York.
been spending the holidays at her Ce- [
Miss Mary Wasgatt
MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS FILLED DURING THE SALE
dar street home returns today to
—Now the Hungry Lions Roar,
The auxiliary of Sons of Union Contralto
from “Midsummer Night’s Dream "
IN SO FAR AS POSSIBLE (EXCEPT THE FIRST DAY)
Leavitt Institute, Turner Center.
Mrs. Frank Marsh entertained a
Veterans meets tomorrow night, with
written in 1767 by William Lindley ......
supper at 6, Mrs. John Thomas,
........... •••••........................ arr. Dr. Vincent few friends informally at supper and
Mr. and Mrs. Carl L. Fales and j chairman.
Mrs. Kathleen Marston
cards Friday evening.
— Overture. “Midsummer
daughter Helen of East Friendship ,
Nights Dream” ............. Mendelssohn
Chapin Class will have supper at I
were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. ’ Mrs. Alice Swett of Portland is Mrs.
Rita Robinson. Mrs. Faith G. Berry.
Mrs. Nettie Averill
Willard S. Fales, Warren street.
' VjSit_ing Mrs, Mildred Maj\ High
the Universalist ve’stry tonight at 6.
Soprano—Hark. Hark, the Lark. Schubert with Mrs. Ruth Palmer as chairman,
Mrs. Wentworth
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Vaughn strcet'
___
The accompanists were Mrs. Ethel assisted by Miss Gladys Blethen, Miss
have closed their house at The High- J The DaUghters of Veterans give a Lee
the mounted force and how, in the ( mother in 1907, and the part of a
Hayden, Miss Margaret Everett Edith McAlman and Miss Hope
PARK THEATRE
lands. Their wintec^address will be whlst party tonight at Grand Army and Mrs.
Greenhalgh.
face of danger, intrigue and jealousy, modern daughter.
Wentworth.
Particular
in

88 Winslow street, Portland.
| hall, with Mrs. E. A. Murray and terest was displayed in the first ap
R. W. TYLER
he
wins the girl, makes , Many dramatic scenes Detween the
Throughout “Under Suspicion," one eventually
Mrs. Priscilla Smith as hostesses. pearances of the new members, Mrs.
Miss Hilda Aspey, contralto, of
of
the
most
heart
throbbing
mother
and
daughter
are
handled
RADIO
SERVICE AND REPAIRS
Wednesday feature at the Park, runs
Miss Gladys Grant of Fulton street Play begins at 8.
Johnson and Mrs. Pendleton, and the Warren, is to substitute for Mrs. a story of rivalry of two members of dramas yet to reach the audible by Miss Chatterton in what she terms
was operated upon for appendicitis
NEW
BICKNELL
Damie
R.
Gardner
as
soloist
at
the
screen.- •adv.
first appearance as soloist of Miss
her most interesting picture since
at Knox Hospital yesterday.
Phone 710
P. O. Box 359
A pleasant party was held at the Wasgatt, also a new member. Mrs. First Church of Christ Scientist dur the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
her
"Advent
to
the
screen
two
years
over the heart of a beautiful and
135tf
home of Mr. and Mrs. H. Hutchinson. Pendleton has the honor of being the ing the month of January.
ago.
—
adv.
STRAND
THEATRE
charming daughter of their com
The Junior Harmony Club meets Lawn avenue, in honor of the ninth
club
’
s
youngest
member
(16
years
of
tomorrow evening at the BPW rooms birthday of their daughter Ethel.
The first of a series of card parties mandant.
age), and the creditable manner in
A “triple characterization." the
J. Harold Murray and Lois Moran
at 7 when a program will be pre- | Qarnes were played and refreshments which she sang Friday won approval. to be given for the benefit of St. Ber
sented under the direction of Mrs. j serve(j. Many fine presents were re- In fact, the entire program was out nard's Catholic Church takes place to- are co-featured in the leading roles first to be portrayed by one player
in the 'rhnmriikft**wfth 8 supporting cast including such ! in the history of the screen, is enLeola Noyes, counsellor. Mrs. Faith ceived. Those present were Evelyn
®
moll _ Irnnum
enrnon
1 itipc
nc
acted hv
by K?ntVi
Ruth Phottnrtnn
Chatterton in
in "Tbn
"The
screen nnrenna
personalities
as optnri
G. Berry will conduct the lesson in and Therese Bragg. Dorothy Melvin, standing for its excellence. Miss Grill at 8 o’clock.
The committee in well-known
Erskine
wore
a
beautiful
corsage
of
Right
to
LoMf"
at
the
Strand
Wed
J.
M.
Kerrigan,
Marie
Saxon
and
music appreciation.
Barbara Atkinson, Louise Pirelli, Bar Talisman roses and sweet peas, the charge is composed of Misses Emma
nesday and Thursday.
Brent.
bara Bartlett, Arlene Blood. Harold gift of Mrs. Cora Farwell, one of the and Marie Dorgan and Joanna Pat George
"Under Suspicion" tells the story
This intriguing drama of romantic
Carl Thurston who has been with Williams, Loraine Iott.
terson.
club's
most
valued
members.
The
of a famous British war aviator who sacrifice through three generations,
his grandmother. Mrs. Fremont
___
AT
next meeting, Friday, Jan. 16, will
'sacrifices his title and hides his is a dialozue picturization of Susan
Beverage, at North Haven, during ! Miss Susan gpcar and Miss Vivian have Mrs. Hazel Atwood as chair
The Methebesec Club meets Friday
the holiday season, arrived home T udwi„ SPent the weekend in Port- man, who will have as her subject afternoon at 2.30 at the home of Mrs. identity in order to save his younger Glaspell’s book, "Brook Evans." Miss
yesterday, and is leaving today for , d euests o{ Mr. and Mrs. Harold ’French Music." Those scheduled Alice Karl, 50 Granite street, with brother from disgrace. As John Chatterton plays the roles of a young
Smith, he finds himself a member of 1 girl of 1890. the same character as a
Orono to resume his studies at Uni- J. Leavitt.
’ 8
to participate in the program are: Mrs. Karl. Mrs. Jane Beech. Mrs. Ava
versity of Maine.
Overture. Miss Margaret Stahl and Jackson, and Mrs. Irene Walker as
lUTrc nhoai h
a
t. ' William H. Murphy leaves today for Miss Mabel Lamb; vocalists, Mrs. hostesses.
Mrs. Suella Sheldon as
Mis. Obadiah Gardner Who has , Boston where he is to visit his brother Mildred Havener, Mrs. Kathleen program leader will have as her topic
WEDNESDAY
been very ill at her home on Chest- James Murphv for the winter.
Marston and Mrs. Lorita Bicknell; “Events in Washington.” The usual
nut street is much improved. Miss
vocal duet, Miss Mabelle Brown and response to roll call with current
Margaret Robinson, R. N. is in at
Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Scarlott motored Mrs. Emily Stevens; pianists, Miss events will be omitted. Tha guest
To shield another he rode
tendance.
under suspicion. Even though
to Kent’s Hill Sunday accompanied by Julia Woodcock. Miss Alcada Hall speaker for the afternoon will be Rev.
his silence might cost him the
Miss Ruth Scarlott returning to re and Mrs. Ethel Lee Hayden.
George H. Welch.
Miss Lois Hallowell went Friday to sume teaching at the Seminary.
love of of the one woman he
Waterville to spend the weekend '
___
wanted!
with relatives after being the guest
Mi
Oertrude O’Brien who has
of Mr and Mrs. Frank Hallowell for
“,s"
t o{ fricnds for several
several days. From Waterville Miss
^d°’ ‘L,. her home in
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Hallowell goes to Brockton, Mass., , days’aft
f°r
Entire Stock To Be Sold At Practically Cost
to resume teaching school.
' Medford, Mass.
Boys’ Chinchilla Coats,""Navy Blur, were $5.00; for ................. $3.75
Capt. and Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wilson of Gray, Thomaston entertained for their
Girls' Camel Coats were $9.00 and $10.00 fur ............................... 6.98
Eugene Wilson of Boston and C. daughter, Miss Barbara Elliot, who is
Girls' Cloth Coats, were S6.50 and $8.00; for ................................. 3.58
Lionel Wilson of Duluth, Minn., who home from Oak Grove Seminary for
Pink and White Chinchilla Coats, were $3.75; for
2.50
in
have been guests for the holiday sea the holidays, and their son, Albert,
Bonnets to match were S1.25 for
............................................ 75
son of Miss Hortense Wilson, Thom
White Angora Bonnets S3.98 and $4.50 for .................................. 2.98
aston. have also been entertained for by giving a dancing party Friday eve
Whitr Angora Berets, $2.98 for
........................................... 2.00
ning
in
Watts
hall.
It
was
the
most
part of the time by Mr. and Mrs. J.
1 lot odd Silk Bonnets .......................................................................... 25
brilliant
social
affair
for
the
younger
O. Stevens, Talbot avenue.
Brush Wool and Velvet Berets
..................................................... 50
set tn years, having nearly 150 guests,
Chinchilla Berets and Helmets, pink, white and blue were
several
of
whom
were
from
out
of
A Vivid Drama Played Against the Background of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Richards
$1.00 for ..........................
.....-................................................. 50
IN
and sons Clarence and Ralph, and town. Christmas decorations of fir
the Great Northwest
Bovs’ Naw Blue Chinchilla Caps $1.00 for .......................................50
trees,
wreaths,
red
and
green
crepe
father, John Robbins, of Waterville
Girls’ Velvet and Felt Hats $2.50 for ......................................... 1.00
Also
were guests Friday and Saturday of paper festoons and colored lights were
4-piecc Brush Wool Sets, pink, blue and tan were $5.00 and
used most effectively. Kirk's Orches
friends and relatives.
Comedy
—
Vagabond
Adventure
—
Act
Audio
Review
$.00 for ...................
............................................................. 3.50
tra furnished music, with Leon H.
White Fur Robe $15.00. for ......................................... .„................. 9.00
Supper will be served in the Con Leighton of the Knox Hotel catering.
Jersey Leggings, red, Ian and navy ............. ................................... 79
gregational vestry tomorrow night at Among the guests were these from
Baby Bunting, whitr. pink and hue trimmings $2.98 for
1-98
6, with Mrs. A. H. Jones as chairman. Rockland: Misses Emma Agee, Helen
A
Paramount
Picture
One Baby Blanket, blue, $7.00 for ..........................................
2.98
THURSDAY
Bird. Mary Bird. Eleanor Bird.
Bath Robes. 2 to 6 years. $1.25 for ............................................... .98
Mrs. Raymond E. Thurston who Thelma Blackington, Flora Colson.
Infants Bath Rohes, $1.00 for .......................................................... 79
has been the guest of relatives in Lucille Egan. Margaret Egan. Agnes
Pajamas 2 to 6 years ...................................................................... .50
Boston and vicinity for several weeks Flanagan, Alice Flanagan. Lucy
I)r. Denton Sleeping Garments, sizes 2 to 6 years, any size
1.00
is today joining Mr. Thurston in Au French. Irma Fickett, Edna Gregory.
From Susan Glaspell’s Novel “Brook Evans”
Overalls, 50e quality ............................................................................ 39
gusta, where Wednesday evening they Estelle Hall. Vivian Hall. Margaret
Overalls, 25e, 5 pair for ......... ................,........................ ............... 1.00
will attend the annual charity ball, Hellier, Alice Hellier, Alice Hodgkins,
A mother stakes her happiness on love—and loses! A daughter
Rompers ,$1.00, $1.25 and $1.50 ........................................................ 75
Augusta's outstanding social event \ Faye Hodgkins, Margaret Johnson.
gambles on love—and wins! Two characters brought to vivid life—in
Colored Ilia li.ets $1.25 for .................................................................98
for the winter season. Given in the | Ruth Lawrence. Helen Moulaison,
the most marvelous of Ruth Chatterton's great roles!
Jap Silk Puffs, $2.98 for ................................................................ 198
City hall, it is sponsored »by the Hos Joan Moulaison, Gladys Oliver, Rose
Infants Shawls, $1.25 for .............................................. ................... 98
pital Aid and is for the benefit of O'Neil, Ruth Perry. Nellie Snow. Al-'
Infants all Wool Flannel Skirts, $1.50 io $3.00 for..................... 1-00
the Augusta General Hospital. Com berta Knight, Mary Lawrence. Mary
The First Picture Ever Filmed with the Marvelous NEW WEST
1.00
Infants Long Drrssse $1.98 and $2.50 for
ing on the eve of the inauguration Wasgatt, Martha Wasgatt, Cynthia j
ERN ELECTRIC SYSTEM OF NOICELES6 RECARDING
.98
Infants Crochet and Knitted Saeques $1.30 a I $2.00 for
and the first day of the arrival of Wasgatt, Barbara Wiggin, Virginia
1.50
Odd sweaters, S2.50 for .........................................................
Maine solons and their families from Snow, Dorothy Feeney, Olive Ed
REX LEASE
1.19
Red serge Skirts, size 3, 4 and 5, S1.98, for
.............
all parts of the State, it promises to wards. Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Cam
Also
.25
Knitted Booties, odd lot .....................................................
be a larger and more successful event eron. Mr. and Mrs. William Vinal, Mr.
VERA
REYNOLDS
LO\E A LA MODE
ACE OF SPADES
.39
Wool and Rayon Vests
than for some time. Among the and Mrs. Raymond Perry. James
SOLACE OF THE HILLS
and All-Star Cast
W ool and Rayon Bands ..............................................................
-39
members of the receiving line will be Agee. Richard Bird. William Elling
White Cashmere Hose ....'..................................................................
-59
Governor and Mrs. William Tudor wood. Donald Coughlin, John Flana
All-Talking
All-Mystery
Wool and Rayon Hose, tan only, ................................................. -19
Gardiner and Mayor and Mrs. Rob gan, James Flanagan. Judson Flana
Now Showing
Rubber Bloomers ............................................................................... *9
ert A. Cony, as well as officials of gan, Ralph Fowler, Clinton Fickett, j
Last Week of Vaudeville
the Augusta General Hospital and Carl Herrick. Robert Johnson. Carl
1 lot Teddy Bears. $2.50 and $3.00 for
1-50
BAT
WIHSPERS
......................................... 10
others. Joe Roman and his 10-piech Ladd, Edward Lawrence. Atwood Lev-'
1 lot Celluloid Rattles
............................................
19
with Chester Morris
band from Portland will furnish ensaler, Richard Knowlton. Robert
Odd lot of Wool, per ball
5 Superb Acts of Keith’s Vaudeville
................................... 2.50
music.
Ladies’ Velvet Hats $5.00. for
McCarty, Albert McCarty. John
.................
38
Best Scotch Wool, per ball
PARISIAN BEAUTY 7 Moulaison, Arthur Orne, Francis
........................................ 1.98
Ladies’ Metal Hats, $2.98 for
Orne, Elmer Rising. Oliver Rollins,
A
Home of
.......................................... 75
Ladies' Dimity Aprons, Sl.Ofl for
i Cedric French, Emery Trafton, RobParamount
Paramount
SALON
..................................... 1.00
Ladies' Hoover Aprons, $1.50 for
' ert Tweedie, Norman Waldron, WesPublix
Pictures
Complete Beauty System
......................................... 1.75
One of the
HOME OF
Odd lot Smocks, $1.98 for
I ley Wasgatt, Wendell Thornton, MayTheatre
Tel.
892
Publix Theatres
PARAMOUNT
Fredericks Permanent Waving and :nard Wiggin, George B. Wood, Henry I
Odd lot of Stamped Goods
Rewaving
Tel. 409
PICTURES
, Marsh, Oiva Lampi, Randall Mar- '
SHOWS 2.00—6.30—8.30
AND ALL STOCK NOT MENTIONED IN THIS AD AT
67 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND [shall. Clifford Ladd and Henry Day.!
GREATLY REDI’ED PRICES
CONTINUOUS
SATURDAY
2.00
TO
10.20
Phone 898
Miss May Gould of Waban. Mass.,
150tf
was among the guests.

So—fo do an old thing in a new way, since last year we hope

extended the 9c Sale to NINE DAYS beginning Friday, Jan
uary 9th, continuing to Monday, January 19th, inclusive

Annual Topsy-Turvy Sale

CROCKETT’S
BABY SPOP
3 Days Only

Ttiursday-Friday-Saturday
JANUARY 8-9-10

’1RUTH

CHATTERTON

“THE RIGHT TO LOVE”
with PAUL LUKAS

Lois Moran
J. Harold Murray

‘Under Suspicion’

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 6, 1931
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to equipment such as machine shop, ’ EDUCATIONAL CLUB
dope room, and so forth, their facili
ties do not compare with ours. Of
course they are within easy reach of Hears Forceful Declaration
airplane and engine factories, ar.d
Against Political Pitfall By 1
large airports with complete service
facilities so there is not the need for
W. A. Holman.
a self-contained operating unit that
exists in Rockland, but it is inter
Able speakers, excellent music and
esting to draw comparisons and con
interesting current events, spiced by a
clusions.
lf these characteristics indicatt good measure of wit and humor, char
*
* anything they seem to point to a acterized the meeting of the Woman's
greater increase in activity and a Educational Club Friday afternoon
wider field of service for the Rock
land Airport than for airports of and evening. Mrs. Lena Merrill
❖4* 4» 4* 4»4* 4» 4« 4«4« 4* 4* 4* 4* 4» 4»4« 4* 4« 4« 4»4* 4»4» 4« the same size in this region. There proved an admirable hostess.
is more work going on at Rockland, | The afternoon speaker was Mrs.
i By F.V.F)
it is of a more vital nature in the life Lena K. Sargent, whose address had
of
the community, and it is less de- | already appeared in this paper; a les
An experienced columnist would
no doubt have his copy written up pendent on other centers of aviation son review of the Presidents of the
several weeks in advance to cover the than the airports of comparable size United States was among the inter
esting topics discussed. Mrs. Mary
contingency of a prolonged absence— down here.
It would not be exaggerating the Perry Rich and Mrs. Rebecca Ingra
but as this columnist is a wholly in
experienced and somewhat dilatory truth to say that Rockland's progress ham were high line on finance. The
writer, it must be composed of the bevond the development of fields like critics named for the next fortnight
materials at hand where he happens Caldwell is attributable to one man. are Nellie Hall, Maude Blodgett, Clara
Admitting that due to its position Guptill. Clara Spaulding and Nettie
to be.
• ♦ » •
the latter could not have risen much Stuart. "Watch your step" is the cau
Flying in New Jersey is as differ further in the relative importance of j tion offered.
ent from flying in Maine as climate, its business as compared with the
Mrs. Harold Nash created much in
and geography and population can neighboring airports, it is just as true terest with her paper on “Maine
make it. Fields are larger and in that the Rockland base might not i Honors Her Outstanding Farmers and
finitely more numerous. Except over be operating the various services that Home-makers."
the thickly settled vicinity of Newark. it does maintain had not the man in
The entertainment program includ
Jersey City, and Hoboken, there are charge of it had more than ordinary ed a vocal solo by Miss Dorothea Lord,
Very few spots where it would be vision and enterprise.
a piano solo by Miss Louise Nash, a
difficult to make a forced landing,
With any considerable traffic recitation by Miss Alice Start—all
and even above those places it lootts demands such as travel to the nortr. commendably done.
as though one could stretch out a of the state, ship-plane service from
These women were voted into mem
glide from three or four thousand the land to ocean going vessels, or a bership: 41 in all:
feet to a safe landing somewhere trans-Atlantic route. Rockland is
Mrs. Ruby Allen. Mrs. Roxanna Al
away from the tangle of high ten bound to develop into an aviation bee. Eva Bulloch, Manchester, N. H.,
sion wires, railroad tracks, and center of national importance. Even Edna Ames. Mrs. Frank J. Blood^
buildings. The activity in aviation now it would be more logical to j Adah Carnes, Mary Crie, Mrs. Perley
is of course much greater in propor compare it with Newark. Philadel Damon, Grace Dyer. Florence Dan
tion as the population is heavier and phia or Boston than with Caldwell. forth. Skowhegan; Miss Ruth Dontrade and industry more concentrat for those are the places where center dis. Mrs. Marion Daly, Miss Made
ed. On a flight to Wilmington. Del the most vital activities in aviation line De Vowe. Houlton: Mrs. William
and return from Teterboro we passed for their respective regions.
Frye. Mrs. E. H. Gregory. Mrs. Clara
at least eight planes, three of which
» • • •
Guptill. M. G. Gurney, Miss Martha
were large transogft ships.
Pilot Hazen Bean and student Max
Jones. Thomaston: Mrs. Obadiah
At Caldwell Airport Sunday, where White arrived from Charlottetown. E.
Gardner. Mrs. Arnold Jones. Miss
an air circus had been advertised, PEI.. Friday afternoon in the Fledp- Margaret
Murphy, Mrs. Frank Kim
but was not held on account of 1‘ne. Thev left Rockland Monday
weather. 200 to 250 cars were parked morning and made Charlottetown ball. Mrs. Ethel Lurvey. Mrs. Jennie
while the visitors roamed around try that afternoon stopping in St. John Lindsey. Mrs. Cassie McLoud. Mrs.
Earl McIntosh, Mrs. E. Stewart Oring to keep warm in the lee of the
B. to clear the customs. Their re beton. Miss Frances Risteen, Mrs.
hancar while two or three pilots did N.
a little hedge-hopping and some ports show that the Provinces are Carl Stevens. Mrs. Charlotte SDear,
wing-overs in order rot to wholly enjoying a mild winter, as St. John Mrs. Nettie Smalley. Mrs. Albert
disappoint them. One of the ma has less snow than we have and it Staples. Eoothbay Harbor: Miss
chines performing was 387M, the was found to be difficult to land Joyce Whitehall. Mrs. Ruth Williams,
Travel Air biplane with which aitd take off on skiis. They have the Mrs. Anna D Young. Mrs. Florence
C'-srlie Treat has so often thrilled j honor of being the first passengers Ellis. Mrs. C. H. Hapsworth. Mrs.
and plane to be cleared at Rockland Margaret Hupper, Mrs. Alice Oxton.
Maine crowds.
An air circus at Caldwell Is a Airport under the new regulations. Miss Mary Buttomer. Seven appli
common occurrence but the manage The Customs House here was ably cations for membership were pre
ment has maintained such excellent represented by Charles R. Magee, sented.
* • » •
programs with features like Hawks who found everything to be in order.
This
new
service
is
of
great
value
The
guest
speaker
at the evening
Alford W’illiams, and the Autogyro
that large crowds still turn out when to air travelers and will be used manv session was William A Holman of
ever one is staged—sti’l expecting 'o j times this coming summer; it will Portland, whose address on "Pitfalls
see some fool aviator break his neck. bring many ships to Rockland. It of Practical Politics from the Chris
As yet no one has leaped into the has been heretofore a matter cf tian Standpoint" revealed a great
Atlantic Ocean from over the air guesswork as to just how to clear an deal of thought and research, pre
ahplane embarking for a foreign sented in a most entertaining man
port.
The passenger hopping was about country; now the Customs Officials ner. These excerpts are made:
We all may deplore the tendency
one-tenth what it would have teen ' take care of it in a pleasing manner
iv a Rock’and crowd of eoua! size. and a plane is cleared much the same of certain religious bodies to attempt
There are more students taking in as a vessel, and of course it takes but to interfere with the Congress, and in
government—yet we must assert the
struction there than at Rockland and a few moments.
The big Loening amphibian ODened necessity of a Christian viewpoint by
quite a few privately owned planes
are kept in the hangar, but so far the new :ttn to Stonington last Tues- the individual.
Right-minded citizens stand for
they have established no regular dav morning and the people from the
ru"s r.or dailv services such as the island community are taking to aii the high ideals in every nation, while
t.nvel
quickly
as
the
passenger
list
the evil-minded, who would elimi
Po"tland-Rockland
paper
route.
nate God from human affairs, stand
This activity interests them very grows with each trip it makes.
for all things which would destroy
much. It will probably be a common
Then there was the case of the society and banish culture from the
event in the daily life of many com
Aroostook woman who was arrested consciousness of mankind.
munities before long.
However much the Soviet Govern
The entire force is only two-thirds for rum selling.
One of the citizens of the town ment may obtain in a material form
the number at Rockland and only
two full time pilots, one of whom is was telling about it. "They put her : for the great masses in Russia, and
the manager, are on hand. Although under bonds,” he said, “but she it v? accomplishing mufch, it will
the number of planes in the hangar couldn't get bail, so they let her go " break itself upon the rock of in
Which seems simple enough.—Port- fidelity. God rules this universe, and
is about the same as we have, many
! no nation can endure that seeks to
of them are privately owned and as and Express.

! Planes, Pilots J
—and—

| Passengers <

We Challenge yon
io duplicate this value!
A A>«-. Qnalhy-Built

AST WASHER
OliSlg

destroy faith in the minds of its
people.
Women have definitely and for
ever entered politics. What, then, is
more natural than for them to con- j
sider some of the pitfalls which
might entrap them. My first pitfall
then, is for you never to forget your
sex.
If it turns out that you are braver
in facing problems, franker in your
outlooks, clearer in your understand
ing. more intellectual in your grasp
of affairs than men—more power to
you—but never seek any role, either
of duty or ambition, other than as
women.
Do not enter politics lightly, with
a flapper's viewpoint, or as a new
of commendation for the stand he
type of women, but rather as women
has taken, and I doubt if his circula
conscious that all they love is at
tion will be harmed in the least.
stake. Men will respect you as you
♦ 0♦♦
respect yourselves. There is in the
Most of us believe that this na
mind of some women the thought
tional crime wave is something new
that to be equal with men precludes
—something our grandparents never
the idea of womanliness—a belief
experienced. We are inclined to look
that women should give and take,
back and reason that in the days of
ask no favors, and give no quarter.
the Puritans and the Pilgrims every
To a certain extent, that is good
one was honest; there were few mur
sportsmanship, but to an extent that
ders, little stealing. We picture them
it means loss of femininity, it is folly.
going to church regularly, and often,
The second pitfall, if I might sug
with no movies, no automobiles, no
gest. would be the danger of not
bridge parties, or gin, or home brew
thinking things through for your
or necking to interfere with prayer
selves. Men were divided and de
meeting or Sunday worship. We
ceived upon the question of slavery.
read in the papers now that judges
Men Were deceived about polyga
are corrupt in the larger cities and
my. Read the debates in Congress
that “you cannot put a million dol
in favor of and against this cancer
lars in jail." That there is no justice
that was eating into the very vitals
for the poor man and that the rich
of the nation.
man can buy his way out, no matter
• • • •
The arguments, declared by those This Is "Gooda News,” Harry Daniels’ what the crime. That is the uni
versal opinion just at this time in
in its favor were, that it was a sys
Mexican Newsboy, In Whom The which we are living. We are inclined
tem Moses taught, which God al
lowed. and from which the Saviour Courier-Gazette Readers Are In . to hark back to “the good old days"
! and bemoan the wickedness of the
terested
sprang. They drew fine distinctions
present as something that has visitbetween bigamy, which not only
-------------------------------- ed us with an advanced civilization.
wronged the first wife, but the secMagic Valley of Texas I With these thoughts in my mind last
was described as being both legal and
Hooray! Magnifico! ! An editor in night, I reached oyer to a book shelf
ond. by rendering the last marriage
and picked a book at random. In
null and void; while polygamy was south Texas writes: "A body of a man the same careless manner I opened
described as being both legal and taken for a ride, is found in a desert the book and started to read. It was
religious, entered into with the ed automobile . . . five bank robberies Cicero. Tlie fir3t oration against
knowledge and consent of both wives. in this state last night ... a woman Verres. delivered in Rome in the year
Do not be deceived by specious is arrested, and a magistrate, who 70 B. C.
arguments, even by your own men- is in with the blackmailing gang who
her, refuses to listen to the
folks. Things to be tested today arrested
of her innocence; she is jailed
must be tested by moral values, not story
If you think our crime wave is
. . . six holdups in one city yesterday.
arguments.
new, just read what Cicero said to
.
.
.
a
magistrate
is
indicted;
he
The third pitfall we may consider bought his job on the bench
the corrupt judges 70 years before
is subtle propaganda.
racketeers are running fake charity | the birth of Christ:
For it can be truthfully said that shows . . . four murders yesterday in
“That which was above all things
the greatest menace in our national one state, and so it goes in our civili to be desired, O judges, and which
life is heavily financed propaganda zation." Then the editor adds:
above all things was calculated to
During tlie late war how many times
"Beginning tomorrow this newspa have the greatest influence toward
we fell victims to dangerous insidi per is going to stop publishing this allaying the unpopularity of your
ous, and even treasonable propa sort of news. Murders, robberies, order, and putting an end to the dis
ganda. Toduy we find it directed holdups, arson, and other national credit into which your judicial deci
against the President, the Congress crime news will find no space in sions have fallen, appears to have
railroads, in the interest of blocs.
these columns. If something hap been thrown in your way, and given
We have seen the fatal trail in pens in this community that deserves to you not by any human contrivance,
public domain and oil scandals.
publication, we will handle it. World but almost by the interposition of the
It is used against the 18th Clime is out. We believe there is gods, at a most important crisis of
Amendment, and invades the field enough good news, enough news of the republic.
of religion, and even pours its nox a cheerful character to fill these
"For an opinion has now become
ious way into famine and drouth columns and we are going to look for established . pernicious to us, and
relief; into birth control; the ex it. Surely with all the bad there pernicious to the republic, which has
clusion of foreign fruits: and against must be some good concealed, some been the common talk of every one,
immigration.
where. and we are going to make it not only at Rome, but among foreign
You will be beset with propaganda cur business to try and find it and nations also—that in. the courts of
for the continuance of war—today the give it to our readers."
law, as they exist at present, no
wealthy man, however guilty he may
darl est cloud hanging over the hu
<$> C ®
man race. Propaganda against the
That editor is an exception. He is be. can possibly be convicted,
World Court and our entrance into brave. He will receive many letters , “Now at this time of peril to your
the League of Nations.
• * • •
At no point is this menace more
dangerous than as directed against
| the 18th Amendment. We are told ■
that crimes of violence, of smuggling,
and defiance of law are at the peak,
and the United States will have to
j repeal this Amendment, because the
I nation cannot enforce its constitu
tional provisions. If this be true,
representative government has failed.
Can any woman believe that our do
mestic happiness has not improved
since the abolition of the saloon?
Or that our boys and girls are not
having a fairer chance than in the
days when there was a legalized and
open rumshop upon every other
corner.
Be not deceived. Against all the
arguments of men who would traffic
in drink, hear a great voice—a wom
an's voice. Ask yourself who knows
any more about poverty, vice, and
the evils of drunkenness than the
Salvation Army and the Volunteers
of America.
There is one more pitfall that has
entrapped men in politics—it is not
possible to dwell upon it, but it is
real and should be mentioned. It is
political expediency.
Whether in our legislature, or in
the National Congress, as bills are
reported out of commitee, it becomes
necessary to secure votes—to carry
the measure worked for, into the
enactment of law. Others have
measures, some good, some evil, and
then stalks forth the pitfall of ex
pedience. “If you will support my
measure, I will support yours."

QUERY ON CEMENT DUST DAMAGE
The committee investigating the cement dust question is engaged
in the task of assembling all available information as to the nature
and extent of damage to personal property done by dust from the
cement plant on the County Road. Our organization is seeking to
ascertain the facts, not to prove any particular fact, and it is quite
as important to our purpose to receive full reports, whether or not the
persons reporting consider that they are suffering damages or not.
We accordingly ask that all who receive this questionnaire answer
the questions carefully, whether affirmatively or in the negative. If
you consider the damage slight or negligible, this information will be
quite as important as more positive reports.
All information will be held in strict confidence. Your name will
not be used without your permission, nor your statements made
public. You may give your experiences without fear of future annoy
ance or publicity.
A prompt reply will be greatly appreciated. Kindly check with
cross in square any of the following damages or annoyances suffered.
If you wish to make further comments, do so under remarks.
Gravestones
Airplanes
Livestock
Hay
Fruit
Vegetables
Flowers
Trees
Shrubs

□
Paint on houses
□
□
Paint on autos
□
Gutters
□
□
□
Slate roofs
□
□
Window panes
□
Boats
□
□
□
Household annoyances
□
Greenhouses
□
□
□
This query i'> published for the convenience of those not receiving
copies through the mail. A space is provided below for remarks.
Rcmarks-

Cut out this coupon and mail to Cement Bust Committee, City
Building, Rockland
All eommuniratio ns should be signed.
Per order, Committee
order and to your tribunal, when
men are ready to attempt by har
angues, and by the proposal of new
laws, to increase the existing unpopu
larity of the senate, Caius Verres is
brought to'trial as a criminal, a man
condemned in the opinion of every
one by his life and actions, but ac
quitted by the enormousness of his
wealth, according to his own
boast. . . .”
<$ <•> 'ij

will be pleased to learn that he locat
ed me at 7 a. m. Christmas morning.
No Christmas tree had prevented
him getting on the job with his pa
pers. His greeting was “Buer.o
Natale.”—having to do with The
Nativity. With Christmas greetings
I transferred to him some cash The
’ Courier-Gazette had mailed for him,
and he confided, with sparkling
eyes, that his cash gifts now amount
ed to $5.60 and he hoped to reach
$6 before night, which he said would
And so we may hark back to Cicero, be "better'n last year."
(born 106 B. C.i, and some of his o7
0 ♦ C
orations, and find that even in those
days "you could not put a million
Across
the
Gulf here, over in
dollars in jail." Evidently a crime
wave is nothing new. Verres, as gov Havana, they have no mistletoe, holly
ernor of Sicily at that time, had or trees on December 25, but they
plundered the island of Its art treas dance and feast. However, gifts are
exchanged until January 6. which
ures and other property, for his own not
is the date, according to the Spanish
personal gain.
version of the New Testament, of
' the arrival of the wise men at Beth
Those who kindly sent pictures for lehem, with gifts for the new-born
Christopher, the Mexican newsboy, King.
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DEPENDABILITY

FINAL PLANNING MEETINGS ..
Will Be Held In Knox-Lincoln This
Week.—What Has Been Accom
plished.

Compare tlie
EASY with wringertype washers selling at §99.50—yes and
at §165. You can't find any agitatortype wringer washer that offers more
advanced construction. You can’t find
any that will do a better job. Yet you
can have this guaranteed new EASY
at a remarkably low price that
ves
you §20 and more.

•••

EASY

There’s nothing “cheap” about the new
EASY. It is new throughout-not an
old model cheapened to meet a price.
Built to EASY standards of material
and workmanship. Standard General
Electric Motor. Jade-green porcelain
enameled tub (easy to clean). Balloontype wringer rolls. You will appreci
ate these EASY advantages.

Come in today and sec this remarkable
new EASY Washer. Ask about our
liberal time payment plan.

Central Maine Power Company
at any of (S’fiVt'.O our stores
. • •■

r si i
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This week completes the schedule
of planning meetings of the Ex
tension Service and Farm Bureau.
Meetings for this week are as fol
lows: Today, Camden Grange hall;
Wednesday, Hope Grange hall;
Thursday. Montgomery rooms. War
ren; and Friday, Masonic hall,
Friendship. During the past few
weeks meetings have been held
throughout the counties to elect a
community committee and arrange
work for the year. The meetings
were as follows:
Aina—Ralph Keene, chairman: T.
N. Ayer, dairy; Clarence Walker,
agricultural economics.
Damariscotta—Norris Waltz, chair
man: John Weeks, poultry: Henry
Stegmaier, agricultural economics.
Jefferson-Arthur Hall, chairman;
John Andrews, poultry; Earle Hodg
kins. orchard.
Nobleboro—Sterling Oliver, chair
man; E. C. Oliver, dairy; Tom Genthner, agricultural economics; O. H.
Rollins, poultry.
Orff's
Corner—Albert
Elwell,
chairman; Vellis Weaver, poultry.
Rockland—Carl Nelson, chairman;
Carl Chaples, dairy; F. M. Piper,
poultry.
West
Rockport—Henry Keller,
chairman; Robert Oxton , poultry;
Robert Nutt, orchard.
Waldoboro—F. M. Johnson, chair
man; Foster Jameson, poultry; James
Calderwood, orchard; Philip Lee,
agricultural economics.
Nothing is right until It Is beauti
ful.—Rev. Harry Emerson Fosdick.
Among brain workers there is a
tendency to reach for a Lucky in
stead of a thought.—Robert Littell.
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brilliant advancement
of traditional excellence
Dodge Brothers present a new J)odge

The new Dod ge Six and Eight

Six and a new Dodge Eight---- the

demonstrate that it is possible to in

most beautiful, comfortable and able

corporate in cars o f Dodge quality

cars in Dodge history. 501 It contin

at Dodge Brothers traditional price-

ues to he Dodge Brothers convic

levels a measure of beauty, size and

tion that the most important thing

performance far beyond anything

about a motor car is that it he a

that moderate price has previously

good motor car—so designed and so

commanded. o®3 The value represented

built of sound materials 'that it may

in such cars will he instantly ap

last long and operate dependably.

parent to every motor car buyer.

NEW BEAUTY-SPARKLING COLOR

HARMONIES—EXQUISITE INTERIORS
-INCREASED COMFORT-WIRE
VHEELJ-KINER, FASTER PER
FORMANCE-MONO-PIECE STEEL
BODIES — INTERNAL HYDRAULIC
BRAKES-MANY OTHER REFINEMENTS

QZcw

CDodge ^)ighl,---- four models

priced from $1095 to $1135.

f. o. b. factory. Coupe

•

All prices

. *1095

Qlew doJge cflx --- five models priced
from $815 to $845.

All prices f. o. b.

factory. Sedan (illustrated above)

*845

© Dodge Brothers Corporation 1931

DYER’S GARAGE, INC.
54 PARK ST.

TEL. 124

ROCKLAND, ME.

